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THEMATIC ARTICLES:  MIGRANT ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

AND THEIR INTEGRATION TO THE LABOR MARKET OF 

THE HOSTING COUNTRIES 

 

The Post-Soviet Migrant Entrepreneurship: a Critical Assessment of 

Multidisciplinary Research 
 
 

Sanja TEPAVCEVIC1 
 
 

Abstract. The collapse of the Soviet Union combined with political and economic reforms 
generated increasing migrations and capital flows between and from the former Soviet 
countries. As indicated by International Organization of Migrations (IOM), in 2019 only the 
number of Russian citizens living abroad was 10 million. The researchers from various 
disciplines have been following relationships between post-Soviet migrations, the outward 
capital flows and emigres’ entrepreneurship and during the last two decades over 40 studies 
related to post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship have emerged. This paper identifies the 
development of the research on post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship, its main trends, and 
research gaps. It delineates the boundaries and outline the contributions of immigrant 
entrepreneurship research to the fields of post-Soviet migrations and Russian outward 
foreign direct investments (OFDI). The review of the existing literature results in a new 
analytical framework that integrates findings in these domains and can be further 
extrapolated to analysis of entrepreneurship of other migrant groups. 
 
Keywords: migrations, post-Soviet (im)migrants’ entrepreneurship, literature review 

 

 

Introduction: Post-Soviet Migrations and Migrant Entrepreneurship 

 

The demise of the Soviet bloc generated the creation of both large ethnic 

disporas and mass migration flows, both within and outside of the borders of the 

former Soviet Union (Collyer, Duwell,  and Molodikova eds, 2014; Nikolko and 

Carment eds, 2017). The late 1980’s and early 1990’s were characterized by 

 
1 Acknowledgements: I would like to thank IASK librarians Eszter Takacs and Henrietta Doka 

for their administrative support in my research. 
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significant migration outflows of Soviet Jews, Armenians and Germans from the SU 

to Western Europe and the USA (Aron, 1991). From the mid 1990’s onwards former 

Soviet migration waves also included Chechens, Russians, Kazakhs and Ukrainians 

(Molodikova, 2017; Ryazantsev, 2015). Simultaneously, with the collapse of the 

Soviet Union the Russians became the world’s second largest ethnic diaspora after 

Chinese (Heleniak, 2017), changing their legal status into an ethnic minority and 

prompting migration. In turn, over the last three decades the former Soviet republics 

have remained among the top 20 sending countries (IOM Report, 2018). In 2019 the 

number of Russian citizens living outside Russia counted to 10 million, while 

migrations from Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan were among the largest 

European emigration corridors (IOM Report, 2020).2 

 

Table 1: Emigration from the former Soviet republics in selected years    
Sending country/ Number of emigrants (in millions/year) 2000 2015 2019 

Russian Federation 12.1 11 10 

Ukraine 5.9 6 6 

Kazakhstan 3.5 3 2,5 

Sources: IOM Migration Reports 2015/2018/2020 

 

Concurrently many host countries official statistics (in particular Germany, 

Israel and Hungary) have accounted citizens of post-Soviet countries as “citizens of 

the former USSR” long after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, with the definition 

continuing to be used within Israeli official statistics today (Ryazantsev et al., 2018). 

More recent OECD statistics on global migration indicate that immigrants who 

originate from former Soviet republics (mainly Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan) are 

currently among the largest immigrant groups in some receiving countries, namely 

Germany and Israel, and are also characterized as Russian speaking immigrants 

(Ryazantsev, 2017). Consequently, Soviet geographical origins and a native level 

knowledge of the Russian language placed the post-Soviet emigres within a coherent 

and often ethnically and culturally diverse migrant group.  

Additionally, the transformation of economic systems coincided with a 

gradual collapse in socialist political regimes, requiring social deinstitutionalization 

and the building of market institutions (Gustaffson, 1999; Aslund, 2007). The collapse 

of communist-era economic institutions initially created an economic vacuum, in 

 
2 Coinciding with one another, Russia and Ukraine accounted amongst countries with the 

largest migration inflows mostly from other former Soviet countries. 
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which numerous types of entrepreneurships emerged (Kshetri, 2009). Some 

entrepreneurs that emerged in such a context were seen as „quasi-entrepreneurs, 

capitalizing on the opportunities created by the decay of the Soviet system, and the 

turmoil of the early post-Soviet transition” (Gustaffson, 1999, 113). On one hand, 

examples of Soviet citizens that had already migrated to the US during the 1980s 

including Jews, Armenians and ethnic Germans, had already demonstrated the 

possibility of successfully integrating into American society, having generated larger 

yearly incomes than the average American citizen (Aron, 1991). On the other hand, 

the deregulation of the economy and opening of the borders generated a new post-

Soviet class of international traders, the so-called ‘chelnoki’, who travelled to Turkey, 

Poland or United Arab Emirates to buy products that they would later resell in their 

own countries. Some of these early post-Soviet international traders stayed in these 

countries, “established their businesses there and became successful entrepreneurs, 

and later – the citizens of these countries” (Ryazantsev et al. 2018, 94). 

 

Furthermore, since 2000, because of significant investments and business 

projects made by the former Soviet citizens especially in the EU and the US, post-

Soviet migrants’ entrepreneurship had found its way into international headlines as 

an evolving social and economic phenomenon: two of the most striking examples 

being Google’s co-founder Sergey Brin (Leadem, 2017), and owner of the British 

football team, Chelsea, Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich (Kuznetsov, 2011). 

Sequentially, it attracted academic interest in the outbonds of various fields of study 

such as post-Soviet migrations, outward foreign direct investments (OFDI) from 

Russia, immigrant entrepreneurship and technological innovations. Nevertheless, 

scholars analyzing post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship have frequently 

overlooked each other’s works. As a result, the research concerning post-Soviet 

(im)migrant entrepreneurship has appeared on the margins of various research 

fields, and the experts of the OFDI from Russia research field, Kari Liuhto and Saara 

Majuri (2014) recognized it as an important theme.  

In the light of these developments, the paper attempts to answer the 

following questions: How has the relationship between post-Soviet migrations and 

entrepreneurship been analyzed by scholars of various disciplines? What have been 

major directions, topics, and findings in the study of post-Soviet migrant 

entrepreneurship? Therefore, the aim of this paper is three-fold: firstly, to describe 

and assess the existing research about post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship across 
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various disciplines; secondly, to systematize and accumulate knowledge about the 

post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship by providing analytical framework; and lastly 

to reveal the current gaps in the research and suggest avenues for further inquiry. 

 
Objective and Methods of Inquiry 

 

With regard to its aforementioned aims, this paper offers a review of the 

post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship literature from the three most relevant 

disciplines: the first is history with focus on the Soviet Union and its’ dissolution; the 

second is migrations studies that represents a significant intersection of social 

sciences – sociology, international relations, politics, public policy, legal studies and 

social anthropology; and the third broader discipline is applied sciences – the studies 

of business, management, and entrepreneurship. Thus, scholars of many of these 

disciplines have researched post-Soviet (im)migrants entrepreneurship, but rarely 

considering analyses of the phenomenon from other disciplines. For instance, over 

the first decade of the 21st century the whole research field exploring foreign direct 

investments (FDI) from and to Russia emerged (Liuhto and Majuri, 2014). Heated 

debates about the phenomenon have been generated mostly by the economists and 

scholars of business, and the post-Soviet (im)migrant entrepreneurship has been 

analyzed through the prisms of outflow investments from Russia.  

On the contrary, sociologists, political scientists, historians and geographers 

have explored large migration flows within and outside the former Soviet territories, 

and the creation and identities of post-Soviet diasporas around the globe. They have 

mentioned Post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship as being an integration tool for 

migrants, however with a lack of inquiry into the nature of the entrepreneurship 

itself. Overall while contributing to the interdisciplinary debates, these branches of 

literature often overlooked one another, disregarding relevant aspects of the theme. 

The objective of this paper, therefore, is to aid other researchers by compiling 

contributions about the post-Soviet (im)migrants entrepreneurship and briefly 

analyzing and assessing their main discoveries. This paper represents a combination 

of within-study literature analysis and between-study literature analysis as first the 

content and contribution of each relevant study found is analyzed, and then it is 

compared as a way of highlighting general trends and gaps. 

The review is limited to the scholarly works on post-Soviet (im)migrant 

entrepreneurship in English and Russian languages. Analyzed articles, monographs, 

edited volumes, and dissertations were accessed through several search engines in 
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both English and Russian or directly from the authors. In terms of thematic choice, 

the three general criteria have been applied in search of the scholarly works to be 

reviewed: first, those works that address post-Soviet migrations, secondly, those 

works that address entrepreneurship in the post-socialist countries, and thirdly – 

those works that deal with immigrant entrepreneurship. These three themes then 

were synthesized to focus on post-Soviet (im)migrant entrepreneurship. They were 

systematized according to: a) the discipline and research field, in which they were 

explored, b) the time of publication, c) the type of publication (research article, 

theoretical article, review, monograph, edited volume), d) the geographical territory 

that they cover, and e) the language they are written/published in. As a result, the 

literature has been divided into three thematic clusters: The first cluster describes 

the works focusing precisely on post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship in business, 

social, geographical, and historical aspects. The second cluster composes of works 

addressing OFDI from Russia with a notion to post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship. 

The third cluster concerns literature devoted to the migration flows within and from 

the territory of the former USSR. As a result, 35 works were reviewed and structured 

around these thematic clusters. Given that migrations are a dynamic process of 

movement between various localities and institutional settings, several terms 

referring to the people in different stages of this process are used in this review 

interchangeably depending on context, namely: emigres, (im)migrants (immigrants 

and migrants), and transmigrants. 

 
Post-Soviet Immigrant Entrepreneurship: Core Studies Reviewed 

 
Only a few years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, 500.000 Jews from 

the former Soviet republics migrated to Israel, which had a population of 5.000.000. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that the first scholarly work addressing the post-Soviet 

immigrant entrepreneurship emerged in Israel: Miri Lerner and Yeoshua Hendeles 

(1996) explored entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial aspirations of 1530 post-

Soviet newcomers to Israel. They found that gender, education and previous 

experience are among top determinants of post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship 

in Israel.    

Following Lerner and Hendeles, Gustavo Mesch and Daniel Czamanski (1997) 

explored entrepreneurial intentions and their implementation of the post-Soviet 

Jewish immigrants in the Israeli city of Haifa. According to them, rapid and massive 

influx decreased newcomers’ chances of employment. In turn, this situation created 
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the structural conditions for their entrepreneurship. By surveying 275 post-Soviet 

immigrants in Haifa, where the (post-)Soviet emigres were territorially concentrated, 

Mesch and Czamanski found that immigrants become interested in 

entrepreneurship after learning that their prospects of finding a job in their 

profession are meager, and explained their motivation to open a small business as a 

way to increase their income. Thus, as Mesch and Czamanski pointed out, their 

findings supported the disadvantage theory that conceptualizes entrepreneurship as 

an adaptive mechanism to structural barriers in the primary labor market.   

More than a decade later, one more team of Israel-based researchers, Sibylle 

Heilbrunn and Nonna Kushnirovich (2008) examined impact of government support 

to immigrant entrepreneurs based on survey of 218 immigrant entrepreneurs from 

all former Soviet Union, residents of all Israeli regions. Heilbrunn and Kushnirovich 

pointed out that most frequent obstacles that post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurs 

faced in Israel were related to competition, environment, lack of capital and 

availability of information. In addition, as Heilbrunn and Kushnirovich found, those 

post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurs, who received the government’s support 

encountered significantly more problems in setting up their business, than their 

counterparts, who did not receive such support. Another intriguing finding was that 

higher level of business owners’ education negatively influenced business growth.     

Almost in the same period, focusing on motives for immigration of the post-

Soviet families to Hungary, Angelina Zueva (2005) revealed that some post-Soviet 

emigres who went to Israel later moved forward to Hungary. Zueva’s (2005) 

contribution was based on in-depth interviews with the Russian Post-Soviet 

immigrants in Hungary and assessment of migration policies, gender ideologies and 

personal desires. Simultaneously, she attracted the attention of personal and family-

related motives for migration and emphasized the role of women in migration 

decision-making processes. In relation particularly to post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurship, Zueva demonstrated that some of the Russian-speaking 

immigrants in Hungary founded companies and became entrepreneurs mostly in 

order to obtain residency permits.  

In sequence, Finnish scholars of economics and business studies observed 

growing Russian entrepreneurship in Finland. Their research interest was prompted 

by significant migrations from Russia, and it resulted in several groundbreaking 

studies about the motives and nature of the post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurship. Linda Johansson (2006) chronologically was the first Finnish 
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scholar, who studied Russian migrant entrepreneurs. She conducted her research in 

Southwestern Finland and discovered that Russian immigrant entrepreneurs in 

Southwestern Finland did not launch their companies as a result of unemployment 

or the threat of it. Additionally, Johansson demonstrated that, despite their relative 

geographical proximity to Russia, the group of Russian immigrant entrepreneurs 

under her focus were not internationalizing their companies toward Russia. 

However, regarding this internationalization towards the home country, opposite to 

Johansson, a year later Jaana Okulov (2007) published a research focused on 10 

Russian migrant entrepreneurs in Eastern Finland and noticed the relevance of their 

connections to mainland Russia. Thus, these two studies reflected the difference in 

nature of the post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship in various regions of Finland, 

which seemed to depend on their geographical proximity to the Finnish-Russian 

border. 

In turn, by surveying 60 Russian entrepreneurs in Finland, Jari Jumpponen 

and his associates (2009) complemented Johansson (2006) and Okulov (2007) 

arguments by finding that Russian owned immigrant businesses in Finland were 

created independently both from the help of public funding and any other 

supporting activities from the host country (Jumpponen et al. 2009). Several years 

later, contributing mostly to this Finland-focused research on post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurs, in her doctoral dissertation, Reija Sandelin (2015) explored the ways 

in which Russian immigrant entrepreneurs manifested their Russian cultures in their 

actions in different life-cycle stages of their businesses. In contrast to Jumpponen 

and his associates (2009), Sandelin applied interpretative method to the study of 

entrepreneurship and complemented previous contributions by analyzing the 

narratives of eight Russian immigrant entrepreneurs in Finland. Consequently, 

Sandelin found that the cultural identity of these entrepreneurs varies between the 

Finnish and the Russian cultures, which revealed levels of their integration into the 

Finnish business environment. 

Parallel to this growing body of research about post-Soviet entrepreneurs in 

Finland, three significant studies about Russian immigrant entrepreneurs were 

conducted in another Scandinavian country. While conceptualizing and analyzing 

immigrant entrepreneurship in Norway, in his doctoral dissertation Evgeny 

Vinogradov’s (2008) used the survey questions borrowed from Global 

Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) to study entrepreneurial intentions and activities 

of Russian immigrants in Norway. Based on 543 their responses to his survey 
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questions, Vinogradov (2008) found that they were more eager to start the business 

and be self-employed than their peers in the host country. His inquiry also revealed 

that Russian female immigrants in Norway usually have more intentions and more 

required knowledge to become self-employed or start their own enterprise.  Building 

up on the same data set from Norway, in his later study published with Maria 

Gabelko (2010), Evgeny Vinogradov compared entrepreneurial activity of Russian 

immigrant entrepreneurs to their Russian non-immigrant peers. Vinogradov and 

Gabelko (2010) findings simultaneously confirm the general assumption that 

migrants are more entrepreneurial than non-migrant population, and reject so-

called ‘brain drain’ assumption that immigrants are income maximizers. 

Seven years later, by utilizing the same method of inference as her Finnish 

peer Reija Sandelin (2015), the Norwegian scholar Mai Camilla Munkejord (2017) 

examined the nature of immigrant entrepreneurship in the rural Finnmark area of 

Norway focusing on local and transnational networks of Russian female 

entrepreneurs in this Norwegian countryside. By conducting in-depth interviews 

with nine Russian female entrepreneurs in the Finnmark area, Munkejord found that 

being the part of the mainstream economy and support of the family ties were the 

most striking features of their immigrant entrepreneurship. Munkejord (2017) also 

pointed out that most of her interviewees were marriage migrants. Thus, while 

complementing to the understanding of the gender and rural aspects of the post-

Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship, Munkejord’s analysis also contributed to spatial 

embeddedness and strength of ties explanations of immigrant entrepreneurship. 

Hence, while Vinogradov’s (2008) and Vinogradov’s and Gabelko’s (2010) 

contributions provide understanding about the entrepreneurial intentions and 

potential of the Russian immigrants in Norway compared them with Norwegians and 

non-migrant Russians, Munkejord’s findings provide a nuanced and detailed 

explanation of the phenomenon of post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship in the 

particular Norwegian locality. 

Parallel to these analyses of Russian immigrant entrepreneurship across 

Scandinavia, several studies explored the nature of the post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurship that operated in other parts of Europe and the world. For instance, 

Alexander Shvarts (2010) in his doctoral thesis explored how experiences in the 

former Soviet communist economy and in the transitional economy affect the role 

that human capital, financial capital, and social capital played in establishing 

businesses and becoming successful in Toronto, Canada. Shvarts interviewed 32 
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post-Soviet immigrants, mostly Russian Jews from two distinct waves of migration: 

the first group, who migrated between 1971 and 1980 before the political-economic 

transformation in the Soviet Union, and second, those, who migrated in 1980s and 

1990s. Shvarts’ findings demonstrate relatively clear distinction in pre-startup phase 

of entrepreneurship between the first and second groups of post-Soviet immigrants 

in Canada. the representatives of the first group had fewer financial resources and 

were more likely to turn to ethnic community for seed capital. On the contrary, the 

representatives of the second group emigrated with financial resources accumulated 

through their businesses established during the transition to market economy.    

Similarly, given relatively large size of the Russian-speaking diaspora in the 

Great Britain, which in 2014 reached about 150000 (Guardian, 2014), several studies 

from various disciplines focused on post-Soviet-owned businesses in this country. 

For instance, approaching the topic of post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship from 

an angle of the Russian foreign policy, the British sociologist Andrew Byford (2012) 

explored the nature of relations between Russian-speaking diaspora and the Russian 

state-representative institutions in the United Kingdom (UK). Byford conducted the 

interviews with the representatives of the Russian-speaking diaspora in London, and 

as a participant observed the process, in which some of Russian-speaking immigrants 

turned Russian culture-promoting “Compatriots” project organized by the Russian 

state, into self-serving and money-making entrepreneurial activities.   

In addition, a year later, by conducting in-depth interviews with 14 Russian 

entrepreneurs, who set up their business in London, and analyzing them within the 

“forms of capital” theoretical framework, Nataliya Vershinina (2012) demonstrated 

that their businesses were not aimed at the enclave economy with reliance on co-

ethnic migrant customers. Instead, according to Vershinina, their entrepreneurial 

activity in London was influenced by the transnational nature of their social and 

professional networks. Therefore, despite being conducted in entirely different 

geographical area and within different theoretical framework, this argument 

complements Munkejord’s (2017) conclusions regarding the Russian female 

immigrant entrepreneurship operation in the mainstream economy of the 

Norwegian countryside. 

Building upon Versinina’s (2012) research on post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurs in the UK, Peter Rodgers and his associates (2018) further discussed 

the ways in which social networks – known as blat in Russian - sustain 

entrepreneurial activities of the post-Soviet (or as they put it, Eastern European) 
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immigrants in the UK. Rodgers et al. (2018) found that both the monetarization of 

such networks and the continuing embedded nature of trust existing within these 

networks cut across transnational spaces. In turn, they suggested that forms of social 

capital that are based on the use of Russian language and legacies of the Soviet past 

are as significant as the role of co-ethnic and co-migrants’ networks in facilitating 

development of post-Soviet migrants’ entrepreneurship and businesses. In addition, 

Vershinina and her associates (2018) problematized notions of legality and binary 

depictions of migrant workers by conducting interviews with 20 Ukrainian, as they 

put it, “fake business-owners” in London. The researchers found a co-existence of 

various forms of legality and illegality: they point out that migrant workers may be 

‘illegal’ according to their migration status whilst simultaneously paying taxes as 

business-owners and employing workers.   

In contrast to majority of previously analyzed works, several studies of the 

post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship situated the phenomenon in question into 

broader historical and political contexts. For instance, the leading scholar of Russian 

science and technology outside Russia, Loren Graham’s (2013) masterly examined 

Russian emigration, entrepreneurship and innovations across Western Europe and 

Northern America in his monograph titled “Lonely Ideas. Can Russia Compete?”. 

Graham pointed out that search for financial and technological support for the 

development of innovations have been driving motives for Russian famous 

innovators to emigrate from Russia to the West. Exploring biographies of more than 

a dozen innovators originating from the Russian Empire and later from the Soviet 

Union and the Russian Federation, Graham found that many of them emigrated from 

Russia first to some of the Western European countries and then to the United States 

of America as the latter with its’ political and economic system provided fertile 

ground for the development of their innovations. Graham’s main argument was that 

despite the fact that Russia traditionally has had a rich scientific talent pool, due to 

its political and economic system, it has failed to capitalize its scientific potential on 

to become a leading scientific and technical power. 

Simultaneously, in a partial confirmation of the Graham’s main argument, in 

her doctoral thesis addressing outward foreign direct investments from Russia to 

Europe, Sanja Tepavcevic (2013) revealed the existence of several associations of 

post-Soviet Russian-speaking innovators entrepreneurs in Germany. Through a 

series of interviews, she found that many of them came to Germany during the 1990s 

in a search for finances to develop their technical innovations. She also revealed that 
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some of the joint attempts of Russian-speaking scientists-entrepreneurs residing in 

various EU member states turned successful in receiving the EU grants to further 

develop their innovative ideas. 

In Southern Europe so far only two studies dealt with the entrepreneurship of 

immigrants from the post-Soviet countries. First, Lois Labrianidis and Panos 

Hatziprokopiou (2010) studied immigrant entrepreneurship in Greece and immigrants 

from the former Soviet Union were one of the migrant groups of their focus. This group 

counted for 10% of then 800000 immigrants in Greece. Based on the fieldwork 

conducted in Thessaloniki, Labrianidis and Hatziprokopiou demonstrated that most of 

these post-Soviet immigrants are Pontian Greeks, who were naturalized based on their 

ethnic origin. Labrianidis and Hatziprokopiou and that immigrants from the post-Soviet 

Union, mostly from Georgia, counted for about 30% of immigrant entrepreneurs in 

Thessaloniki and that they preferred employees of Pontian origin.   

Second, Italian scholars of business Diego Matricano and Mario Sorenttino 

(2014) tested the disadvantage theory about immigrant entrepreneurship based on 

the case of the Ukrainian ethnic enclave of the Italian city of Caserta located in 

Southern Italy. They explored what pull, push and socio-demographic factors affect 

the creation of ethnic ventures in the Ukrainian enclave. Based on data obtained from 

a questionnaire survey and a logistic regression, Marticano and Sorenttino found that 

major factors affecting the creation of new Ukrainian ventures are housing area and 

age: if immigrants lived outside the enclave and they were younger than forty years 

old, then they were more likely to create new ethnic ventures in the enclave. 

Complementing to these findings from Greece and Italy, by using global 

migration statistics of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) and by comparing them with official statistics from Russia and a number of 

host countries, Russian demographer Sergei Ryazantsev (2017) built the theory of the 

Russian-language migrant economies. He reveals that over the last two decades, 

Russian citizens who organized businesses abroad tend to employ other Russian and 

Russian-speaking former Soviet citizens abroad, mostly in tourism and trade industries. 

As Ryazantsev demonstrated, this usually happened in Southern Asian and some 

African countries, where Russians and other post-Soviets have little possibilities for 

cultural and economic integration.  As a result, several Russian villages emerged in 

Thailand, Cambodia, Viet Nam and Liberia. 

Though in smaller scale, such Russian-language economies were also found in 

the Central and Eastern EU member states. For example, approaching the post-Soviet 
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immigrant entrepreneurship in the context of one the European post-socialist market 

economies - Hungary, Sanja Tepavcevic’s (2017) examined motives that driven 

entrepreneurship of the post-Soviet citizens in Hungary and patterns of its emergence. 

By conducting surveys with experts and in-depth interviews with post-Soviet 

immigrant entrepreneurs in Hungary, and by applying Lee’s (1966) theoretical model 

of migration to post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship, she also traced historical 

roots of the phenomenon. As a result, Tepavcevic (2017) revealed considerable 

differences in patterns of entrepreneurship among post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurs depending mostly on time of their arrival to Hungary, finding Russian-

language economy significant mostly in the 1990s. She also found that the motives for 

entrepreneurship among the first post-Soviet wave of migrants combine negative 

factors in the former Soviet Union with positive factors encountered in Hungary. 

Regarding the post-Soviet waves of emigration, a year later, Ryazantsev and 

his associates (2018) conceptualized them as “the three new waves” and related them 

to the types of Russian migrant entrepreneurship (94). These concepts are 

summarized in Table 2 below.  

 

Table 2: Waves of the Russian post-Soviet migrations and types of their migrant 
entrepreneurship 

Wave of the Russian post-
Soviet emigration 

Type of Russian emigres and/ 
their entrepreneurship 

Most frequent 
recipient/host 
countries 

First new wave – 1991-1998 Refugees and ‘Chelnoki’ (post-
Soviet ‘grey’ traders) / 
international trade between 
former Soviet republics and ‘far 
abroad’  

Israel, Germany, 
USA, Poland, Turkey, 
UAE 

Second new wave 1998-
2008 

Labor emigrants and ‘New 
Russians’ (Oligarchs)/  real estate 
investments, money-laundering 

Great Britain,  
Offshore zones 

Third new wave 2008-2017  Middle-class emigres, pensioners, 
transmigrants/ small and 
medium-size legal businesses 

Countries with 
relatively high 
salaries, or relatively 
low costs of life, and 
relatively warm 
climate 

Source: Ryazantsev et al. (2018) 

 

 

Still, the limitation of this Ryazantsev et al. (2018) study was that it 
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concerned only the Russian citizens. Furthermore, by focusing on motives for 

Ukrainian migration and entrepreneurship in Poland, Katarzyna Andrejuk (2019) 

points towards the ‘entrepreneurship drain’ from Ukraine and develops a concept of 

governance-induced migration. Based on the interviews with 51 Ukrainian migrant 

entrepreneurs, Andrejuk (2019) found the wage differentials, family reasons and 

availability of welfare benefits as the attracting aspects of the host country as 

opposed to the sending country. She also demonstrates that their motivations for 

migration encompass the quality and efficiency of public institutions: the differences 

between Poland and Ukraine in the functionality of public institutions and the level 

of socio-political risks lead to enhanced migration flows and entrepreneurship drain 

from Ukraine. 

Finally, among the core studies Sanja Tepavcevic, Irina Molodikova, and 

Sergey Ryazantsev (2020) compared post-Soviet outward direct investments and 

immigrant entrepreneurship in Hungary, Czech Republic and Austria. By conducting 

interviews with post-Soviet entrepreneurs and their acquaintances, Tepavcevic and 

her associates examined six cases of post-Soviet Russian-speaking immigrant 

entrepreneurship, two in each country: one functioning according to the principles 

of Russian-language economy, and another oriented to the mainstream economy. 

Based on these comparisons, Tepavcevic, Molodikova, and Ryazantsev found that 

post-Soviet-owned companies in construction and human resources sectors belong 

to the mainstream economies of the three host countries. Based on the cross-

countries comparisons, the researchers conclude that entrepreneurship of post-

Soviet immigrants in these countries serves not only purposes of legal residence, as, 

for instance, Zueva (2005) previously found in Hungary, but also for social integration 

in these host countries. 

 

Other Important Studies Addressing Post-Soviet Immigrant Entrepreneurship 
 

In this section the main works of the second and third thematic clusters 

are described and assessed according to their contribution to the post-Soviet 

(im)migrant entrepreneurship. Most importantly, in their literature review of the 

works devoted to OFDI from Russia in Europe, Kari Liuhto and Saara Majuri (2014) 

were first scholars, who summarized the importance of the research particularly 

in Russian immigrant entrepreneurship by arguing that “[a]lthough Russian 

migrant entrepreneurship is based more on human capital rather than monetary 
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capital crossing the border, this phenomenon also deserves attention, since 

many Russian migrants, even highly educated ones, remain unemployed in their 

host countries.” (210). 

An already maturing research field about outward foreign direct 

investments (OFDI) from Russia also pointed towards post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurship, though it was not the focus of these studies. For example, in 

the volume titled “Expansion or Exodus? Why do Russian Companies Invest 

Abroad?” edited by Finnish economist Kari Liuhto, relevant for the study of post -

Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship was the contribution of the Hungarian 

scholar Kalman Kalotay (2005). He observed the ‘Russian paradox’ created by the 

duality of the Russian economy and underlined the difference between OFDI of 

large Russian enterprises and small outward investments made by the Russian 

middle class. In compliance with this theory in his monograph written in the 

Russian language, economist Alexei Kuznetsov (2007) pointed out that many of 

the smaller individual outward investments made by Russian citizens serve the 

creation of “safe haven” and “additional airport” by establishing or buying small 

businesses abroad. Similarly, in his essay about Russian investments in Hungary, 

Csaba Weiner (2015) traced the process of transformation of Gazprom’s FDI in 

Hungary into a number of businesses organized and owned by the family of 

Megdet Rakhimkulov during and after his mandate as the first Gazprom’s  

representative. According to Weiner, by the end of the 1990s the Rakhimkulovs 

were among the richest and most influential people in Hungary. It is worth 

mentioning that most of these studies are based on statistical data obtained 

usually from several official sources, such as central banks and statistical offices 

of Russia and receiving countries. 

In contrast to other studies of Russian OFDI that provide some insights into 

the post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship, in their business-case study, Marina 

Latukha, Andrei Panibratov, and Elena Safonova-Salvadori (2011) described the 

internationalization strategy decision-making process of the GKG Global, a small 

Russian enterprise providing technology-intensive services. Latukha and her 

colleagues explored potential obstacles that KGK Global and other foreign 

investors and entrepreneurs could face in Brazil, the country that was chosen by 

the company in question as the first market for internationalization. Among these 

obstacles, the researchers found high entry taxes, mistrust towards foreigners, and 

high presence of family involvement into businesses. 
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At the same time, the issue of unemployment in home countries of the 

former Soviet Union attracted the attention of post-Soviet scholars mainly as the 

reason for migration and all sorts of (im)migrant entrepreneurship. The related 

transmigration and entrepreneurial strategies were also the focus of some 

studies in the research field of the post-Soviet migrations. For instance, Rano 

Turaeva (2014) used ethnographic methods to describe rather illegal 

entrepreneurship of the Uzbek transmigrants in Russia and Kazakhstan, finding 

greater significance of informal social rules – family and religious traditions – 

rather than legal contracts as the key in entrepreneurial and migration strategies. 

She analyzed several Uzbek mobile entrepreneurs and their transnational 

economic activities in post-Soviet space. Based on her observations, Turaeva 

(2014) argued that the space of informal economic activities of mobile 

entrepreneurs are structured by trust-network in the context the concept of 

‘muddling through’ or survival, which unifies many economic activities, varying 

from trade, service delivery, middleman services, administration and any kind of 

entrepreneurial activity that generates cash. 

In a similar vein and the same year, in her master thesis, Nodira 

Davlyatova (2014) explored Tajiks’ labor migration to Russia in the aftermath of 

the collapse of the Soviet Union. By analyzing and comparing migration policies 

of Russia and Tajikistan and the contexts in which they have emerged, Davlyatova 

(2014) noticed that impoverishment, political and economic instability, and 

discrimination of ethnic minorities motivated Tajik citizens to migrate and work 

in Russia despite challenges such as segregation, xenophobia, sexism, and 

intolerance working abroad. 

A year later, focusing on motives for emigration from Ukraine, sociologist 

Olga Oleinikova (2015) applied discourse analysis on interviews with 37 Ukrainian 

labor migrants in Italy and Poland to analyze their home-country-transition-

related life strategies, dividing them into two general categories: achieves-

oriented and survival-oriented strategies. Based on conceptual framework that 

differentiates between personal, institutional, and cultural dimensions of social 

environment, Oleinikova (2015) pointed out that the majority of the interviewed 

migrants implemented achievement strategies rather than survival, though most 

framed ‘achievement’ in terms of the accomplishment of individual goals, 

through entrepreneurship among other means. 

In his turn, Sergei Ryazantsev (2015) examined the global nature of the 
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contemporary Russian diaspora, both in the West and Far East. Focusing on the 

example of the USA, Finland, Cyprus, Japan and Korea, the statistical size of this 

diaspora, its ambiguous ethno-cultural composition, its patterns of integration 

and assimilation, its forms of diasporic self-organization and support, and the 

creation of diaspora-based business, professional, socio-cultural and educational 

networks, Ryazantsev (2015) recognized increasing significance of these 

diasporic groups in Russian diplomacy and foreign policy. For instance, he 

highlighted that by the time of writing, only in Cyprus Russian citizens registered 

21000 companies, which brought about 3000000 US dollars to the country’s 

economy (2015). 

Finally, Irina Molodikova (2019) focused on integration processes of 

Chechen communities in the EU in her contribution to the edited volume titled 

“Muslim Minorities and Refugee Crisis in Europe: Narratives and policy 

responses”. Molodikova pointed out that the availability and creation of jobs is 

the most important element of the integration of the Chechens into European 

societies: according to Molodikova, in the Chechen culture masculinity is 

extremely important and men are expected to sustain their families materially. 

Therefore, as Molodikova found based on interviews with the Chechen refugees, 

those prosperous Chechen migrants organized their entrepreneurship around 

the professions that are regarded masculine, and thus ‘honorable’: they 

established construction companies and sport clubs. Other Chechens, as 

Molodikova found out, tend to use “’the strategy of quick money’” by smuggling 

people across the EU borders, and posing rent-seeking activities on other 

migrants, providing them with ‘roof’, i.e. virtual protection. Molodikova 

concluded that the Chechens’ religious customs and clan-based traditions slower 

the process of integration and makes it achievable mainly with youth and second 

generation of Chechens born in the EU. 

 
Research on Post-Soviet Migrant Entrepreneurship: Findings and Discussion 

 
To summarize in parallel to research on OFDI from Russia, the collapse of the 

Soviet Union boosted the research of post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship. The 

majority of contributions have been descriptive, while others offered either 

contributions to existing theories of immigrant entrepreneurship, or provided some 

novel theories and concepts specifically related to post-Soviet migrant 

entrepreneurship. All the findings of the reviewed works are summarized in Table 3.  
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Table 3: Summary of the scholarly literature exploring post-Soviet immigrant 
entrepreneurship (in chronological order and published in English and Russian) 

Level of 
analysis 

Emphasis on theory Emphasis on understanding 
phenomenon 

Macro Kalotay (2006), Kuznetsov (2007), 
Kuznetsov (2010), Graham (2013), 
Ryazantsev (2017), Ryazantsev et al. 
(2018) 

Liuhto and Majuri (2014),  
Ryazantsev (2015) 

Meso Heilbrunn and Kushnirovich (2008), 
Vinogradov (2008), Vinogradov and 
Gabelko (2010)  

Oleinikova (2015), Tepavcevic 
(2017), Tepavcevic, 
Molodikova, Ryazantsev 
(2020), Shvarts (2010) 

Micro Lerner and Hendeles (1996), Mesch and 
Czamanski (1997), Zueva (2005),  
Labrianidis and Hatziprokopiou (2010), 
Matricano and Sorenttino (2014), 
Munkejord (2017), Andrejuk (2019)  

Johansson (2006), Okulov 
(2007), Latukha, Panibratov 
and Safonova-Salvadori 
(2011),  Byford (2012), 
Vershinina (2012), 
Tepavcevic (2013), Turaeva 
(2014),Dovlyatova (2014), 
Weiner (2015), Sandelin 
(2015), Rodgers et al.(2018), 
Vershanina et al. (2018), 
Molodikova (2019) 

 

The topics that have been raised in relation to post-Soviet immigrant 

entrepreneurship have ranged from motives for migration to the role of gender in 

migrant entrepreneurship. Most frequent questions raised in research of post-Soviet 

immigrant entrepreneurship have been related to the role and place that post-Soviet 

migrant entrepreneurship occupies in markets of receiving countries, and the 

motives for entrepreneurship. Specialization in particular topics among authors 

became evident. A detailed classification of topics that have been addressed in a 

study of post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship and authors discussing them is 

summarized in Table 4 below. This table simultaneously represents the analytical 

framework that can serve as a guidance in further research in post-Soviet migrant 

entrepreneurship and immigrant entrepreneurship in general. 

The main contradictions in the findings seem to depend on the geography of 

research and methodological approaches. Therefore, further comparative 

quantitative and qualitative studies about the post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurs 

in various countries would be the next logical step for the research field. A detailed 

list of potential topics for further studies is provided within the next section.
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Table 4: Analytical framework – topics raised in research of post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship 
Topics Motives 

for 
emigration 

Choice of 
receiving 
country 

Motives for 
entrepreneurship 

Choice of mode 
of 
entrepreneurship 

The role of FDI in 
migrant 
entrepreneurship 

Government 
support to 
immigrant 
entrepreneurship 

Role of migrant 
entrepreneurship 
in host market 
(ethnic – 
Russian-language 
versus 
mainstream) 

Cultural 
embeddedness 
in host country 

Women roles in 
migration and 
entrepreneurship 

Author 
(year of 
publication) 

, Aaron 
(1991), 
Zueva 
(2005), 
Kuznetsov 
(2007), 
Tepavcevic 
(2017), 
Molodikova 
(2019), 
Andrejuk 
(2019),  

Aaron (1991), 
Mesch and 
Czamanski 
(1997), 
Labrianidis and 
Hatziprokopiou 
(2010) 
 

Mesch and 
Czamanski 
(1997), Zueva 
(2005), 
Tepavcevic 
(2017) 

Marticano and 
Sorenttino 
(2014), 
Vershinina 
(2013), 
Tepavcevic 
(2017) 

Kalotay (2006), 
Kuznetsov (2007), 
Weiner (2015)  

Heilbrunn and 
Kushnirovich 
(2008), 
Jumpponen et al., 
(2009), Shvarts 
(2010) 

Shvarts (2010), 
Turaeva (2014), 
Tepavcevic 
(2017), 
Ryazantsev 
(2018), 
Tepavcevic, 
Molodikova, 
Ryazantsev 
(2020) 

Sandelin 
(2015), 
Rodgers et 
al.(2018) 

Zueva (2005), 
Munkejord (2017), 
Molodikova (2019) 

Geography 
of coverage 

USA, 
Hungary 
Poland, 
Austria, 
France, 
Germany 

USA, Israel, 
Greece, 

Israel, Hungary Italy, UK, Hungary Western Europe, 
USA, Cyprus 

Israel, Finland, 
Canada 

Canada, Russia, 
Western Europe, 
Central and 
Eastern Europe, 
Southern-Eastern 
Asia, Africa 

Scandinavia, 
UK 

Hungary, Norway, 
Poland, Austria  
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Conclusions: Trends, Gaps, and Avenues for Further Research in Post-Soviet Immigrant 

Entrepreneurship 

 

Historically post-Soviet migrations and immigrant entrepreneurship seem to 

be divided into three periods: firstly, the emergence of the first traders and 

significantly sized Russian-speaking communities in the 1990’s; second, from the 

turn of the century to the global economic crisis in 2008, when migrations 

represented dual outflows of labor migrants, oligarchs and their foreign investments. 

As the analysis above has displayed, the later were combined with the processes of 

OFDI of Russian transnational corporations. The third period constitutes the time 

between 2008 and 2017 when mostly representatives of the emerged post-Soviet 

middle class emigrated and established businesses abroad. A number of studies that 

explore post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship are approximately around 40 in 

various languages and disciplines.  

However, as the current literature review demonstrates, it is quite contested 

among various disciplines. In order to avoid repeating prevailing perceptions within 

the disciplines and rather to build upon them, the emerging research field is in need 

of a cross-disciplinary approach and large surveys carried among post-Soviet migrant 

entrepreneurs in many countries by an international research team. As the analysis 

of the literature above has demonstrated, most of the existing research addressed 

Russian, Russian-speaking or Ukrainian immigrant communities. At the same time, 

the research on post-Soviet immigrant entrepreneurship lacks studies that would 

examine and compare migrant entrepreneurship of two or more post-Soviet ethnic 

or national groups. Such studies are needed in order to better understand 

trajectories of political and economic developments in various countries and how 

remnants of the former Soviet Union affected emigrations and tendencies of their 

emigres to become entrepreneurs in their countries of destination. 

Secondly the literature review of post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship has 

also revealed that post-Soviet emigres quite often have migrated from one recipient 

country further to another, while keep operating their businesses both in the first 

and second (and sometimes even third) country of destination. Therefore, further 

mapping and qualitative research of these migrations and expansions of the post-

Soviet migrant businesses would be needed in order to understand both their roles 

in the host markets and in integration of their owners to the host societies. Third, 

most of the current studies about post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship represent 
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either case studies that address one host country and/or a locality within one host 

country. Thus, more within host country cross-regional comparisons is further 

needed, as well as and cross-country cross-regional comparisons.  

Furthermore, studies analyzing Russian immigrant entrepreneurship in 

Scandinavia and the Central Europe are much more numerous, than studies in 

Southern European countries despite significant size of the post-Soviet diasporas in, 

for instance, Spain and Portugal. Further mapping of these diasporas and monitoring 

of types and size of their entrepreneurship in addition to cross-regional and cross-

country comparative analyses would also contribute in understanding the formation 

of the post-Soviet diasporas in Europe, as well as its role in economy on the regional 

and country levels.  Additionally, some of the described studies revealed the 

relationship among entrepreneurship and legal status, time of migration, age, and 

gender. Further theory-building comparative studies are needed to explain the 

relationship between these factors in post-Soviet migrant entrepreneurship. 

Sixth, the review of the literature revealed a lack of comparative studies of 

post-Soviet migrants’ entrepreneurship across post-Soviet space. Such research 

would provide novel theoretical insights not only into migrations and 

entrepreneurship research fields, but also into the broader research of evolution of 

economic and political institutions. In turn, these insights would also nurture 

decisions of migration policy decision-makers to the benefits of the larger society. 

Last, but not least, social entrepreneurship, including increasing political activity of 

post-Soviet migrants, can be added in the study of the post-Soviet entrepreneurship. 

It may shed further light on the nature of relations between post-Soviet emigres and 

governments of their home countries. 
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The Enabling and Blocking Factors which Affect the Engagement of the 

Refugees in the Labour Market in the Hosting Countries 

 
Amer Saad KHUSHMAN 

 

 
Abstract. Counting refugees mathematically as an extra cost and just a burden for the hosting 
country creates a situation where the country is growing up an issue, instead of capitalizing 
on the opportunity that exist in refugees’ influx as a human resource, new blood, different 
thinking and as well opportunity for cultural integration. Engaging refugees in the hosting 
community is faced with different challenges including government regulations, policies, and 
scarcity of resources. Therefore, overcoming such issues require deploying innovative 
enablers which focus mainly on converting refugees to a productive human without 
interrupting the labour market ability to create opportunities for local citizens. The most 
prominent enabler for refugees is to develop their entrepreneurial skills and direct them to 
add value to the local economy through enterprises that create jobs in the long run. 
 
 
Keywords: refugees, empowerment, entrepreneurship, immigrants, innovation  

 

Introduction1 

Forced displacement of people due to war, political instability, natural force 

majeure, and the need to engage such type of refugees in the hosting communities 

and offering them the opportunity to work is a challenging issue. Refugees usually 

are hosted in camps in the hosting countries, camps where usually prepared to 

provide the very minimum needs to the refugees such as the shelters, basic food, 

and primary health care. Therefore, keeping refugees within a camp on the long-run 

will negatively affect their development in the future as it keeps the feeling of non-

commitment, non-integration with the local community, and the creation of 

desperate sense about the future of the refugees and their children. 

The past experience in the countries that historically have been marked to 

be migrant communities such as the United State of America (USA), indicates that 

migrants can be a valuable human capital once managed in the right way and 

engaged gradually in the local community. Refugees add new knowledge, new 

experience and culture to the hosting community, which boost the local community 

 
1 Please see Appendix 1 for a list of abbreviations. 
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productivity and innovation through exposure to new ideas and different thinking 

methodology (Shields et al., 2016). The literature shows that considering the value 

of the human resources of refugees has a significant impact on economic 

development (Oesch, 2017; Gennaioli et al., 2011). The impact of immigrants on 

economic development was explained through the endogenous growth theory, 

which undertakes that innovation and technological progress are the main engines 

of long-run economic growth (Romer, 1989). Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2014) 

assumed that high-skilled immigrant brings advanced knowledge to the host 

country, where they can have a tremendous impact on technology diffusion and 

productivity growth. 

In reality, immigrants and refugees are human resources that should be 

capitalized in order to be usefully utilized in the local communities and give the 

return to the hosting countries. Such an approach would face a certain resistance 

and obstacles, and at the same time, it needs a certain enablers to be successful. This 

article explores the obstacles and enabling factors that affect the engagement of the 

refugees in the labour market of the hosting countries and try to highlight how such 

obstacles and enablers are differing from one country to another according to the 

degree of economic development in these countries. This article anticipates that 

offering the refugees the opportunity to innovate and create entrepreneurial 

opportunities for them, would cater for their engagement and fulfil their needs and 

build their skills power; thus, that would lead to integrate them in the labour market. 

Also, it will focus exclusively on Jordan, but it seems reasonable to assume that some 

of the points made could be carried over other countries. 

 

Literature Review 

 

The phenomenon of forced displacement has led historically to core changes 

in the world shape. For example, the forced displacement of Jewish from European 

Union (EU) to America in the 17th and 18th century has shaped the community 

structure and culture in the American content, and the forced displacement of 

European in the second world war, to countries like USA and Russia, shaped the 

creativity and invention culture in these countries in the following decades (United 

Nations, 2003).  

According to Akcigit and Grigsby (2017), in the USA, immigrants accounted 

for 19.6% of all inventors between 1880 and 1940. Immigrant inventors were 
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prevalent in the medical inventions accounted for the largest share of immigrants. 

Immigrants were also active in chemicals and electricity; these sectors are having a 

high impact on the US economy in general, and their impact in these sectors 

accounting for 13.9% and 12.6% of all US patents. Overall, immigrants accounted for 

at least 16% of patents in every area. 

Imrak (2018) stated that the needs of the refugees should be investigated 

following Maslow's hierarchy of needs. The Maslow's hierarchy starts basically with 

the essential need for food, water, and develop over time to other needs such as 

fulfilment needs. The same applies to refugees, and consideration for their needs 

beyond emergent needs for home, food and security, and that should be considered 

through developing policies and strategies that focus on fulfilling such needs. The 

response to such needs through the right setup of regulations is part of the core 

enablers for the refugees’ community. 

According to United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) at 

Global Trends in Forced Displacement report in (2019), today 1 out of every 108 

people in the world is displaced, the number of forcibly displaced people both within 

countries and across borders as a result of persecution, conflict, or generalized 

violence has grown by over 50% in the last 10 years, there were 43.3 million forcibly 

displaced people in 2009, and the figure was 70.8 million by the end of 2018. The 

statistics of the UNHCR shows that two thirds (67%) of refugees in 2018 came from 

five countries, namely Syria, Afghanistan, South Soudan, Myanmar, Somalia. Of the 

around 70.8 million forcibly displaced within countries and across borders, 13.6 

million people were newly displaced in 2018, of which 10.8 million individuals were 

displaced within the borders of their own countries and 2.8 million were newly 

displaced refugees and new asylum-seekers. 

According to Diaconu (2015), the humanitarian challenges are the short-

term outcomes of receiving refugees, but there should be a perception of the long-

term effect of refugees on host countries and recognize the contribution they can 

make to the local economies by considering them as a human capital and deploying 

their skills portfolio to the economic development process, and through spurring 

consumption and market demand. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) in (2017) addressed that there is a critical need to connect 

short-term humanitarian needs to long-term planning that focus on the engagement 

of refugees in the economic development plans. Such action would require 

policymakers to understand the value of refugees as a human resource and put in 
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place long-term plans that allow for their integration in the local community, and 

their conversion to productive resources. 

UNHCR focuses on the composition of the forcibly displaced refugees and 

the need to consider the life cycle and fast development of a new generation of 

refugees as a result of the birth rate. The new generation has challenging needs of 

involvement, motivation, and aspiration that develop within the refugees' 

community over time (UNHCR, 2006). The UNHCR is emphasizing the need for long-

term planning of refugees’ capitalization of resources and integration in the local 

community as a tool to avoid unfouvarble consequences of stagnation of a certain 

status and to avoid an increase of their burden over time with the increase in their 

number as a result of a natural growth. 

The Economist assumed that the first step in establishing long-term plans for 

integrating the refugees in the community is to look at them as new blood to 

revolutionize how things are done and to change the mindset of the locals who are 

embedded and possibly limited by the status quo (The Economist, 2018). According 

to Sengupta and Blessinger (2018) economies tend to narrow or stagnate over time 

and struggle for innovation. Ideas, paradigms and techniques of measurement from 

outside, whether new or old, can impact as revitalizing forces. Of course, some 

people tend not to hear of all the immigrants’ ideas that found no traction. For an 

immigrant to bring useful knowledge they must normally possess a significant social 

capital. In other words, economists and regulators turn to be reactive if they are 

stuck with finding solutions to a struggling economy instead of being proactive and 

capable of thinking innovatively and bringing bright solutions through creating a 

different way to do things. Sengupta and Blessinger (2018) stated that it is essential 

to look to the background of the forced refugees and study the economic practices 

in their original countries to understand their value and how they can be capitalized 

within the local economies. 

Birch (2016) argued that integrating the refugees within the local economies 

would require a focus on entrepreneurship and innovation mix, as a path for creating 

job opportunities, and offering the required ground for refugees to showcase their 

skills and innovative ideas in the market. Currently, the development in the 

international economies that arose through innovation in the social economies, 

which enabled through the modern Information and Communications Technologies 

(ICTs) are opening the door to thinking about innovative solutions to engage 

refugees in labour markets. He also discussed that most developing countries could 
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host more immigrants and refugees because of the creation of innovation and 

entrepreneurship mix, that surge the economic growth and job creation. Such 

economies have higher efficiency in integrating refugees in the local communities 

and provide them with a convenient opportunity to work and develop. 

Akar and Erdoğdu (2019) argued that innovation is the seed for successful 

entrepreneurship, but unless there was a political, economic and social environment 

that supports entrepreneurship. Innovation would have a limited effect on the 

economy and would be retained as useless ideas. They suggested that governments 

must understand the structure, skills, and capabilities of the refugees, and how such 

capabilities can be capitalized in the local market.  

Betts et al. (2015) mentioned that empowering innovation through 

entrepreneurship would be a starting point to create opportunities for refugees to 

be successful entrepreneurs that contribute positively to the local economic growth 

and sustainability. They agreed to the importance of organizing the flow of refugees 

into the regular economic cycle, and the step by step engagement in the economic 

sectors. Empowerment of innovation is very critical for the flourish of ideas, and a 

key motivator to create a community that is keen to support the innovation culture 

within its new generation through adopting innovation in the raising and education 

of children to create a generation that considers innovation the first choice of living 

instead of going to the traditional employment choice. Kulke (2011) supports this 

idea by discussing that individual innovation leads to healthy growth and 

diversification in economic activities, and the accumulated individual innovations 

that are turn to be enterprises lead to changes in the way the community is 

responding to integration and involvement issues of refugees as it offers an 

opportunity for integration of skills and offers job opportunities for local citizens, 

which in turn offer the opportunity for citizens and refugees to work together hand 

by hand, and to exchange culture. 

Alshoubaki and Harris (2018) argued that government bodies in developing 

countries are unable to take responsibility and drive the integration process of 

refugees by themselves. They added that there is a different limitation to the 

capacity in terms of resources, experience, and regulatory framework of the local 

government agencies in those countries to cope with the refugees' integration and 

development challenges. That is why the role of the Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs) is of growing importance in these countries. 
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Empowerment Theory 
 

In general, the term empowerment started to be applied by academics since 

the 1970s in the field of social services, social psychology, public health, adult literacy 

and community development (Simon, 1994). After the year 1987, the use of the term 

increased in expressing the need for achieving women's rights in the political and 

economic domain (Sen and Grown, 1987). The use of this term has widened today 

to include every aspect of life, including political, business and other aspects. 

Recently the term empowerment entered into the terminology used by international 

development organizations, with focus on using the term as one of the tools or 

methodologies of poverty reduction. The concept of empowerment was broadened 

to be included in community and civil society development terminology. 

To a broad extent, integrating refugees within local communities would 

require a level of empowerment of the social and economic levels to enable the 

refugees to gain the rights that facilitate their living and development needs. 

According to Sengupta and Blessinger (2018), empowerment involves having a sense 

of purpose, so people can explore their skills and talents and at the same time feel 

belonging to a community. So, part of the empowerment is to realize self-

confidence, and the other part is related to social belonging. In this domain, the 

empowerment theory focuses on creating a link between individual well-being 

needs, and the social, political and economic environment where individuals settled 

(Ritzer, 2011). 

According to Almeida and Cavalieri (2018) the empowerment process is a 

collective social process of creating a community, achieving better control over the 

environment, and decision making in which groups, organizations or communities 

participate. This comes in line with the heart of the empowerment theory where it 

suggests the creation of clear integration at different levels in the community that 

leads to harmony of empowerment at the individual, society, and professional levels 

with consideration to the key elements of empowerment being the social, economic, 

political and cultural elements. 

Refugees’ resettlement in a third country would require extending support 

of welfare facilities from the hosting countries. However, most of the hosting 

countries fail to introduce programs that convert resettled refugees to self-

dependent community members, which lead to an increase in the burden on welfare 

programs in these countries. Higgins (1999) and Kadri (2009) highlighted in their 
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studies that issue, and indicated that after many years of resettlement in a third 

country, refugees still find themselves dependent on state welfare benefits, which 

negatively affect the community at the social and economic levels, since it creates a 

sort of hidden unemployment, lower the opportunity for refugees to engage in the 

community, create isolated generations on the long-term, and to lose the 

opportunity to benefit from the power involved in such human sources. 

Connecting innovation to the inherited skills of Syrian, which focus on the 

need for individuals to be self-dependent and to try always to find a source of living 

even through micro-projects, that could lead to the conclusion that inspiring 

innovation within the Syrian refugees community, and providing the required 

enablers for these refugees to develop their own Small and Medium-sized 

Enterprises (SMEs), which would lead to situation where Syrians would be 

responsible to create their own projects, and drive such project to be successful 

SMEs that sustain their living. On the other hand, the economy in Jordan, which to a 

high extent is dependent on the SMEs sector as a driver of economic growth, would 

benefit from increasing attrition of new ventures and add-up to the capability of the 

SMEs sector to generate business opportunities and new jobs that allow for both 

citizens and refugees to benefit from such socio-economic development. 

The engagement of the Syrian refugees in the labor market would require 

having different enablers to be on the ground to activate such action. These enablers 

according to Errighi and Griesse (2016) include; the development of a comprehensive 

national development strategy that counts for the refugees as a human resource, 

development of policies and regulations that govern the engagement process and 

incorporate a public decision-making process that put such regulations into action. 

On the other hand, there is a need to empower Syrian refugees and encourage the 

innovation skills among them in order to lead them toward enterprises that are 

needed in the economic context of the country, organize their activities, and provide 

support for such entrepreneurship activities. Activating such enablers would require 

long-term planning that would provide a framework of cooperation between the 

government of Jordan, International NGOs, and the local NGOs in order to deliver 

harmonized actions on the ground and grasp long-term benefits. 

The challenge remains in creating joint plants and joint efforts for the official 

bodies and NGOs that would be able to provide successful action on the ground and 

introduce harmonized productive effort that gives returns to the local economy and 

the Syrian refugees at the same time. 
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Capacity Building 
               

Capacity building is one of the tools NGOs are using to leverage the skills and 

increase integration and empowerment of refugees in the local community. Capacity 

building is a widespread term and a common reference in developing contexts. The 

term is indicating to the human attributes within the context of a system that could 

create value for development, specifically, those attributes allowing a human system 

to create value for development (Morgan, 2006). 

Some scholars define capacity building as the overall ability of a system to 

perform and sustain itself in the long run through a coherent combination of 

competencies and capabilities (Zinke, 2006; Alaerts and Kaspersma, 2009). Such 

definition indicates that capacity building could be realized through collective 

abilities including (according to Krishnaveni and Sujatha (2012) the use of knowledge 

to solve problems, and manage resources effectively, and maintaining momentum 

in the performance that allows for gradual independence and skip of external 

support. Other scholars refer to capacity as a combination of attributes, capabilities, 

and relationships that enable a system to exist, adapt and perform (European Centre 

for Development Policy Management, 2008). Such definition would require the 

deployment of core capabilities such as belonging, commitment, adaptation, self-

development as a fundamental to gain capacity (Brinkerhoff and Morgan, 2010). 

A UN study in 2013 assumes that individuals have certain capacities, which 

are the outcome of previous learning, self-development, culture and gained skills. 

Such capabilities need focus and development to be turned to a productive 

accumulated attribute, and such capabilities need development under the group 

development context, which indicates to capacity building (United Nations, 2013). 

LaFond and Brown (2003) indicate that capacity building is a crucial term that is 

linking capacity indicators to performance indicators, and therefore, they point out 

that measurement for capacity building and expected outcomes in terms of 

performance should be gradual and split into stages to grasp the real benefits of 

capacity building. 

Capacity building has been adopted as a mechanism of developing the 

capabilities of the Syrian refugees by the NGOs operating in the country such as 

International Labour Organization ILO, UNITED Nations (UN), United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP), and UNICEF. Such an approach allowed for a 

positive impact on the level of engagement, involvement, self-confidence, and self-
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dependence in addition to leverage of entrepreneurship spirit in the refugees' 

community. Chowdhury and Willmot (2019) highlight that the work of the NGOs lack 

real immersing in circumstances of the supported marginalised communities. This 

reflects shortcomings in terms of action in the development context which differs 

from what they are reflecting through their researches and textbooks. In other 

words, there is a concern applies to the situation of NGOs in Jordan, as the general 

observations indicate that these NGOs are lacking efficiency in reaching to the root 

of refugees’ challenges, and their programs miss integration and sustainability due 

to diversity of stakeholders, and absence of integrated planning, which could be, in 

part, a result of low immersing within the refugee community. Therefore, more 

effort is needed to realize indicative results of the capacity building programs at the 

national economic level. 

Despite that argument, capacity building is still offering the opportunity for 

refugees to explore their talents pool, give them the motivation to innovate, and the 

confidence to turn into entrepreneurs. 

 

Research Methodology 

 

This research paper is touching base with a social issue, that requires the 

adoption of qualitative research method, focus on gathering and analyzing the social 

aspects of the issue more than the statistical aspects. Therefore, in order to meet 

the research objectives and obtain acceptable results, an empirical research 

approach was designed and implemented. This research approach focuses on 

applying the qualitative research methods that were utilized to collect primary data 

and conduct an analysis of such data. This approach led to more rationale and 

relevant outcomes that enrich, examine, and explain those issues raised by the 

researcher. 

The topic of the research is considered a new one in terms of its scope and 

objectives; this is considered a challenge in choosing an effective methodology that 

serves the objectives of the research. Therefore, this research conducted by applying 

a qualitative method to collect primary data through conducting a specific type of 

interviews, usually, depending on the research objectives. Therefore, the semi-

structural interviews are the proper data collection method which was adopted in 

this research to give a better understanding and explore the research subject’s 

opinions, behaviour, and experiences. Moreover, the researcher conducted a 
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thorough review of existing research, including secondary and tertiary resources, to 

develop a thorough understanding of the subject. The research also evaluated 

relevant books, articles, research papers and reports published by credible 

resources. The framework recommended by Saunders et al. (2015) was used to 

assess the age of the source, its validity, context, popularity, biasness, 

methodological omissions and precision. 

The research was based on the case of Syrian refugees in Jordan. The 

researcher sake to strengthen the research through in-depth literature review, and 

then use primary resources through conducting interviews to a selective sample of 

Syrian refugees in Jordan and a group of workers in the government and 

international bodies that offer different types of services to the Syrian refugees in 

Jordan. The interview includes questions that touch all the aspects related to the 

research subject and objectives. That enabled the researcher to gather a large 

amount of data that is representative of the Syrian refugees' status and future 

potential, also provide the researcher with the ability to identify critical factors that 

would act as enablers or barriers to engaging Syrians in the local labour market. 

The collected data from interviews in addition to the information built up 

about the subject through literature review and secondary resources were 

tabulated, and in-depth analysis and correlation aspects of the data conducted in 

order to build the reach to the conclusion that would shape the framework model 

development. The collected data from interviews and the information built up about 

the subject through literature review and secondary resources were formulated. The 

analysis was conducted taking into consideration applying the theoretical framework 

and building correlation between different data sources in order to reach the 

conclusion that would shape the framework model development. 

Finally, based on the findings, the researcher would formalize the 

recommendations. The sample was designed to reflect the population included or in 

direct relation with the management of the Syrian refugees in Al Zaatari Camp in 

Jordan. Two samples are set to be the subject of interviews for this research. The 

second sample was structured from workers of the government organizations and 

international bodies (NGOs) that are providing different types of services to the 

Syrian refugees in Jordan. 

The analysis conducted by finding out the interrelation between data items 

and apply the theoretical framework to the data and then present a logical, analytical 

argument to conclude the findings and recommendations of this study. 
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Analysis and Discussion 

 

Refugees resettlement in a third country would require extending support 

of welfare facilities from the hosting countries. However, most of the hosting 

countries fail to introduce programs that convert resettled refugees to self-

dependent community members, which leads to an increase in the burden on 

welfare programs in these countries. Higgins (1999) and Kadri (2009) highlighted in 

their studies that issue and indicating that after many years of resettlement in a third 

country, refugees still find themselves still dependent on state welfare benefits, 

which negatively affect the community at the social and economic levels, since it 

creates a sort of hidden unemployment, lower the opportunity for refugees to 

engage in the community, create isolated generations on the long-term, and to lose 

the opportunity to benefit from the power involved in such human sources. 

According to the interviews conducted with different NGOs representatives 

in Jordan such as the EU, UNDP, UNICEF, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 

Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) and ILO; these NGOs and others in Jordan are introducing a 

wide range of products and services to the Syrian refugees. This support of services 

and products are either direct or indirect support. The direct support includes; 

health, safety, access to medical services in addition to basic needs such as clean 

water, food, and energy, whereas, the indirect support is directed to the 

development of infrastructure, service centres, business incubators and medical 

centres. The programs that support innovation and innovation culture among 

refugees are limited and lack sustainability. 

This status was supported by the refugees' answers to the question of the 

support type they are getting, their responses indicated that their education level 

and skills are low, since only 0.15% of the sample holding a bachelor’s degree, while 

the rest have completed a school grade, mostly below the secondary grade. At the 

same time, 80% of the sample are having some soft skills in communication and 

dealing with others. It was apparent that some of these skills were gained through a 

hard time of settling down in the camp, and the need for cooperation and 

communication between people to facilitate their life needs. This created a good 

level of interpersonal skills. 20% of the interviewees are having technical skills like 

computer skills, construction, and cooking. 

Most of the refugees in the sample were not able to access any kind of skills 

development or capacity building programs since they mentioned that their skills 
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development is dependent on whether they got a job or not, and on their effort to 

develop their communication and interpersonal skills. Overall, the interviewee 

showed enthusiasm and need for skills development, but at the same time, they 

showed pessimism toward being able to get the opportunity to work. 

A discussion paper published by the EU Commission indicates that 

innovation is an inspiring tool for refugees that allow them to direct their thinking 

about productive ideas, which could generate an independent work, consequently, 

independent income if it was deployed within the context of entrepreneurship and 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) (Errighi and Griesse, 2016). Connecting 

innovation to the inherited skills of refugees, which focus on the need for individuals 

to be self-dependent and to try always to find a source of living through micro-

projects that could lead to the conclusion that inspiring innovation within the 

refugees' community, and providing the required enablers for these refugees to 

develop their own Micro-Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), would lead to a 

situation where refugees would be responsible to create their own projects and drive 

such project to be successful MSMEs that sustain their living. On the other hand, the 

economy in the less developed countries, which is to a high extent dependent on the 

MSMEs sector as a driver of economic growth, would benefit from increasing 

attrition of new ventures and add-up to the capability of the MSMEs sector to 

generate business opportunities and new jobs that allow for both citizens and 

refugees to benefit from such socio-economic development.  

Therefore, the engagement of the refugees in the labour market would 

require having different enablers to be on the ground to activate such action. These 

enablers according to Errighi and Griesse (2016) are including the development of a 

comprehensive national development strategy that counts for the refugees as a 

human resource, development of policies and regulations that govern the 

engagement process and incorporate a public decision-making process that put such 

regulations into action. On the other hand, there is a need to empower refugees and 

aspire the innovation skills among them in order to lead them toward enterprises 

that are needed in the economic context of the country, organize their activities, and 

provide support for such entrepreneurship activities. Activating such enablers would 

require long-term planning that would provide a framework of cooperation between 

the governmental bodies in the hosting countries, international NGOs, and the local 

NGOs in order to deliver harmonized actions on the ground and grasp long-term 

benefits. 
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In Jordan, for example, the lack of coordination and harmonization between 

the local NGOs and the international NGOs limit the scope of influence and efficiency 

of programs targeting refugees’ development and integration. This situation is 

apparent especially in cities other than the capital Amman. On the other hand, the 

official bodies interaction and response to support, facilitate and integrate with the 

NGOs program is usually slow and does not provide the required momentum for the 

success of these programs. This situation due mainly to the bureaucratic 

management style in the government bodies that are restricted by regulations and 

instructions that keep the efficiency level of such programs.  

Overall, the challenge remains in creating joint plans and joint efforts for the 

official bodies and NGOs, that would be able to provide successful action on the 

ground and introduce harmonised productive effort that gives returns to the local 

economy and the refugees' community at the same time. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The Syrian refugees are actually trying to innovate their own solutions, so 

they developed a market within the camp, and they developed their own supply and 

logistics chains as well. Some of them have developed their own freelance jobs in the 

domain of website development, maintenance services, and home care services. 

Some of the home-based businesses also have been developed, such as cooking and 

preparation of salads, sweets, etc. 

Refugees are a human capital, and despite of the burden they represent for 

the hosting countries, considering the value of their skills, culture and inherited 

abilities would benefit the hosting communities in terms of engaging a new method 

of thinking, and different scale of experience. Such engagement facing different 

obstacles including the regulations framework, and the local cultural resistance for 

the refugees’ integration. On the other hand, to overcome the issues that could arise 

from maintaining a situation of refugee in the community, there is a need for certain 

enablers that convert the refugee into a productive human that add value for the 

hosting community. These enablers include building the capacity, offering the 

opportunity for learning and training, and entrepreneurship culture within the 

refugees’ community that could serve in inspiring the MSME sector, and participate 

in creating jobs and more diversity in the sector. This needs special planning and 

effort from the hosting community, and different set of thinking. Such enablers can 
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be part of the stabilization process which helps to offer the refugees the ability to 

settle down, get a source for living, get the opportunity to learn, and the most 

important is to get a job and start to engage in the community. 

 
Figure.1: Barbershop store inside the camp (by researcher) 

 

Refugees to the development plans in Jordan is critical to define the 

opportunities and value of such integration and to direct such integration toward 

supporting the SMEs economy through entrepreneurship, since SMEs represent the 

vital economic sector that has the potential to drive Jordan development and growth 

plans. Furthermore, it worth to mention that the NGOs-SMEs’ relationship is a vital 

one for community development. Therefore, future research could consider this 

subject as an essential method in developing communities. 
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Appendix 1: List of abbreviations  

 

Abbreviations  

EU European Union 

USA & US United State of America  

UNHCR United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

ICTs Information and Communications Technologies 

NGOs Non-Governmental Organizations 

SMEs Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

UNDP United Nations Development Programme 

UN United Nations 

ILO International Labour Organization 

GIZ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit 

UNICEF The United Nations International Children's Fund is a United Nations 

MSMEs Micro-Small & Medium Enterprises 
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Creative Adaptation in Intra-European Migrations: Retracing Dialogical 

Transition 

 

Maria Antonietta IMPEDOVO 

 

 

Abstract. A specific Intra-European migrant group, in this case, Italians in France, are 
analyzed. The article proposes a dialogical analysis combined with a temporal and spatial 
dimension to explore the developmental adaptation of Italian migrant workers. The 
methodology allows displaying the I-Positions to build a visual representation. Then, we will 
focus on the dynamic in the change of I-Position to analyze the adaptive process. The 
narratives reveal the active adaptive strategies of Italian workers in France.  
 
 
Keywords: dialogical self-theory; Italian immigrant; chronotope; resources; identity. 

 

Introduction 

 

Intra-European migrations have increased from 2.5% ten years ago 

(Eurostat, 2018), becoming a quiet side of the actual challenge of migration 

(Verwiebe et al. 2014). Of European Union citizens of working age (20–64), 3.8% 

were residing in another Member State than that of their citizenship in 2017. This 

phenomena touch in particular Italians, Polish, Romanians (Fries-Tersch et al. 2018), 

mainly as consequences on a European crisis scale in terms of the labour market, 

social mixing, cultural exchanges, and international relations (Lafleur & Stanek, 

2017). Emigration for working is becoming a spread experiences, other than the 

traditional path from South to Nord but also to South-South intra-European 

migration, like Italian workers moving to the South of France. 

Intra-European migrations are less visible and mediatized, but not for this 

without implications on the well-being of the person living these experiences, with a 

specific process of adaptation. During the migration process, the person should seek 

to update his meanings to understand the new environment and lived experience, 

searching for a new adaptation between the person and the environment (Märtsin 

& Mahmoud, 2012). To cope with these demands and challenges, individuals would 

need to mobilize their resources, develop skills, and collect knowledge (Zittoun, 

2012). Also, the person in mobility entails identity alterations, learning processes, a 
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definition of new skills, and the construction of meaning that is driven by both 

external and internal forces. Different studies have used the Dialogical Self for the 

analysis of the immigration process (for an example, see Bhatia & Ram, 2009). 

Concerning immigrant experience, we should find proper ways to describe the 

dynamicity of changing positions throughout space and time.  

A methodological proposal is presented to analyze the adaptation process 

of workers in mobility from a dialogical perspective (Hermans, 2013) combined with 

a temporal and spatial dimension. In the following sections, the theoretical approach 

is developed, followed by the study and the final discussion.  

 

Migration Developing Adaptation 

 
Individuals are pushed to adapt to continuous change. “Integration” and 

“assimilation” are critical notions in social science studies that focus on how 

immigrants and immigrant-origin groups adjust and participate in receiving societies 

(Alba & Duyvendak 2019). The term proculturation (Gamsakhurdia, 2018) 

emphasizes the constructive and subjective nature of human adaptation to any kind 

of novelties. Generally, this term stresses the reconstructive and imaginative 

dimension of personality and its developmental. During the mobility process, 

especially for young people looking for a professional occupation, the adaptation 

process is a tentative to adapt to new contexts, where the “possible” - of work and 

life opportunities - is hidden.   

The proculturation concept follows sociocultural discussions and the 

adaptation process in light of the Dialogical Self (DS). Hermans (2013) considers the 

dimensions of discontinuity, diversity, and the social nature of identity. He proposed 

the idea of a flexible self that is composed of multiple positions encompassing 

different aspects of the self. Each I-position is driven by its intention, internal 

(marked by the expression “I am”) or external (marked by the term “my”). I-positions 

are dynamically relational and are defined at the intersection of personal and 

societal forces through tension (Grimell, 2018). I-positions are also social, in between 

persons and groups. The notions of uncertainty and discontinuity are useful to 

describe identity as a fluid feature, always continuously changing, shifting from 

context to context and from moment to moment. However, the I-Position, also if 

also evolving in the time and space, is already in some way crystalized (I am a 

researcher; I am a mother).  

In the self-narrative about their migration, individuals re-examining how 
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they relate to the world and striving for biographical consistency (Ecclestone et al. 

2009), expressing their position in spatial and temporal references. In the same time, 

a sense-making process is active to give meaning to confused and uncourtly 

situations. For this reason, we introduce the chronotope concept. 

 

Chronotope in the self- narrative: Spatial and Temporal Mobility 

 

In the narrative account, the positions are retraced in a temporal and unique 

dimension. Narration is a way to understand how people tell and construct their own 

story, according to the discursive constructionism (Potter & Hepburn, 2008). Not 

only narratives but meanings, in general, are always tied to chronotope: “Every entry 

into the sphere of meanings is accomplished only through the gates of the 

chronotope” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 258). 

This concept, devised by Bakhtin (1981), examines the space-time patterns 

in literary genres, and it was used to develop a framework for the cultural analysis of 

space-time. Following this original perspective, recent literature assumes that space 

and time are interdependent social constructions rather than independent given 

realities (van Eijck & Roth, 2010). Also, the DS stresses special but also temporal 

transformations of I-Positions (Barresi, 2012; Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). 

As Raggatt (2012) explained, the Dialogical Self is characterized by internal and 

external positions linked to the spatial dimension and by a succession of I-positions 

associated with the temporal dimension.  

 In this paper, the chronotope will be considered to analyze the temporal 

and spatial dimension in which I-positions are expressed in the narrative account. 

Even if a person narrates their stories about their specific perception of the 

experience, it is still possible to retrieve many references from past and future 

positions. Therefore, we consider the dialogical nature in the connections between 

past, present, and future. 

 

Research method 

 

Aim of the Study 
The paper aims to analyze the spatial and temporal identity development by 

the Italian migrant high-skilled workers in the South of France. Our primary research 

questions can be summarized as follows:  

1) How do Italian workers’ immigrant constitute and reconstitute in their 
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narrative the spatially and temporally features that display their adaptation process?  

2) Which I-positions dynamics is possible to identify in their narrative 

accounts?  

In particular, we wanted to understand how the identity changes are 

displayed in the spatially and temporally features of the adaptation process in the 

new context of emigration. The study shed light on the adaptation of Italian high- 

skilled workers’ migrant.  

 

Context: Italian Workers Mobility Dynamics in South of France 
 

The phenomena of migration from Italy to France have a consolidate past. 

The Italians constitute the first foreign nationality represented in France from the 

beginning of the 20th century until in the 1960s. A first wave was composed mainly 

of a non-qualified labour force for the industry, in the building and public works as 

well as agriculture.  

  Like other European countries, France has known for about 20 years a 

resumption of Italian migration. This new wave is particular strong recently since the 

mid-2000s. Indeed, between 1990 and 2005, the official entries of Italians into 

France oscillated around 3,000 individuals per year. Today, France is the fourth 

destination of this wave of migration behind Germany, the United Kingdom, and 

Switzerland, but ahead of the United States. More than the economic crisis and the 

search for a job, the mobility of young graduates of the middle class responds to 

Italian structural immobility. 

   This paper adopts a regional perspective with a focus on the PACA 

(Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur) region, historically connected with Italian immigration 

(Impedovo & Ballatore, 2019). Indeed, only in Marseille, there are about 300,000 

Italian immigrants, making them the largest foreign community in the city. 

 

Participants and Data collection 
 

To achieve the research aims, we will make a qualitative multiple case study. 

According Stake (2006), investigate phenomena which is shared by more than one 

case is a way to understand the adaptation process under investigation.  

For the aim to have a first benchmarked of the phenomena of Italians in 

Marseille, we interviewed Italian migrants in Marseille. This first step gives us some 

first insight about identity development of this specific group (for more info, 
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Impedovo & Ballatore, 2019). They were contacted with a general message post in a 

large group on a topical Facebook called “Italiani a Marsiglia”. 12 different profiles 

of participants were invited to be an interview, selected with the criteria to have a 

good variability of gender, work, and social status. For details, see Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Summary of the 12 interviews with Italian migrant workers in Marseille 
Age 25–30(4) 30–40(4); 40–50(4) 

Sex F(6); M(6) 

From Southern Italy (8); Northern Italy (4) 

Level of education PhD (2); Master’s (6); High School (4) 

In Marseilles More of 5 years (3); 1-5 years (6); Less of 1 year (3) 

 

The participants agree volunteer be an interview in a quiet room of the 

university. The interviews, recorded and length in average 45 minutes, were carried 

out in the Italian language. The semi-structured interviews focus on these themes 

set: (1) education and professional background; (2) abroad mobilities experiences; 

(3) their real sense of belonging. Following this approach, we used the narrative 

interview in our study, since we believe that this qualitative method brings to the 

foreground how migrants’ perceptions, personal motivations, turning points, values, 

and relationships structured in their adaptive developing process. Indeed, narrative 

accounts are traditional tools to self-disclosure and identification of positions, as 

space to the reconstruction of meaning. 

To answer the research question of this paper, we decide to in-depth 

analysis only one participant – called Elena. She is a woman of 40 years, with a PhD 

in Science, from the South of Italy, no married and without children, in Marseille 

since less of two years.  The choice is justified by the intense feeling of “wandering 

somewhere else” in their personal and professional development, with a similar 

motivation to move to others profiles – the absence of fair working situation in Italy 

in rapport to one’s educational qualification. We believe that the combination of two 

elements – the sense of wandering and the motivation to move - would allow for a 

good understanding of Italian worker migrants adaptation process.  

 

Data analysis 
 

The accounts were analyzed qualitatively (Grimell, 2018; Riff, Lacy, & Fico, 

2014). The aim was to find out the dialogical dimensions and the resources that are 

mobilized in the mobility process. Two researchers read them. The data were first 
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approached to obtain “an overview of the thematic range of the text, which is to be 

analyzed” (Flick, 2014, p. 394). Based on thematic content analysis (Neuendorf, 

2016), the researchers agreed in singling out three dimensions through which to 

present the relevant results. These dimensions will be described in the next section, 

along with some clarifying excerpts. 

  As a complementary analysis, an in-depth analysis of one interview is 

proposed. The study was meant to display I-positions along the temporal and spatial 

axis of the narration. The following steps characterized the data analysis process:  

(1) First, two independent researchers, familiarised with the aim of the 

research, were asked to read and re-read the transcription to grasp the general 

sense;  

(2) Then a segmentation of the text is performed in complete sense 

sentences, with it will represent our unit of analysis;  

(3) In each segment of the text an I-Position is identified - both internal 

positions, detected based on the use of personal pronoun (for example ‘I as 40 

years,’ ‘I Italian,’ and so on), and external positions based on reference to third 

persons (for example ‘my friends’ ‘my family’). In the text, the internal or external 

distinction is merged to don’t introduce more complexity, with the general reference 

to the position.  

(4) Finally, we also focus: ongoing or desiderate tensions towards a different 

position (ex. from job seeker to worker); and space-time references are searched 

inside the segment, directly and indirectly, regards to time and space.  

  For an example of categorization, see Table 2.  

 
Table 2: Example of segmentation and categorization 

Transcription Positions identity   Space Time 

I am 40 years old I-Woman Marseilles Now 

I’m Italian I- Italian Italy Now 

I was born in the province of Cagliari I- Italian Italy Past 

And I’ve been here for a year  Transition position Marseilles Now 

Ah yes, I’m a researcher in materials science I- Researcher Marseilles Now 

Although I am now trying to move, after training 
in renewable energy, into the renewable energy 
sector 

Transition position 
  

Marseilles Now 

A final agreement was reached by researchers involved, after some re-

organization in the list. 
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The Developmental Adaptation Process 

 

Global Cultural (Dis)fluency 
Individuals are pushed to adapt to continuous change social and cultural 

conditions of the European work market. Semiotic dynamics of meaning-making 

processes are active in the adaptation process in a constant intersection of the 

person with the environment (Salvatore et al., 2018). During the migration, the 

person should seek to update meanings to the lived experience, searching for a new 

adaptation between the person and the environment (Märtsin & Mahmoud, 2012). 

The fluency stresses the ability to navigate in the context, through active interaction 

between its internal and external resources. Here an extract of one interview (Extract 

1) that show the rapid adaptation and the resources activated:  

Extract 1: Mary, 40 years old, language teacher, from Sardinia, Italy  

 “I made the first stop in the northeast of England ... It was not a city that not suited 

my rhythms and needs. I had chosen Newcastle at the time because there was a 

friend of mine who had made me a bridge and told me that if you come here, I can 

help you both for accommodation for the first few months and all the bureaucracy. 

There, I found some English courses, and I was working. Marseille came at the 

suggestion of a new friend, who knew that an academic institute was looking for a 

language assistant. So I applied for that place that was not in Marseille. But after it 

was proposed in Marseille. I had only studied French in middle school. I set by myself 

the rent, the bank accounts, etc..”.  

Her resources are mobilized, developing skills, and collect knowledge. It is 

possible to identify personal resources, symbolic resources, and social resources 

represented by people who can provide support like family and friends (Zittoun, 

2012). Indeed, Mary, active personal friends to understand the context before her 

arrive and on the place (first in England and then in France), then her linguistic 

resources from middle school, shaping her professional and personal journey 

between Italy, England and then French. The past and future resources to be 

developed become the tools to transform and make the adaptation process possible, 

in a more or less fast way. 

Extract 1: Marco, 36 years old, computer researcher, from Milan, Italy  

“The only disorientation I have is on bureaucracy, on the bank, on social security, 

knowing nothing, there is this clash also in terms of terminology, I studied French, 

but the words and I found myself well immediately. I find the city, this became a 
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colleague of him, it is challenging to feel foreigners genuinely here, it is such a superb 

melange of cultures and ethnicities, and it is difficult to say no, they don’t want me 

here. An Italian, half the people here have an Italian surname, so how to say, there 

is history in common “. 

The adaptation is made by the linguistic competences, retracing familiarity 

and significant common history—the past experiences of mobility help to support 

the globalization-based acculturation (Ozer & Schwartz, 2016). 

 

The moving toward an (in)definite interests 
 

In the narrative account, immigrants rebuild her meaning-making processes 

contextualized in the space and in the time, socially situated approach to give space 

of the expression and affirmation of her identity. In the narrative, Italian workers 

also express their “wandering” attitude in space and in time, different attempt to 

express their interests and wishes, like in this second Extract of Mary (Extract 2).  

Extract 2: Mary, 40 years old, language teacher, from Sardinia, Italy 

“Sardine is a rather particular region as it often happens so, not finding work, we 

continue to study ... So I started working in a context completely disconnected from 

these studies because I started working for a telephone company ... Then, I have 

taken an Italian course at the University of Siena, and then the adventure started 

with this autonomic project as a part-time entrepreneur.  I still had the desire to have 

a long experience abroad; I had already stopped these two activities for two months, 

taking a break to go to Argentina. It was an experience that I liked very much.  And 

therefore this desire remained a little hanging. And one fine day I simply resigned. In 

the UK I worked in a company after I left, I went to work in a cafeteria. Still, after a 

month, it arrived the opportunity to get here in Marseille, and I got on the fly “(..) [in 

Sardinia] I had a house of my own, a permanent job, a normal life it wasn’t an escape, 

it was just following a desire, to make a wish. Then after the first job I enrolled in the 

jobcentre. Now I am also a tourist guide. At the end of each academic year, I renew 

my teaching contract, and I tell myself that I will come back again here, but not sure 

after”.  

Mary working experiences are mediated between necessity and concrete 

needs. The interests of Mary are the expression of her willing to the affirmation of 

internal positions. As proposed by Akkerman et Bakker (2019), the analysis of 

interests include potential: 

a) Multilinearity (for example, when Mary try to pursue the interests of teacher 
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language while it is working in the call centre at the same time); 

b) Equi-finality (the possibility of pursuing a particular interest and direction as 

a follow-up and integration of various prior interests); 

c) Multi-finality process (the opportunity to pursue one interest in different 

directions). In another case, like Marco, the wandering line is mediated to 

the willing to stay in academic life:  

Extract 1: Marco, 36 years old, computer researcher, from Milan, Italy 

“I did some competitions, so nothing never went. I also searched abroad. France, in 

particular, I have already seen it as a possible destination for a long time, the French 

I started studying in 2014. And also I did two competitions in Spain, as I already knew 

the environment and in Seville, in particular, I love it, and so I tried to come back.” 

Marco moves around Italy, France and Spain to fit his application as a 

researcher, that end up well in a stable position. The wandering line could be more 

or less varied to bridge the gap between interests and situations: “If the aim is to 

understand interest development, we should approach it not only as a lifelong but 

also a life-wide process, with the person as a significant and moving unit of analysis, 

and the one through which we can discover how multiple interests develop in 

multiple contexts” (Akkerman & Bakker, 2019, p. 19). 

 

Past, present and future body in mobility 
 

This category shows the underline dimension of the body, moving, bring past 

experiences and projected in the future. Here an extract concerning the body:  

Extract 3: Mary, 40 years old, language teacher, from Sardinia, Italy 

I was tired to be in the North. When I left Marseille metro, I remember very well that 

I said to myself “Welcome back to the Mediterranean Sea”. The smells and the lights 

surrounded me. I can move everywhere. I don’t feel uprooted because my roots are 

with me; it is paradoxical to think that the roots walk somehow. I believe it is so. I 

already start to look at where to move next.   

Her future is connected with her past, using the metaphor of the roots that 

walks with her. She expresses her social identification to her territory, with deep 

affection as a psychological and cultural attachment (Mangum & Block, 2018) to the 

place where she grew up. Her cultural identity emerges abroad, and she finds a 

creative way to express it with interactions and spreading the values, traditions, and 
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information about her former context, supported by her cultural group (Usborne & 

Taylor, 2010). 

 

Temporal and Spatial Dialogical Transitions 
 

In this section, we try to focus more in-depth on one profile to answer the 

research questions. This analysis aims to identify spatially and temporally features 

(chronotope) that display the I-Positions adaptation process located in the narrative 

accounts.      

Different explicit I-positions emerged in Elena account, mainly as woman, 

Italian, student, researcher, friend, job-seeking, and volunteer. About the references 

to the place, in the past, England, Israel, Italy and Marseilles; with the connection to 

the actuality of the accounts, Italy and Marseille; about the future, the references 

evoked are Italy, France and a possible generic somewhere. More, we have identified 

mobility positions, as to the arrival, change, adaptation and integration in a new 

place. In Figure 1, the space and the time reference visual reconstruction of the Elena 

account positions 

 

Figure 1 Visual reconstruction of the Elena account 

In her account, Elena stars to present about her doctorate in Italy, then 

her experience abroad Paris and Israel; followed by the Master program in 

England for the specialization in Sustainable Energy. The mobility references 

are concentrating in line with the mobility done, especially in the arriving of 

Marseille. The future place is evoked two times: the first to show her decision 

not to come back to Italy and the second in references her doubts to live in 

France.  
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The I-Positions are moving in the space and in time. Some positions are 

dominant in a moment, and others are not anymore activated in other spatial and 

temporal situation. The position as a woman is expressed just one time, as her status 

of researcher and Italian. The past is dominated by the role of a PhD student and 

then as a specialist student. The I-position as a friend is related to the person 

resource that helps her in the migration process in England and France. She accepts 

a friend invitation to go in the UK and then in Marseille (“I again accepted the 

invitation of Pina who was already here.  So capable I would not be in Marseille if it 

weren’t for Elena. Yes, Pina was a point of reference”).  Ethnic homogeneity is mainly 

well known in these processes of groups; mutual aid among people sharing similar 

migration experiences remains essential for adjusting to a foreign environment 

(Dahinden, 2005), especially as an already close friendship like in our case.  The 

existence of similar characteristics and attitudes is at the basis of network structure 

and the sense of belonging. 

  About the position as a volunteer (They do the things I would like to do for 

work. I became a volunteer in their projects) show the role of networks as a form of 

social capital that the individual can exploit as a resource (Bourdieu, 1986), in link 

with the position a job seeking. In the narrative account, we interpret the liminal 

stage as a moment of transition between the surfacing I-position. Each liminal stage 

is “subsumed” in the successive one, becoming so a resource through which, the 

next change can be generated, as proposed in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Transformation of position 
1. From being a researcher to be an expert in renewable materials (now in 

Marseille) 
2. From the University position expectation to the decision to move (in the 

past in the UK) 
3. From to be a job seeker to be a Master Student (in the past in the UK) 
4. From being a specialist expert to a generic job-seeking (in the past in the 

UK) 
5. From job seeker to be a migrant (past in Italy) 
6. From to be a migrant to job seeker (past in Marseille) 
7. From the expectation to the lack of answers (past in Marseille) 
8. From job seeking to volunteer (past in Marseille) 
9. From voluntary to the voluntary and precarious job (past in Marseille) 
10. From the expectation to the lacking of answers (past in Marseille) 
11. From the lacking of response to the lacking of expectations (now in 

Marseille) 
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12. From the lacking of expectation to the acceptation (now in Marseille) 
13. From France to the willing to move again abroad (now in Marseille) 

 

Here some extracts from her account to show the tension that transforms 

toward new position “I was waiting for answers that never arrived, so I started 

looking for work. I kept looking, but nothing arrived. So, I became a volunteer in an 

association. I also found a job as a travel agency secretary. I have never got any 

positive response. But yes, expectations are daily”.  

The Elena account challenge with new demands, mobilizing her resources, 

developing skills, and collecting knowledge. These liminal passages represent well 

the evolution of Elena’s adaptation process in the “irreversible time” (Valsiner, 

2017). Each liminal stage is a tension between a condition acquired or accepted to 

move in a new direction, moving in the time and space. The liminal position analysis 

gives an example of the role of agentic action of Elena– how she constructs her goals 

for and act (Somerville & Bernoth, 2001) in learning for and through work. The past 

became a resource to shape the new positioning and the future the projection to 

contain possibilities of action and self-affirmation. 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we have qualitatively analyzed workers’ intra-European 

mobility, focusing on a specific dynamic of migration from Italy to the southern 

region of France with the help of traces left on social networks. A first thematic 

analysis shows the orientation toward the fluidity to understanding a new culture, 

the moving of the interests and the body in the space and time. Qualitative research 

of the I-Position proposed a dialogic device within a space-time frame (chronotope) 

that allows displaying the I-Position to show the individual adaptation. The narratives 

reveal the adaptive processes during the migration. The spatial and temporal 

references of I-positions and stage becomes a device of the sense-making in the act 

during the narrative accounts.  

The pushing to find a new job, following personal aspiration and the 

continue solicitation from the context engage the emerging of tensions toward new 

positions and the transformation of the multi-voiced self in space and time (Gillespie, 

2012). The changing of I-position is the sum of the constant interchange between 

the person-environment. The past becomes a resource for the here-and-now 

activity, and the space-time structure constrains the possible action.  
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 The reflections open some link to the concepts of liminality, considered as 

a phenomenon of being “betwixt and between” (Stenner, 2017; Turner, 1967). In 

educational literature, Meyer and Land (2005) suggested that liminal space is one in 

which someone is being transformed. The liminal experiences “are experiences that 

happen during occasions of significant transition, passage or disruption”, or 

“becomings” (Stenner, 2017, p. 14). In this paper, the liminal metaphor could be 

adopted to describe the mobility transformation, as a “between” the I-positions 

developing. The liminal dimensions show the middle space of tension where new or 

old position is re-shaped.  

 The methodology reveals the developmental perception of adaptation in 

the migration of this specific intra-European group. This research could be enriched 

by taking an interdisciplinary perspective (economics, sociology, anthropology, 

psychology, etc.) and by taking into consideration reciprocal acculturation strategies 

and expectancies (Yakushko & Morgan-Consoli, 2014). It will be interesting to apply 

the same methodology in other contexts for a generalization process of results in 

different intra-European dynamics. 
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Abstract. Western societies hold dearly to the romantic heterosexual model of marriage. This 
model, which is seemingly based upon ‘love’ also relies on perceptions of racialized, 
economic, and identitarian similarity of the people in the relationship. This article discusses 
a non-mainstream form of marriage as implicit political solidarity with or among migrants. It 
critically analyses a form of marriage that is often categorized under the general notion of 
‘sham marriage’ by adopting a life story narrative approach. Instead of the legal and 
normative terminologies, I use ‘solidarity (inter-)marriage’ to refer to the specific form of 
marriages based upon social inequality between the spouses and a sense of altruistic support 
with migrants. Solidarity marriage can deconstruct the existing discourses of marriage and 
family that cling to an individualistic notion of love- or interest-driven partnership. The article 
concludes with an argument in favor of the de-racialization of bi-national (inter-)marriages 
and the problematization of currently implemented legal and social discourses in identifying 
‘authentic’ marriages and family units. 
 
 
Keywords: life story, love, migration, racialization, sham marriage, solidarity 
 

 

Introduction  

 

According to the Cambridge English dictionary, ‘solidarity is an agreement 

between and support for the members of a group, especially a political group’ (Ter 

Meulen and Wright 2010). Solidarity is associated with mutual respect, personal 

support, and commitment to a common cause (Durkheim and Lukes 2013 ed.). It has 

also been used to conceptualize the bonds and commitments within a ‘family’ unit 

and between the persons tied with filial ties. The French sociologist Émile Durkheim 

has been one of the most cited social scholars who discussed solidarity and its 

transformation in western contexts (Durkheim and Lukes 2013 ed.). The notion of 
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solidarity has already been used to explain the changes in the modern family model 

and, consequently, to reflect the historical transformation of what brings people 

together to form families. For instance, Roderic Beaujot and Zenaida Ravanera 

(2008) draw on Durkheim’s notions of mechanical and organic solidarity to argue 

that as societies have evolved and families are no longer units of economic 

production, they need not be based on a division of labor, and can thus be held 

together by a sense of shared identity and values (Beaujot and Ravanera 2008). 

While in mechanical solidarity, the emphasis is on the likeness and cohesion 

among the people, in organic solidarity, the emphasis is on the diversity between the 

solidary parties. In the latter, the distinct functions that individuals fulfill in the 

division of labor make them interesting to each other (Thijssen 2012, 455-456). This 

form of solidarity is not equivalent to equality. The patterns of power responsibility, 

care, and commitment will differ between the partners because of their different 

functions (Barlow 2015; Rahbari 2019a). Inequality makes solidarity even more 

necessary since, in the lack of an even distribution of resources and privileges, it is 

only possible to guarantee social and economic survival for everyone by using human 

inventories of care and commitment instead of an economic driver. Solidarity is thus 

a requirement, especially when social and economic conditions are not justly or 

evenly distributed.  

When it comes to people forming companionships through marriage in the 

contemporary world, the solidarity between the parties is often organic and based 

on differences, collaborations, and labor divisions that are not based on or lead to 

equality between them. Therefore, terms such as ‘family solidarity’ and ‘filial 

solidarity’ should ideally refer to mutual support and obligations in the modern 

family life and would entail a collective altruistic moral and economic perspective 

rather than a purely individualistic notion of autonomy (See, for, e.g., Barlow 2015). 

However, the notion of ‘family’ in ‘family solidarity’ can in itself be 

scrutinized. Contemporary western societies hold dearly to the heterosexual 

romantic model of marriage (Roca and Enguix 2015). This model is seemingly based 

upon the notion of heteronormative romantic ‘love.’ This notion of love 

predominant in concepts of heteronormative relationships in the modern world is 

based on ‘emotional connections.’ It is reinforced and codified through narratives by 

multiple media (Gutekunst 2015) and popular discourse. Marriage is, however, 

about more than love and is also reliant on perceptions of racialized, economic, and 

identitarian similarity of the people involved in it. This means that inter-marriages 
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across different religions, ethnic backgrounds, racialized and classed identities, 

embodiments, and (dis)abilities are not as normalized as marriages within each of 

these categories. Therefore, while family solidarity might have historically evolved 

to rely on differences in gendered patterns of labor, it does not specifically welcome 

differences across other social factors. Quite the opposite, when differences based 

on factors such as – but not limited to – nationality, age, and ethnic background are 

involved, the authenticity of ‘love’ and as its naturalized consequence, ‘family’ is 

likely to be put under scrutiny by the society if not by the legal state apparatus. A 

stark example of the official and legal systematic inquisition and questioning can be 

found in the procedures to investigate ‘realness’ and ‘fakeness’ of marriages in the 

context of bi-national marriage and marriage migration in Europe. In bi-national 

marriages – by which I mean marriages between EU nationals and the so-called third-

country nationals – a perceived deviation from the heteronormative, romantic, and 

similarity-based marriage model can lead to skepticism towards the authenticity of 

marriage at best and criminalization of the relationship at worst.  

Substantial scholarly inquiry has already been conducted on marriage 

migration discourses in the Global North (See, for e.g., Wray 2016). This scholarship 

has revealed the gaps, analytical and methodological issues in the study of marriage 

migration (See, for e.g., Scheel and Gutekunst 2019), as well as problems with the 

political and social discourses surrounding it (Spencer and Charsley 2016). In this 

paper, I also take issue with the legal and social conceptualizations of ‘sham 

marriage’ in Europe, which characterize relationships that do not comply with the 

mainstream western ideals of ‘love’ and ‘family.’ However, I take a different course 

of action than other studies by attempting to conceptualize the ‘sham’ in some 

marriages as acts of political solidarity. Doing this, I employ the notion of solidarity 

to problematize the ‘sham marriage’ discourse and show how marriage has been 

used as a radical and implicit form of activism.  

The main question I ask in this paper is, ‘how can the notion of family 

solidarity be used in solidarity marriage with or among migrants to go beyond the 

classic relationship model characterized by similarity and heteronormative romantic 

ideals?’ To explore the answer to this question, I adopt a life story narrative method 

to provide an example of how both notions of ‘solidarity’ and ‘family’ can be 

extended and pushed beyond the heteronormative, racialized, and neoliberal 

argumentations that often surround them in social and legal discourses of ‘sham 

marriage.’  
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The research method and context 

 

In my research to find participants who had experienced ‘sham marriage’ first 

hand, I rapidly realized that – quite expectedly – it was a challenging topic to get people 

to talk about, without them trying to distance themselves from it. What made things 

difficult was that I wanted to know what the experience meant in the life course of the 

people who were themselves involved in ‘sham marriage’ arrangements. I wanted to 

know what kind of bonds this type of marriage created, how it was communicated to 

begin with, and how it affected the dynamics of power in the relationship. After an 

initial search period and unsuccessful attempts to recruit participants in Belgium 

through my extended network of migrants, I adopted a life story narrative method. 

The choice of method was thus initially affected by the difficulties of sampling willing 

participants. This method, however, proved particularly useful to analyze the 

narrative, as life stories reveal the effects of macro-historical and micro-personal 

events in the development of a personal story (Rahbari 2019c), and are, therefore, 

useful methodological tools to deeply connect and understand the connections 

between micro-, meso-, and macro-level factors affecting lifecourses and individuals. I 

had to dig deep in my connections to find someone willing to talk to me. Eventually, to 

be able to write this paper, I had to look for a woman called Ziba (pseudonym).  

I first met Ziba some years ago back in Tehran when I was still living in Iran, 

and she was visiting Iran with her husband. Oliver, Ziba’s husband, was a European 

man.1 Ziba and Oliver were like any other newly married couple, affectionate, friendly, 

and inseparable. Ziba was a charming and observant woman who listened attentively 

to others and shared her ideas generously. Oliver did not speak Farsi and always stayed 

behind in conversations. Because of his distinctly white and European appearance and 

stature, Oliver received much more attention on the streets of Tehran than anyone 

would ever wish for. Ziba, who was born and raised in Tehran, had moved to Europe 

to pursue higher education. There, she had met Oliver; she had moved in with him; 

and after some months of cohabitation, they had gotten married. At the time, a group 

of friends and I met Ziba and Oliver in Tehran as a part of our regular gatherings. Oliver 

and Ziba soon shared with us that they had recently gotten married and explained that 

they had what is called a ‘platonic’ relationship and without physical intimacy. They 

 
1 All names are pseudonyms; information on the countries of residence, nationalities, specific 

dates, and other personal and contextual information are diligently pseudonymized with the 

help of Ziba to secure their anonymity.  
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further explained that they had the type of marriage that in Europe would be 

considered a ‘sham marriage.’  

In my search for a participant, I looked for Ziba, and I found her with little 

difficulty, thanks to the Internet’s magic. Although her hair color had changed – from 

a burned platinum blond to a vibrant red – there was no way that I would ever forget 

Ziba’s unique ear-to-ear mesmerizing smile. When I made contact with her, she did 

not remember me at first. I had to drop a few names to remind her of who I was. 

Thankfully, she had a very vague memory of me and consented to speak to me 

anonymously. We had barely interacted directly when we had met in Tehran, as she 

was a friend of a friend, and that was the only period we ever met. Now a European 

citizen, busy working woman, mother, and still married to Oliver, Ziba found my 

research interest amusing. ‘Why do you research this topic?’ she asked me. I told her 

that the inspiration had come to me in the past few years, noticing that the 

authenticity of many marriages between European nationals and non-European, as 

well as their love and care for, or interest in each other, were prone to social suspicion 

and sometimes legal challenge. I was interested in how European protectionist 

discourses justified systematic research in personal and private matters, for vetting 

‘legitimate’ marriages and exposing ‘fake’ ones.  

However, my interest went beyond that. I had an academic interest in modes 

of practicing ‘feminist’ solidarity. The truth is that witnessing the ‘criminal’ cases of 

Carola Rackete and Pia Klemp, who were both boat captains who were criminally 

charged for saving refugees from drowning in the Mediterranean, has sparked my 

interest in unorganized solidarity practices (Sanderson 2019). Their cases had also 

made me wonder how far the criminalization apparatus would go to minimize acts of 

solidarity with migrants and refugees. Then the solidarity activism and campaigns that 

supported Carola and Pia had got me thinking if there was a possibility to find similar 

support with non-mainstream forms of solidarity with migrants and refugees, for 

instance, solidarity-marriage, which I will talk about in this paper, using Ziba’s life story.  

 

Ziba’s narrative  

 

To Ziba, the period when her marriage was dubbed inappropriate, and even 

criminal seemed distant. Despite being a very ‘odd’ memory that felt distant to her, 

she explained that having started her relationship with Oliver like that had 

permanently affected what they had built together. ‘We were bst friends before 

being a couple,’ she explained. Their relationship had been ‘full of ups and downs,’ 
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and there were moments where they had come close to breaking it up. However, 

that was just ‘like any other relationship,’ Ziba emphasized a few times. When Ziba 

and Oliver became romantically involved – after a period of being married and being 

in what they called a ‘platonic’ relationship – Ziba had initially questioned her own 

feelings towards Oliver. Ziba had sometimes wondered whether she was entering 

into the relationship because she felt she owed it to Oliver. After all, Oliver was the 

person with the privilege of being a European citizen. He was also the person who 

had both economic stability and the power to help Ziba gain citizenship and stability. 

This feeling of uncertainty about her emotions had complicated and sometimes 

upset the dynamics of their relationship. They had talked about it to each other many 

times. It all ‘eventually worked itself out,’ Ziba explained, while emphasizing that in 

any other marriage, similar dynamics might exist for other reasons, such as 

unemployment of one partner or class and racial differences. She believed that it 

was never ‘a hundred percent one reason’ that attracts people to each other.  

When I met Ziba in Tehran, she had not shied away from discussing her 

marriage conditions with us. She explained that she and Oliver had married so that 

she would be able to get a residence card and become a European citizen in the long 

run. Getting married had been Oliver’s suggestion, who was then only a friend.2 

Oliver’s suggestion had nothing to do with them starting a romantic relationship. 

They did not have intentions of ever starting one at that point. They loved each other 

‘in a different way’ and enjoyed living together. After thinking it through and deciding 

to get married, however, the agreement between them was to live together and 

keep being married as long as necessary, even if their friendship faded away. There 

was no exchange of money or goods between them for the purpose of this 

arrangement, and there was never any mention of a debt or expectation of 

gratefulness. Imaginably, there was a strong mutual trust between them that made 

such an arrangement possible. They told us, the group of friends in Tehran, that they 

had not shared their ‘secret’ with many friends back in Europe where they lived, but 

with ‘a select few’ who would ‘understand’ them, indicating that they were very 

conscious of the interpretations that existed from their relationship and the possible 

repercussions. This was the first time I heard about ‘sham marriages,’ and to be 

frank, it did not interest me at the time. I do not remember giving it too much 

thought.  

 
2 The specific reason why citizenship was important to Ziba is left out intentionally as it has 

the potential to risk her anonymity.  
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What I do remember is, however, how Ziba and Oliver found a moment of 

solidarity in that small group of young Iranians – including myself – that met them a 

few times during their journey. The fact that the ‘secret’ was shared with us indicated 

Ziba and Oliver’s perception of us as ‘people who would understand’ and a sign of 

their consciousness about the differential powers of testimonies. As Iranian citizens 

living in Iran, our testimonies would not have held the same validity as European 

citizens. We did not pose a threat to them. I remember that another young Iranian 

woman in the same group (whom I will call with the pseudonym Azadeh) used the 

opportunity created by Ziba’s disclosure to share a secret with us about her own 

marriage. Azadeh explained that she, too, had married for ‘alternative’ reasons with 

her Iranian boyfriend. However, in her case, Azadeh and her boyfriend had decided 

to have their union legalized so that they would be able to live with each other under 

the same roof in Tehran. They could only live together as a legally married couple as 

Iran’s strict laws did not – and still do not – allow for cohabitation without being 

married. A temporary marriage was thus the best solution for them.3 

On the one hand, Azadeh’s story resonated with Ziba’s, although there were 

fundamental differences in the problems they faced. Azadeh’s premarital sexual 

relationship was not sanctioned by the state. She had to get married to the man she 

was already dating to legalize her relationship and control her private space. Unlike 

Ziba, Azadeh was, in fact, encouraged to marry by the Iranian state, even for a 

temporary period.4 Azadeh’s marriage was not based on a classic notion of ‘love,’ 

not because it was not romantic but because it was not intended to last ‘forever.’ 

Similarly, in the case of Ziba, her marriage to Oliver was not legal because she did 

not marry him with the intention of staying married forever, or out of romantic 

‘love.’ Ziba and Azadeh’s stories were also similar in that they both used the legal 

possibilities offered to them to reach personal goals. In doing so, they had built 

bonds of solidarity and mutual trust with their partners that went against both the 

societal and legal norms of their social contexts. On the other hand, Ziba’s story had 

 
3 I have to emphasize that this does not mean that people do not do this. Throughout years of 

research in Iran, I have met many people of all sexes and genders who were in a relationship 

and secretly lived with each other without being married.  
4 Temporary marriage is a type of marriage in Shi’a Islam in which the duration of the marriage 

is predefined and can last as long as the partners agree up on (from a day to months, or years). 

It does not involve a divorce process as it expires automatically after the pre-defined period. 

Iranian government promotes the practice to discourage youth from having sexual 

relationships outside of a religious marriage, but temporary marriage is in fact unpopular and 

stigmatized in the society (Rahbari 2019b).  
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made it possible for Azadeh to open up about her own marriage arrangement. The 

exchange of narratives invited solidarity and amplified understanding and empathy.  

Today, I ask myself, what made our small group of friends in Tehran so 

empathetic towards Ziba and Azadeh? And what makes such marriages difficult to 

perceive people who oppose them, specifically in the European context. Why was it that 

Ziba and Oliver’s story did not alarm us? And even quite the opposite, it was quickly left 

behind in our conversations as we moved on to other topics. Why did we not question 

Ziba and Oliver as an illegitimate married couple? In other words, what is the rationale 

that makes certain unions ‘sham’ or ‘legitimate’ in different contexts, and what 

alternative readings are possible from Ziba’s story and those stories similar to hers? This 

paper is as much an attempt to answer these questions as it is an exploratory 

investigation for solidarity. My focus in this paper is on marriages between two people 

who are on the same page on their marriage goals. I discuss marriages where only one 

of the partners has alternative motives for marriage, as the relationship dynamics would 

be different in such cases. Throughout this text, I will continuously use quotation marks 

referring to ‘sham marriages’ to show my reluctance to essentialize the term’s definition 

and avoid generalizing the normative readings of it to the case I discuss in this paper and 

other humanly possible scenarios.  

 

Why and how to rethink ‘sham marriages’ 

 

Ziba’s story is one of many out of the ordinary experiences that silently exist out 

there. It is hardly a representative example, yet it shares an essential element with lots 

of other stories. If it ‘comes out,’ it is criminalized. To understand why Ziba’s marriage 

was considered a ‘sham,’ one should understand the legal definition of the term. 

Marriages such as Ziba’s are criminalized because the legal definition of ‘sham marriage’ 

in many countries in Europe – including Belgium where I am located – and North America 

is based on the suspicion that in the (inter-)marriages of bi-national couples, at least one 

of the parties might be entering the marriage union to acquire residence or citizenship 

rights, rather than building a lasting marital relationship (Agentschap Integratie en 

Inburgering n.d.). This suspicion is built upon a few assumptions: that there is a hierarchy 

of ‘intentions,’ and some intentions could be considered illegitimate; that a conventional 

marriage should be intended as a lasting commitment; and if a person marries to get 

residence or citizenship rights, then the marriage is not a ‘real’ union but a ‘sham.’   

While the law emphasizes that marriage is a right, it does not treat all intentions 

equally. The distinction made between intentions– as I will discuss later – and 
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between people is one of the many things that makes this ‘sham marriage’ discourse 

problematic. Policing and surveillance of bi-national spouses’ intimate lives by 

government authorities is a way that the suspicion is put into practice, despite having 

been criticized by human rights activists (Rushchenko 2016). It is clear that it is 

absolutely fine to marry someone to access financial means, status, fame, etc. as 

long as both partners are European. Still, it is deemed a criminal act to seek better 

living conditions through resettlement and acquiring residency rights in another 

country. This distinction is very clearly made between people with undesirable and 

privileged nationalities.  

It is hard to dismiss that people always judge the intentions of marriage 

partners when they perceive them to be acting beyond the normative form, or as 

discussed earlier, where they are perceived to be ‘different.’ It is very well possible 

that the marriage of a person of a lower class with a person of a higher class would 

be perceived ‘non-romantic’ or problematic. When there is a large age-gap between 

the couples or a large class-difference, it is often assumed that one partner is a ‘gold 

digger,’ a term that is also highly sexist. In fact, there are arrangements outside of 

the migration context that look very similar to the ‘sham marriage’ phenomenon.  

The Sugar Daddy/Mommy phenomenon, for instance, is an example: an adult young 

and attractive man/woman enters a relationship with a man/woman of wealth who 

is older (hence, called Daddies and Mommies to highlight the age gap and financing 

capacity). Both parties know what the other one desires: sex and beauty on the one 

side and/or financial support on the other. This type of relationship is not common 

but also not criminalized. Not so long ago, many people around the world mourned 

for the man who created Playboy,5 not only the magazine, but also the lifestyle that 

was based on capitalized on the commodification of sex (Kent 2002, 337), on 

exchanging men’s money for women’s beauty and sexuality. These arrangements 

have even been called empowering and emancipating for young women (Handy 

2019). Thus, it is crucial to distinguish between the social attitudes that contribute 

to recognizing marriages as ‘romantic’ or ‘manipulative’ and the legal inquisition to 

recognize marriages as such. It is only after adding migration/residence/citizenship 

rights to the formula that the legal framework and its inquisitive machine comes into 

play.  

 
5 Hugh Heffner was the founder and editor-in-chief of Playboy magazine that turned into a 

globally known luxury brand associated with the allure of sexual pleasure. His death on 

September 27, 2017 sparked a decades-long discussion on his impact and imagery.  
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In contemporary social regimes, we consider it inscrutable to scrutinize poor 

people’s marriage intentions. It would be considered classist to imagine a law that 

would allow such scrutiny. This does not mean that people do not marry with the 

intention of financial stability, but that most legal systems6 have moved beyond 

investigating people’s intentions to sanction marriages. The question is then, how is 

it that the discourse around ‘sham marriage’ that scrutinizes the intentions of people 

based on their nationality normalized? The discourse around ‘sham marriage’ – 

contrary to what is often discussed – is not based upon intentions, but rather on the 

intender. The legal intervention to criminalize ‘sham marriage’ is not the marriage 

itself, but to keep introducing measures to fortify the borders further and reduce the 

movement of the ‘invaders.’ There is a growing anxiety, and moral panic over the 

power of family ties to perpetuate immigration flows in European migration 

discourses (Charsley et al. 2020). 

The invasion rhetoric in world politics – from Donald Trump’s Hispanic 

‘invasion’ of America (Varela 2019) to Geert Wilders’s ‘Islamic invasion’ of 

Netherlands (Wildman 2017) – dominates migration narratives. The political, moral 

panic around the migration ‘crisis’ ironically targets human mobility to which the 

Euro-American politics have historically contributed. Moreover, this moral panic 

does not stay in the realm of formal politics. Some mediatized and popularized 

versions of it causes similar harm to the political rhetoric. The reality TV show 90 Day 

Fiancé is a notable example of vulgar popularized racism that uses the idea ‘sham 

marriage’ as one of its central themes, without naming it.  

While not located in Europe, 90 Day Fiancé captures the spirit of 

distrustfulness towards the intentions of EU non-nationals. The show follows some 

USA citizens who want to get married to non-US nationals. The couples have to apply 

for a visa, which allows a USA citizen to bring over a future spouse from another 

country. However, once the fiancé acquires the visa and arrives in the USA, the clock 

is ticking. The couple has 90 days to get married, or else the visa expires, and the 

fiancé must go back to their home country (Sheffield 2018). It is an example of how 

horrible people with foreign passports– especially people of color from the Global 

South – get portrayed in the media as thirsty for green-cards and dreaming of 

citizenship and the ‘American dream.’ Opposite to this representation of non-

 
6 Even though the legal systems might not intervene in marriages, social structures do restrict 

marriages based on many factors, from sexuality, race and class to physical strength and 

beauty.   
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Americans, USA citizens are often presented as hardworking, honest, and gullible 

victims who are merely looking for ‘love.’ Even when the relationship is portrayed 

well, the risk of the non-American partner leaving the American one after getting 

residence rights is amplified in the narratives. While there are few stories of 

successful (inter-)marriages of bi-national couples in the show, there is a constant 

narrative of suspicion towards non-Americans that, mixed with a dose of dramatized 

name-callings, creates a caricature of foreigners as cunning invaders.  

Similarly, in the case of migrants who marry European nationals, the risk of 

‘sham’ marriages is considered so high that a system is put in place to vet all 

marriages and detect such arrangements. In terms of the right to residence, without 

a doubt, living in a country without having long-term residence rights introduces 

administrative complications and a lack of rights in that specific context. In this sense, 

having a longer-term residence and gaining citizenship is, most of the time, an 

advantage if compared to a shorter-term residence permit in many contexts. 

However, the problematic aspects of marriage screenings, as 90 Day Fiancé clearly 

and quite trivially shows, setting legal boundaries for testing marriage compatibility 

and policing the intentions of the candidates is an indication of heavily racialized and 

prejudiced regimes. The whole discussion around ‘sham marriage’ is built on a 

narrow notion of ‘love,’ according to which Ziba and Oliver’s relationship would have 

been disqualified. 

Additionally, the assumption that gaining residence is a definite advantage 

for migrants and refugees should be assessed. Migrant lives are much more 

complicated than this homogenized picture of seeking ‘good’ and escaping ‘evil.’ 

Painting migrants with the brush of ‘disadvantaged-ness’ is a reductionist point of 

entry to the discussion. There are simply too many possible narratives of migration 

and movement to be named. I chose one specific narrative to illustrate how 

heteronormative romantic love can be flawed in providing us frameworks to 

evaluate solidarity and care in relationships. In the next section, I expand the notion 

of solidarity and its role in deconstructing ‘sham marriage’ discourses.  

 

Discussion: marriage as radical solidarity  

 

In the previous sections, I highlighted some of the legal and social discourses 

around ‘sham marriages’ in Europe. By this point, I have come far enough to 

complicate the discourses around bi-national (inter-)marriages to refuse to use the 

term ‘sham’ anymore. I have concluded that marriage is a social contract that should 
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not and cannot be defined by forms of intimacy, duration, or intentions. I am 

therefore going to use solidarity marriage to refer to unions that take place after an 

open mutual negotiation between the partners, be it to lower their taxes through 

marriage, sharing financial burdens, battling loneliness, gaining temporary residence 

rights, acquiring citizenship, or any other reasons that only involve the parties in the 

relationship and do not cause otherwise avoidable pain or damage to anyone around 

them. I acknowledge that this is not a perfect term, as many marriages involve 

different forms of solidarity. However, by adding the ‘solidarity’ to marriage, I 

highlight that some marriages do indeed fall outside of the normalized happily-ever-

after romantic forms of legal marital union. I also fully acknowledge the limitations 

of my discussion as it has not criticized the ‘coupledom’ problematic in marriage 

discourses, that other and delegitimize relationships between more than two 

people. This topic has received substantial critique in social scholarship (See for, e.g., 

Emens 2004). 

I argue that solidarity marriages should not be seen as less valuable than 

romantic coupledom and are not rare. Alternative forms of love, care, and friendship 

are present and everywhere. While not always considered ‘partnership’ or officially 

registered as ‘marriage,’ solidarity-based relationships are prevalent and part of a 

broader civil movement. Sharing space, resources, care, time, emotions, and labor 

for the sake of humanitarian and altruistic values – whether wrapped in romance or 

not – are some ways of solidarizing. Civil activism in support of migrants and refugees 

is also a global movement aimed at protesting the lack of existing options for the 

legalization of migrants, border surveillance, and selective approach to political 

membership (Rushchenko 2016). Local people of Brussels hosting refugees in their 

houses, feeding the homeless on the streets, and other organized or spontaneous 

initiatives have proven to have the capacity to undermine systems of discrimination, 

even though temporarily. Therefore, solidarity can be used to go beyond the classic 

relationship model characterized by heteronormative romantic ideals.  

I discuss that this framework of solidarity based on social inequality proves 

especially useful to deconstruct the existing discourses of marriage and family that 

cling to an interest-driven interpretation of partnership. The latter individualistic 

notion of partnership views partners as separate atomized individuals who look for 

maximum gain in the relationship. They are thus seen as either vulnerable and/or 

predatory, usually based on their social locations they occupy based on gender, age, 

color, nationality, class, etc. This interpretation can lead to the presumptions that 
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reduce marriage to a static institution based on intentions, and individual and social 

gains. Stepping outside this framework, however complicated, is not impossible. 

Western societies hold on very dearly to the romantic-heterosexual marriage model 

with a pinch of racialized and classed similarity. The discourse of similarity 

emphasizes a vague idea of ‘shared’ identity rather than diversity and care. While an 

alternative mode seems non-existent in mainstream policy and social discourses, 

they are practiced more widely than most of us want to acknowledge. Marriage 

strategies and the unpaid labor of women in family businesses are examples for 

strengthening intra-ethnic solidarity and expanding the social networks of migrant 

groups (Erel 2012, 463). Not all solidarity marriages involve exchange processes and 

financial benefits; some are merely interpreted as ethical and humanitarian 

practices. In Germany, for instance, there is a ‘protection marriage’ movement of bi-

national marriages aimed to provide migrants with residency rights. The movement 

is tied to left-wing political activism, promotes self-governance, and encourages 

critique of governmental decisions, thus rationalizing narratives of ‘protection 

marriage’ (see Rushchenko 2016) that promote solidarity marriage to protect 

migrants.  

In this paper, I drew on Ziba’s life story to illustrate how solidarity marriage 

can and does occur despite the mainstream identity protectionism in Europe. 

Marriages and partnerships involve different forms of relationships and do not 

necessarily build around identitarian similarities. Moving away from the identity-

oriented perception of marriage and reformulating coupledom and partnership are 

not difficult tasks. ‘Alternative’ practices of marriage and partnership already exist. 

However, a radical reformulation and dismantling of mainstream social ideas and 

policies on marriage, love, and care require more scholarly and activist work. It is 

only through the problematization of the heteronormative romantic coupledom 

discourses can we de-racialize the frameworks that define partnership and marriage.  

I have attempted to answer my main question using Ziba’s. I explained how 

the discourses around illegitimacy of certain marriages are built and presented an 

alternative way of looking at solidarity marriages as a radical form of social solidarity. 

There is also the question of why some people can sympathize with this form of 

solidarity, and in contrast, others consider it wrong and immoral if not criminal. 

While this latter question deserves an exploration of its own, in the case of Ziba 

entrusting her narrative with us, and the reason why my Iranian friends and I did not 

read Ziba’s story as a sham, could be partly found in our politics of location.  
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Politics of location, theorized by feminist scholar Adrienne Rich (2003, 

initially published in 1984) are the identity and experiential positions of people 

within specificities of their contexts based on different embodiments and identity 

markers such as – but not limited to – gender, sexual orientation, nationality, class, 

race, religion, age, religion, disability (Rich 2003). For us, being Iranian youth meant 

being perceived as radicals quite often, if not always. Even sitting together in mixed 

sex-groups, shaking hands, talking, and laughing, we probably broke some laws. 

Living on the cutting edge of the law, we had weaponized crossing legal boundaries 

to survive. However, we did not only break the laws. We also used them to attain 

our versions of justice, like Azadeh’s legal marriage, that was not meant for a long-

lasting partnership but temporary cohabitation and pleasure. Furthermore, we had 

not been prone to western fearmongering and migrant-bashing discourses, let alone 

discussions on faking marriages. We were also on the other side of the walls of the 

European border. We were the recipients of suspicion and confined within the 

borders of our country. This was not because our government restricted our 

movement, but because our passports had been rendered undesirable by global 

politics. Our bodies were perceived as risky, and our presence an exception, if not a 

disturbance. Having a different history and knowing the implications of politics of 

location in Ziba’s case gave us a different standpoint.  

My discussion in this paper has mostly been oriented towards an 

unapologetic argument in favor of the de-racialization of bi-national (inter-

)marriages. For the sake of argument, I have assumed that couples might marry for 

‘out of the ordinary’ reasons outside of forming long-lasting sexual-romantic 

partnerships. My intention has been to problematize how the so-called ‘sham 

marriage’ is publicly and legally portrayed. I showed that the assumptions behind 

‘sham marriage’ are plausible and unfounded if compared to marriages outside of 

the migration context. I have intentionally gone to the extremes to discuss that even 

if the ‘worst-case scenarios’ were real, the processes of inquisition and investigation 

into forms of relationship that are named problematic are neither justified nor just. 

As Ziba’s story shows, marriages like hers have a potential for radical solidarity. It has 

not been my intention to argue that scamming does not occur in the context of 

marriage. There are certainly forms of abuse and scams in this sphere, but it is 

important to note that they are not limited to the migration context. Additionally, 

suspecting every bi-national marriage tends to overestimate a very marginal practice 

of scamming. I argue that the mainstream ‘scam marriage’ discourses that inspect 
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and surveil the bodies and minds of migrants create and perpetuate the racialized 

narratives of the ‘other.’ The ‘sham marriage’ discourse is used in the service of the 

greater political apparatus that aims to control, if not entirely deter, ‘undesired’ 

immigration. 
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The Role of Social Capital in Refugees’ Trajectories into Higher 

Education in a Host Country: Narratives of Six Refugees in Norway 
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Abstract. Refugees, as group, are generally motivated to pursue higher education despite 
multiple challenges they face in host countries. To overcome these challenges refugees need 
someone to rely on to successfully navigate the higher education system in new 
environments. This article tries to explore what roles social capital plays in refugees’ 
trajectories into higher education in Norway. The study employs qualitative inquiry where six 
refugees are interviewed using a narrative interview. Based on a qualitative narrative 
interview with six refugees, I argue that three forms of social capital — boning, bridging, and 
linking — play both overlapping and specific roles in refugees’ access to higher education. 
Social capital in general helps refugees to get information on higher education and processes 
of getting documents recognised, motivation, and determination. Policymakers need to 
ensure that refugees access and utilise necessary resources such as relevant language 
courses without much reliance on good Samaritans.  
              
Keywords: bonding, bridging, linking, refugee higher education, social capital                  

 

Introduction 

 

Refugees, as group, are generally motivated to pursue higher education 

despite the challenges they face because they see higher education as a pathway to 

social upward mobility in their new countries (Crea and McFarland 2015; Stevensen 

and Willott 2007). Some of the constraints refugees face in accessing higher 

education include academic language acquisition, disrupted schooling, inaccessible 

or destroyed education credentials, lack of information on host countries’ education 

systems, traumatic experiences, prolonged refugee status determination processes 

in host countries (Hanna 1999; Morrice 2009; Ott 2013). These challenges 

exacerbate the under-representation of refugees in higher education with dire 

consequences for their integration and overall well-being in their new countries 

(Shakya et al. 2011; Sladek and King 2016).  

Most of the challenges refugees face in their trajectories into higher 

education imply that refugees may need support of their families, acquaintances, 

governmental and non-governmental organizations for various reasons (Deng and 
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Marlowe 2013). For instance, Hauck et al. (2014) indicate that settling refugees in 

areas where they can get contacts with families and friends leads to better 

integration outcomes. Little is known however what roles the relations refugees 

have with different parties, or lack thereof, play in their access to higher education 

in host countries. This article will partly fill this gap by addressing the following 

questions: What roles does social capital play in refugees’ access to higher education 

in Norway? How do refugees experience their relationships with different parties in 

their journey into higher education in Norway?  

 

Refugees in Norway  

 

In Norway (and in this article), the term refugee refers to asylum seekers 

who have been granted protection or a residence permit on humanitarian grounds. 

It also includes “quota” refugees who have been settled in Norway in cooperation 

with the United Nations Higher Commissioner for Refugees and family members of 

the above-mentioned groups (Østby 2013). Although some European refugees 

arrived in Norway just after the second world war, the political discourses on refugee 

integration came into the spotlight in the late 1970s partly due to arrival of refugees 

from Vietnam (Brochmann and Hagelund 2012). In recent times, the inflow of 

refugees from different countries such as Afghanistan, Eritrea, Iraq, Somalia, and 

Syria coupled with the expansion of the European Union in 2004 has led to more 

diversity in “a largely ethnically homogenous” Norway (Bubikova-Moan 2017: 56). 

As of January 1, 2019, refugees accounted for 30.6% of all immigrants in Norway and 

4.4% of the total Norwegian population of just over five million (Strøm 2019). 

Norway sets policies to foster equal opportunities for the increasingly 

diverse population of the country; and the introduction programme for new 

immigrants is a good example in this regard (Thorud et al. 2012). Introduction 

programme is a two to three years basic qualification program, which certain groups 

of immigrants, particularly refugees, should participate in to acquire the Norwegian 

language and attend social studies. During their participation in the programme, 

refugees are assigned contact persons to help them with issues related to language 

training, education, apprenticeship, housing, employment, health, and so on. 

Refugees in Norway are generally characterised by a weaker link to the labour 

market and lower educational attainment (Friberg and Midtbøen 2018).  
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Higher Education in Norway  

 

The Norwegian higher education is regulated by the Universities and 

University Colleges Act (2000), amended in 2005. The government oversees the 

operation of the act through the Ministry of Education and Research. Public higher 

education institutions are state owned, but they are autonomous in their internal 

decisions including resource allocation and electing leaders (OECD 2013; Larsen 

2010). The generous state subsidies to the Norwegian higher education means that 

students do not pay tuition fees for higher education except a small amount, which 

is paid every semester to student welfare organization (Opheim 2004). Students may 

take a not means-tested loan from the State Educational Loan Fund, some of which 

may be converted to a grant after successful completion of the studies (Ibid). This 

makes the direct cost of university students in Norway to be among the lowest 

compared with many other countries (OECD 2014). Thus, less participation in higher 

education in Norway is attributed more to social, cultural, or motivational barriers 

than to financial difficulty (Opheim 2004).  

The Norwegian Agency for Quality Assurance in Education (NOKUT) has 

developed special recognition procedures called Recognition Procedure for Persons 

without Verifiable Documentation (UVD-procedure) with main focus on refugees 

and people in refugee-like situation who may not be able to document their previous 

qualifications. The procedure is however not easily accessible for some group of 

refugees. As a result, NOKUT recently developed an alternative method called 

Qualifications Passport for Refugees, which is a standardised document that includes 

information about a person’s formal qualifications, language proficiency, and work 

experience (Pietkiewicz 2017).  

 

Review of Literature  

 

In recent times, refugee higher education “has increasingly come to the fore 

as the issue” in many host countries (Avery and Said 2017:114; Kendall and Day 

2017). However, there is still a dearth of literature on the topic and further studies 

in the field are necessary (Ramsay and Baker 2019). Many countries provide 

generous refugee resettlement programmes, but they fail to incorporate explicit 

schemes on refugee higher education, which may result in exclusion of refugees 

from higher education (Ferede 2010). In some countries, higher education systems 
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welcome and cherish a group of migrants (such as international students) since they 

pay oversea fees while ignoring and disowning other group of migrants such as 

refugees, who are considered less desirable (Morrice 2013). These general 

challenges coupled with the specific barriers refugees face in accessing higher 

education result in underrepresentation of refugees in higher education systems in 

different countries (Lambrechts 2020).  

A study from Canada (Bajwa et al. 2017: 62) reports that many refugees 

barely have familial or social support after arrival in a host country even though they 

are avid to have “a human connection” in order to access necessary information to 

make informed decision on what type of higher education to pursue. In fact, refugees 

may be subjected to “huge mental and emotional pressures” for leaving behind 

friends and families (Avery and Said 2017: 107). Another research from New Zealand 

sheds light on how refugees may be disadvantaged due to lack of “peers with 

university experience and adult role models” (O’Rourke 2011: 31). However, the 

existence of near relations is not always an enabler for refugees to access higher 

education, particularly if the refugees come from patriarchal cultures (El Jack 2012) 

or if the refugees are the only breadwinners of the family (Goastellec 2018a) and 

sometimes because “information [on]…how to write a personal statement for a 

university course…might not be available” from the families and friends (Morrice 

2007:164).  All this indicates that crossing boarders results in decline of social capital 

of refugees (Koyama 2013); and refugees’ preflight social capital does not necessarily 

assist them in entering higher education (Morrice 2009).  

In addition to family members, thus, refugees need also help from various 

organizations in the form of “guidance and encouragement to attend university” 

(Earnest et al. 2010: 169). A study from Australia (Wilkinson 2018) indicates that a 

range of assistance refugees receive from school is imperative in fostering their 

transition to a university and it recommends establishing a formal sustainable system 

which can secure refugees’ access to essential support to make their transition into 

higher education easier. Similarly, Kontowski and Leitsberger (2017), based on 

research in Austria and Poland, highlight that helping refugees build a network of 

social connection is advantageous not only in preparing them for academia but also 

in contributing to their stable life. On the other hand, many institutions may act as 

gatekeepers to limit refugees’ access to higher education (Perry and Mallozzi 2011). 

Moreover, it is often difficult for new refugees to establish social networks which 

lead to information or other resources (Harvey and Mallman 2019) deemed 
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necessary to successfully navigate new education systems in host countries (Naidoo 

2018). For instance, Morrice (2009: 668) argues that refugees’ “lack of the 

appropriate forms of …social capital ensured that they were disadvantaged and 

struggle to find their way around the unfamiliar systems”. This corroborates an 

earlier study (Stevenson and Willott 2007). The constructive roles of non-

governmental organizations or volunteers in supporting refugees to access to higher 

education is also documented in France (Goastellec 2018b).  

Most of the countries presented above have different immigration and 

education contexts from Norway. However, it is possible to relate experiences of 

refugees in these countries to those in Norway as all the countries are State parties 

to the 1951 Refugee Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol; and all, as members of 

OECD, have some common trends in their higher education strategies (Abamosa et 

al. 2020). Having said this, in Norway, some studies stress the importance of 

providing education to refugees, mainly at lower levels, to forestall the possible 

negative consequences emanate from not doing so (Berg et al. 2016; Hilt 2015). 

However, little information is available on the role social capital plays in refugees’ 

access to higher education in Norway, a gap this article tries to fill as mentioned 

above.  

 

Theoretical Framework 

… “it is who you know” as well as “what you know” that make a difference in life 

and society. (Lin 2001: i, emphasis added) 

I have adapted Nan Lin’s (2001) social capital theory as the main guiding 

theoretical framework mainly because he clearly defines social capital in a way that 

best fits the research question this article will address. Social capital, in this article, 

refers to “the resources embedded in social networks accessed and used” by 

refugees for admission to higher education institutions in Norway (Lin 2001: 25). 

Social networks, access to and utilization of resources to achieve definite goals are 

pillars of the definition (Lin 1999). Hence, the mere presence of resources has no 

benefit for refugees if they cannot mobilise the resources in ways that can help them 

achieve their goals (Miller 2014). Access to social capital refers to an individual’s 

collection of potentially mobilisable social resources and the use of social capital 

refers to actions and mobilisation of the resources for benefits (Van Der Gaag and 

Snijders 2005).  
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Operationalization of social capital  
 

To operationalise social capital, I use three forms of social capital developed 

by Putnam (2000) and Woolcock (2002): bonding, bridging, and linking social capital. 

Bonding social capital refers to social networks between family members, ethnic 

groups, close friends and members of same religion (Cheung and Phillimore 2014; 

Knorringa and van Staveren 2007). This type of social capital enables members to 

access resources that are otherwise difficult to acquire (Green and Haines 2012). For 

instance, Putnam (2000) and Elliott and Yusuf (2014) indicate that close ethnic 

networks can provide vital psychological and social related support to newcomers. 

Bridging social capital refers to relations people have with “distant friends, 

associates, and colleagues”, or “distant ties of like persons, such as loose friendships 

and workmates” (Woolcock 2001, as cited in Field 2008: 46). In this article, bridging 

social capital refers to informal social ties refugees have with different local non-

governmental organizations through which they may get support and guidance in 

their journey to higher education in Norway (Leonard 2004; Granovetter 1973). 

Linking social capital refers to “relations between different social strata in a hierarchy 

where power, social status and wealth are accessed by different groups” (OECD 

2001: 42). Linking social capital helps people to leverage ideas, information, and 

other resources from institutions beyond their immediate community radius 

(Woolcock 2001). Linking social capital differs from the other forms in that the 

former is formal and vertical in nature in the sense that it connects people to key 

political and other resources as well as economic institutions across power 

differentials (Grootaert et al. 2004). Here, linking social capital may refer to formal 

social networks refugees have with officials at different public organizations through 

which they get necessary support to realise their goal of pursing higher education 

(Elliott and Yusuf 2014; Potocky-Tripodi 2008).  

 

Methodology  

 

The study employed an exploratory qualitative method, which is appropriate 

for studies dealing with under researched topics and for making meaning of 

refugees’ experiences (Creswell 2003).   

 

Participants Selection and Data Collection  
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I selected six refugees through purposive and snowball sampling methods. 

The refugees are named as: Baredu (female in her 30s, from Eritrea), Darartu (female 

in her 30s, from Eritrea), Murata (male in his 30s from Ethiopia), Jara (male in his 

30s, from Iraq), Na’ol (male in his 30s, from Somalia), and Kume (female in her 20s, 

from Somalia). One refugee was recruited through my direct contact, four refugees 

were contacted through other refugees and the last one was recruited through 

contact details available on a public organization’s website. While Baredu, Na’ol, and 

Kume were able to pursue higher education in Norway, Murata, Darartu, and Jara 

were not successful in realising their goals of enrolling in higher education 

institutions. At the time of the interview, the refugees had been in Norway for 7 

years on average. The data was collected through narrative interviews conducted in 

March 2015. The narrative inquiry, as “a way of understanding experiences” of 

refugees (Clandinin and Connelly 2000: 20), fits the purpose of the study. A narrative 

interview-guideline with questions on refugees’ experiences on settlement process, 

language inquisition, and networks in Norway was used under the narrative 

interview. All interviews were conducted at the places convenient for the 

respondents.  

 

Data Analysis  
 

Thematic analysis which is a part of narrative analysis was used to analyse 

the data. In a thematic narrative analysis, researchers consider perspectives and 

meanings of the participants through the process of storytelling; and thus the focus 

is on the content of a text i.e. on what is said more than how it is said (Riessman 

2005). The interviews were first transcribed verbatim, and the transcribed interviews 

were printed out on A4 size papers with enough margins created on the left sides for 

coding purpose (Kawulich and Holland 2012). The transcripts were then checked for 

accuracy and completeness and, in some cases, I asked the respondents for 

clarification on some unclear points by sending them copies of the transcriptions. 

Then, I did read the transcriptions again to draw the general meanings embedded in 

each refugee’s narratives (Braun and Clark 2006).  

The transcripts, a field note, and a notebook were put in order before I began 

coding. I conducted coding manually on the transcription paper and the notebook 

(Bold 2012). A four-color BIC pen and a pencil were used to mark relevant sentences 

and paragraphs during the coding process. The pencil was particularly useful when I 

referred back to the original data to find new codes and modify the already identified 
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ones in iterative processes (Creswell 2003). The coding process began with open 

coding (Cohen et al. 2011). The sentences and paragraphs were identified according 

to the meaning they contained and their relevance to the research questions. The 

similarities and differences between each refuge’s accounts were established 

through the coding process. I chose sentences and paragraphs (instead of words and 

terms) as units of analysis to create larger units of the narratives by avoiding the 

creation of disembodied text through fragmentation and decontextualization of 

texts (Cohen et al. 2011). Then I organised and reorganised the identified themes 

into broader categories through axial coding. At this stage, connections between 

categories and sub-categories were established. The study largely adopted an 

inductive approach where themes emerged from data instead of forcing the data 

into predefined themes (Kawulich and Holland 2012). 

Finally, verbatim quotations from the narratives were used where necessary 

since they usually convey the point expressively without being altered or softened 

by academic language of the researchers (Cohen et al. 2011). It should be noted here 

that the quotations used in this article were edited for grammar; and I translated all 

Norwegian and other language words into English (as a part of data analysis). All the 

refugees were assigned pseudonyms to protect their identity as per the ethical 

guidelines since none of the refugees were willing to be identified in their real 

names.  

I followed ethical guidelines throughout the study. All informants consented 

to participate and received written information about the purpose of the study, they 

were informed about the possibility of withdrawing from the interview at any time 

including in the middle of the interview if they wanted (Cohen et al. 2011: 78).  

 

Findings and Discussion  

 

Social relations refugees have with others bear resources and thus can 

constitute social capital. The findings indicate all the participants have one or 

another form of social capital that plays various roles in their journey into higher 

education. In this section, I present and concurrently discuss the findings.  

 

Determination and a plan to enroll in a university  
The refugees’ narratives converge on their determination and motivation to 
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pursue higher education. All the refugees except one have a plan to pursue higher 

education long before they come to Norway. For Baredu, earning a higher education 

degree is a means of securing her future. She has seen how higher education 

qualification can help people rebuild their life even in worst case scenarios. After her 

parents have been deported from Ethiopia to Eritrea due to a war between the two 

nations, her father manages to continue normal life due to his engineering degree. 

Moreover, she gets advice from her father on the importance of education,  

My father told me…Education is the best thing no one can take from you. Then I 

understood, afterward I always wanted to go to school.  (Baredu) 

Darartu sees education as part of her life and she is convinced that education 

helps her to be intellectual and that she should continue learning throughout her 

life.   

Education is my life, [so] I decided to go to school…My vision is just to be an 

educated person, and because of that I will not stop to learn, I will continue learning 

higher education as long as I live. (Darartu)  

Murata, whose dreams are embedded in higher education, has had a plan of 

enrolling in a university since long time and one of his top priorities in Norway to 

earn a university degree. For Na’ol, higher education a way out of low-paying jobs, 

what he perceives as being a labourer.  

I was not interested in going to the labour market. I had something in my head and 

that was not to be a labourer but to do some certificate of higher education here 

[Norway]. (Na’ol) 

Kume’s determination to go to college has lived with her since her childhood 

when she gets inspiration from her mother who pays great attention to Kume’s 

schooling. 

My mother was concerned for our education. She used to check whether we did 

homework...I grew up with the aim of studying in the future. That was why when I 

came to Europe, I decided to study and settle. Coming to Norway for me…was not 

only about peace but also, I wanted to finish school. (Kume) 

These findings are in congruence with other studies that indicate refugees 

as groups are motivated to pursue higher education in host countries (Stevensen and 

Willott 2007). Refugees are not only motivated to earn a degree, but some of them 

see higher education as part of their life and a way out of low-paying labour market. 
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It is noteworthy that pre-flight experiences of refugees have not insignificant impact 

on the refugees’ decision to enroll in a university later in their life. Hence, the low 

participation rates of refugees in higher education cannot necessarily be explained 

by lack of motivation of refugees to pursue higher education.  

 

Poor quality Norwegian language courses  

 

Refugees must document a Norwegian language proficiency at B2 level on 

European Language Framework (Council of Europe 2001) to get admission to a higher 

education institution in Norway. Most refugees participate in the introduction 

program to acquire the Norwegian language. However, virtually all refugees perceive 

the language teaching learning process as substandard which cannot enable them to 

achieve the necessary level of language proficiency for university admission. Kume 

experiences the language courses at an adult education as poor due to lack of 

qualified language teachers and less focus on provision of customised language 

courses to refugees who aspire to pursue higher education.  

I wanted to learn the language very fast…but it was not helpful. The teachers had no 

teaching background. They were teaching us like they teach illiterates. In the 

classroom, some had completed high school, some completed junior secondary 

school, and some people never went to school but…all of us in the same class. 

(Kume)  

In the same vein, Murata perceives the language courses at an adult 

education centre as poor-quality. He observes that teachers do not care whether he 

learns the language properly or not However, he stays at the centre despite his 

dissatisfaction with courses out of fear of negative repercussions from the centre.  

If I had stopped going to school, they [officials at the camp] would have reported me 

as a lazy, not good person. So, I had to attend the language course because I was 

afraid of the negative consequences. (Murata). 

Darartu too narrates that her husband, who is a highly educated refugee 

with a master’s degree from his home country, has dropped out of the Norwegian 

language at an adult education centre because he is not satisfied with the language 

courses. Eventually, he manages to learn the language at a university where he has 

attended better Norwegian language classes that can prepare him for further 

studies.  
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All this indicates difficulty of accessing quality language courses is one of the 

challenges refugees face in Norway in their journey into higher education. Most 

importantly, refugees are conscious about the process of the language acquisition 

and they react in different ways in case they find the courses are not good enough 

to prepare them for higher education. It is worth noting here that the presence of 

the language courses free of cost by itself does not necessarily constitute successful 

language acquisition when it comes to refugees who aspire to purse higher 

education.  

 

Help and assistance from others  

 

The refugees express appreciation for the help and assistance they get from 

different parties in their trajectories into higher education. The help they get 

includes language tutorials, advice on study programmes at a university or college, 

and motivation or encouragement to pursue their studies. Baredu believes that she 

is lucky because she receives much help from her contact person — or advisor whom 

she describes as a very good person — at a refugee office.  

I always wanted to study but I didn’t know what kind of education I had to take. At 

that time, my advisor was also a graduate student at a university. She asked me if I 

wanted to work with refugees [in the future] and then she told me to study social 

studies after she realised that I wanted to help people. (Baredu)   

In a similar narrative, Kume gets help from her contact person and other 

personnel who work at a refugee office in a municipality. She describes her 

experiences with emotions, especially, when she talks about the motivational 

support she has got. The personnel motivate her to study at a university, which helps 

her to keep going to achieve her goal even after she has failed some Norwegian 

language tests.  

My contact person motivated me to finish the school; she helped me for long 

time…she told me, “You can be a social worker because you have a good 

personalities and you can understand things better.” She always used to say, “…keep 

it up!” (Kume) 

They [the personnel] said, “Kume, continue, continue, continue…school, school, 

school, school!” When I failed the exam, they said to me, “Kume, never give up!” 

and I never gave up. (Kume) 
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Jara too receives help from his contact person in many forms during his 

preparation for higher education. Some of the help he gets from his contact person 

include information about the admission requirements to the higher education 

institutions, access to better Norwegian language courses, and guidance in getting 

his foreign qualifications recognised. He considers himself lucky, as Baredu does, 

because his contact person is a helpful person.  

My contact person asked me what I would like to do in Norway, to study or to work. 

I said, “I am an engineer and I want to study here like I did in Iraq.” Then she told 

me, “To study here you have to have your certificate from Iraq”. After I got my paper 

from Iraq, I gave it to my contact person, and she helped me with filling in some 

forms and sent the application to NOKUT…she helped me until the end. (Jara)  

When I began the Norwegian language course, my contact person said to me, “We 

will not put you in this class…with people who have low educational 

background…“we see that you are learning the language faster¨. (Jara)  

These narratives are manifestations of the refugees’ possession of linking 

social capital. The refugees receive critical supports through this type of social capital 

as the findings above indicate. It is expected that linking social capital is useful in 

accessing information on education system, on how to get the foreign qualification 

recognised, and a better language course since all these are included in the formal 

introduction programme that refugees participate in for some time during the early 

years of their arrival in Norway. In other words, contact persons are formally 

assigned to assist refugees in cases mentioned above. Thus, linking social capital has 

a capacity of advancing refugees in education system in host countries (Muir 2011). 

It is striking however that refugees receive encouragement and emotional and 

motivational support from the formal and vertical contacts (Grootaert et al. 2004) 

because these types of support are not clearly dictated in policy documents, such as 

the introduction act. 

In addition to the contact persons, the refugees get different kinds of help 

from family members and near friends. The family members mentioned by the 

refugees include husband, brothers, sisters, parents, and children. Friends are 

usually people whom the refugee are acquainted with in Norway. Baredu gets help 

from an immediate family member, her brother, in the form of information, which 

she has used to make decision.  
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First, I thought I would study some programme involving mathematics because our 

family was good in maths and physics. But…then my brother advised me to go to 

social studies if my goal was to help people. I found that advice very useful. (Baredu) 

Jara receives encouragement, if not pressure, from his father to continue his 

study in Norway. He has taken his father’s advice seriously and concentrates on 

pursuing higher education in Norway.  

My father insisted…all the time that I should continue to study here because he said 

to me… “To study engineering for fours is not simple so you have to complete your 

study in Norway”. (Jara)  

In another story, Darartu narrates that she gets motivational help from 

family members, particularly from her husband. 

My husband motivates me all the way through to learn the language and to apply to 

a higher education. He helps me with some materials which means a lot to me. He 

assists me also in looking after our children. He always wants to see me in a better 

position…There were a lot of highs and lows in the process of going to higher 

education and sometimes I felt like giving up because of difficult situations. I 

sometimes stuck but sometimes I get energy and motivation from my family and 

rise again. (Darartu)  

The refugees narrate also that they receive help from their children in the 

form of motivation to go to universities. Notably, they do receive neither motivating 

words nor recognitions for their achievements from their children, but the very same 

existence of their children motivates the refugees to pursue higher education. Kume 

is a case in point in this regard. She tries to be a role model for her children by 

achieving something in life through higher education.  

My mother was strong that she used to help us with our education even though she 

did not get any education herself. I always want to go to a university because I am 

thinking for future of my children. I want to be a strong mother to them. (Kume)  

In a similar story, Baredu wants to be a role model for her child and she is 

always positive towards higher education. In another converging story, Na’ol, too, 

decides to go to a university because he wants to create a good future for his children 

who should not see their father as labourer.  

 If my children see me that I am just a cleaner and a labourer, they inherit it from 

me; they take it as an option for their life. But I am not that type of person, so I have 

to study whatever it takes. (Naol) 
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In addition to the family members, friends are also sources of critical help 

for some of the refugees. One of the interesting stories in this case is that of Kume’s. 

She has repeatedly tried to pass Norwegian language tests to apply for a university 

place, but she is not able to make it. At the end, however, she receives help from her 

friend who informs Kume about a good school where there is a helpful Norwegian 

language teacher. Kume does not hesitate to change the school for the second time. 

After I had finished the language course at an adult education centre, I went to an 

upper secondary school where I failed in the Norwegian language tests. My friend 

told me the upper secondary school she went to was a better school. In my school, 

the teacher was speaking only Nynorsk [a rather not widely spoken version of 

Norwegian language]. I didn’t understand anything. So, I went to my friend’s school 

even though it was in another municipality. I was very happy there at the school. 

(Kume) 

Likewise, Murata gets vital information from his friends on how the Red 

Cross Norway can help him to get a volunteer refugee guide. Darartu, too, relies 

much on her friends for more information on higher education. Whenever she wants 

to do or to read something about higher education, she asks her friends for (more) 

information.  

It is clear from these findings that refugees have accumulated bonding social 

capital which plays different positive roles in their trajectories into higher education. 

Possessing bonding social capital may seem natural and trivial when one takes into 

consideration its sources: families and friends. However, it should be noted that 

refugees leave behind many of their friends and family members and, thus, it is quite 

advantageous to have friends in new host countries. Bonding social capital can last 

long and it can have a huge positive impact on refugees’ decisions to pursue higher 

education. As it can be seen from the findings, some refugees have had a dream of 

pursuing higher education long before they come to Norway mainly due to the 

influence of their parents, for instance, in the form of advice. It is not so surprising 

that refugees from highly educated parents get the necessary information and 

advice on higher education. Schlechter and Milevsky (2010: 2) indicate that children 

of highly educated parents tend to follow their parent’s footsteps in pursing higher 

education due to, amongst other things, “societal expectations”. It is rather 

intriguing that, refugees with parents without, or with low, educational background 

are also determined to pursue higher education because of the motivational support 

they get from their parents. In some cases, psychological and emotional supports 
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which refugee receive through bonding social capital are crucial and may result in 

turning points for some refugees in their decision on pursuing higher education. One 

of the surprising findings in this study regarding bonding social capital is the 

motivation that refugees get from their small children. Some refugees decide to 

pursue in higher education in part because they want to be the role models to their 

children. The findings in this article challenge conclusions in a previously study 

(Cheung and Phillimore 2014) where the authors conclude that they do not know 

whether bonding social capital has a role in supporting refugees to access higher 

education.  

Apart from the contact persons, family members, and friends, some of the 

participants receive help from non-governmental organizations. Murata uses an 

opportunity that is available at the Red Cross Norway through which he gets to know 

a Norwegian volunteer refugee-guide who encourages Murata to learn Norwegian.  

 My guide used to give me moral support about the Norwegian language. One day, 

I said to him, “The Norwegian language is very difficult” after trying to speak with 

him, but he said, “No…Murata”, there is no difficult thing. You have to believe, if you 

believe this, you can overcome all the problems. (Murata) 

 

Similarly, Baredu receives help from the Red Cross Norway when she is 

participating in the introduction programme. The Red Cross Norway has assigned her 

a Norwegian refugee-guide who has informed Baredu much about higher education 

system in Norway. Furthermore, the guide has told Baredu about opportunities of 

studies in other countries.  

These findings indicate refugees possess bridging social capital in the 

sense that refugees have vital ties with other people in a new environment. 

Furthermore, the findings suggest that local not-for-profit organizations can 

play pivotal roles in facilitating refugees’ transition into higher education in 

host countries. As indicated above, the main types of support the refugees get 

through their bridging social capital are (informal) language tutorials to 

improve their Norwegian language and information about higher education. 

Volunteers of the not-for-profit organizations who work with refugees are 

doing so on their own initiatives and thus it is less likely they have negative 

attitudes towards refugees. In fact, they can be very useful in bridging the gap 

between the refugees and the host society. This is in line with another study 

(Lamba and Krahn 2003) which states that volunteers from host society can 
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help refugees to become familiar in a new environment.  

 

Conclusions  

 

It is important to acknowledge a couple of limitations of this article before 

wrapping it up with conclusions. First, it is difficult to generalise the findings since 

the data collection was limited to only two counties and six refugees in Norway. The 

snowball and judgmental sampling methods used to recruit the participants 

exacerbates this limitation. Second, the article could have been more complete had 

I included extensive policy analysis at national level on issues related to social capital 

particularly how the roles of people working with refugees are defined in policy 

documents. 

The article tries to explore the roles social capital plays in refugees’ 

trajectories into higher education and the experiences of refugees regarding their 

relationship with different parties in their way to higher education. The results and 

discussions above, regardless of the limitations, indicate that refugees can 

accumulate and benefit from different forms of social capital in host countries. 

Bonding social capital is unique in that its impact remains with refugees for a long 

period of time, particularly when parents are its mains sources. By implication, pre-

immigration experiences of refugees have impacts on refugees’ decision to pursue 

higher education in host countries. The roles different forms of social capital play in 

refugees’ access to higher education overlap, making it challenging to clearly 

characterise the forms of social capital with specific roles they play. For instance, 

refugees may get encouragement, motivation, and information to pursue higher 

education through bonding, bridging, and linking social capital. In such cases, it is 

possible to conclude that social capital in general, as an umbrella, play critical roles 

in facilitating refugees’ transition into higher education. However, there are some 

specific roles that can be ascribed to the particular forms of social capital as 

mentioned elsewhere in this article. One of the good indications in this case is access 

to relevant language courses and getting information on how to get foreign 

qualifications recognised. In both cases, linking social capital plays a significant role.  

Refugees have positive attitude towards organizations which they think are 

helpful in realizing their dreams of pursing higher education. There is no difference 

between public or not-for-profit organizations in this regard. Refugees appreciate 

the help they get irrespective of which organization they get the help from. Equally 
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important, refugees show discontent when they perceive the actions of the 

organizations as hinderance to their goals. Most notably, the language acquisition 

places are where the refugees report to have negative experiences.  

Policymakers in any host countries should consider that refugees are 

motivated to purse higher education. To facilitate the transition of refugees into 

higher education, policies on language training for refugees should clearly state the 

possibilities aspiring refugees have in accessing better language courses, including 

outside the adult education centres. In other words, refugees need not depend on 

the willingness of “good Samaritans” to acquire the Norwegian language for 

academic purposes. It is also important to have a well organised centre for refugee 

studies at national level which can help refugees in providing information on issues 

related to accessing and participating in higher education. My positive experience of 

collaborating with refugees in conducting this study highlights that access to relevant 

language course and information about higher education are what refugees need 

most to successfully access to, and perhaps succeed in higher education in Norway. 

Having said this, more comprehensive qualitative studies and policy analyses may be 

needed to further elaborate on the findings of this article. 
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Abstract. Immigrants from the Middle East have been labeled by nationalist and far-right 
European politicians as a threat to their economy, safety, and national identity. This 
phenomenon can be understood through a Poststructuralist approach that regards the 
duality between Self versus Other as a subjective narrative construction which engenders 
asymmetrical relations of power between an inside identity and the outside alterity. 
Therefore, this article aims to comprehend how the condition of otherness over Arab-Muslim 
peoples is constructed within the so-called “migration crisis” in Europe. This was done 
through a critical discourse analysis of anti-immigrant statements made mostly by European 
far-right politicians; as well as a literature review on Poststructuralist contributions to the 
subject; and by consulting secondary sources like statistical figures and public opinion 
surveys. The results suggest the condition of otherness over Arab-Muslim immigrants in 
Europe is socially and historically constituted through discursive practices of oppression, 
which are based on fear and uncertainty, and manifested into the increase of xenophobia 
and Islamophobia in the continent.   
 
Keywords: migration; xenophobia; islamophobia; otherness; poststructuralism 
 

Introduction 

 

Amidst the so-called contemporary “migration crisis”, polarized discussions 

regarding the migrant  condition have raised a debate on whether this movement is 

considered a human right or a threat to the hosting societies. While the former point 

of view is related to an ethical comprehension of humankind, the latter is connected 

to the fear and consequent resumption of nationalist values. The friction between 

such positions stresses the challenge to assure that those who come from a war-torn 

and/or poverty scenario in search of safety and a better quality of life will be able to 

find it in a new country.  

This phenomenon can be seen, for instance, observing the recent migration 

influxes from the Middle East towards Europe, which have been mostly inducted by 

the war in Syria that affects the country since 2011, and Iraq’s instability since 2014 

due to the fight against Daesh. The overwhelming majority of both countries' 

population are ethnically Arab and religiously Muslim (MRG 2018a; MRG 2018b; 
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Izady 2014), which entails that the flows to Europe are mostly composed by Arab-

Muslim communities . Despite the fact most of these migrants go to neighboring 

countries within the Middle East (UNHCR 2019a; UNHCR 2018), the portion that 

reaches Europe  is usually labeled by nationalist and far-right local parties as a 

menace to their economy, safety, and identity. The ongoing clashes that often occur 

as result of the encounter between migrants and hosting communities in Europe, 

then, highlight the validity and importance of discussing the subject.  

Through a Poststructuralist lens, this issue can be understood as a Self versus 

Other dilemma: a binary, mutual, and socially constructed division that sustains how 

one sees oneself in detriment of how one perceives the Other, wherein the Self often 

represents the good, reliable and acceptable, while the Other depicts the bad, 

hazardous, and intolerable.  

Thereby, how is the condition of otherness over Arab-Muslim immigrants 

constructed within the so-called contemporary “migration crisis” in Europe? With 

this question, the paper aims to comprehend the construction process of otherness 

over Arab-Muslim peoples and its portrayal within the context of a “migration crisis” 

in the European continent. In order to do so, one pursuits, firstly, a historical 

understanding of the circumstances that led to the constitution of a negative 

European perception of Arab-Muslim peoples. Then, one outlines a theoretical 

framework using Poststructuralism to underpin the discussion about otherness and 

contemporary migration. Lastly, this article questions the European far-right 

perspective of the contemporary “migratory crisis” deconstructing misconceptions 

present in the arguments used by anti-immigrant European politicians. 

This is a mixed-method exploratory research that used a qualitative critical 

discourse analysis (CDA) of primary sources (statements made mostly by far-right 

politicians and the media) and literature review on Poststructuralism and migration; 

alongside quantitative data analysis of secondary sources from the European Union 

(EU), United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR), International 

Organization for Migration (IOM), and public opinion polls to uphold the arguments 

exposed. The article starts from the assumption that the othering practices that 

targets Arab-Muslim immigrants are constituted by narratives socially and 

historically built that sustain a position of hierarchy between the hosting community 

and the Arab-Muslim immigrants and their descendants.  

Indeed, migrant communities from developing countries in general suffer 

significant hardships when they enter transit or hosting countries, mainly concerning 
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their access to basic rights and social reintegration. However, regarding specifically 

the Arab-Muslim immigrant community in developed countries, as it can be seen in 

the European context, one notices that they face particular types of mistreatment 

when it comes to cultural and religious beliefs, such as Islamophobia and the fear of 

terrorism - something migrant communities from other cultural-religious 

backgrounds would be less likely to experience. For this reason, the article focuses 

on this specific group, not denying, however, that other migrant communities are 

also neglected among governments and hosting societies. 

The interest in studying migration and its dynamics of subjective oppression 

derives from the issue’s evident relevance to the contemporary international 

scenario and the urging need to deconstruct misconceptions about it, which 

undermines the possibility of understanding and coexistence among the social actors 

involved. Thus, it becomes imperative to properly discuss such a phenomenon. 

 

The historical construction of the Arab-Muslim’s perceived identity 

 

Considering Islam’s cradle is the Arabian Peninsula - which is mainly 

composed by  Arab ethnic groups who became Muslims as a result of the religion’s 

huge influence in the region - the Arab ethnicity in general came to be directly 

associated with Islam. Consequently, Muslim’s perception by the West was gradually 

transposed to the Arab peoples as a whole. However, this reasoning opens space to 

misconceptions regarding the denial of other religions worshiped by Arabs and the 

diverse non-Arab ethnic background of other regions Islam has reached. (Soguk 

2011; Hourani 1991) 

The Imperialism  in the Middle East came with a civilizing mission discourse 

to justify the objective domination promoted by European powers (Said 1993). As 

stated by Said (1978), the narrative construction of natives as exotic and savage 

beings who were not capable of living without a higher guidance (read, European 

guidance) was made through knowledge production. Said defined this practice as 

Orientalism, a subjective mechanism of domination that figured an epistemic control 

over the Arab-Muslim’s representation. This artificial image was produced by 

European researchers, writers, politicians and artists, and later shared through 

language, until it reached ordinary citizens who would naturally reaffirm the 

discourse of subjugation over such community (Said 1978). 

According to Hourani (1991), the constant European - mainly British and 
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French - exploitation in the Middle East during eighteenth to twentieth century’s 

Imperialism generated severe consequences for local societies, such as violence and 

poverty. Later on, the decolonization process in the 1950s/1960s was followed by 

the imposition of the Western universalist nation-state model - an institutional 

structure divergent from local societies’ arrangements (Afsah 2008). As a 

consequence, Muslim societies regarded this imposition as “an alienating and 

threatening phenomenon, causing, in most of the cases, a non-acceptance, followed 

by resistance” (Afsah 2008, 264). This transition between colonization and 

independence gave place to unstable regimes marked by Islamist upheavals, 

authoritarianism, and internal conflicts (Sadiki 2009; Afsah 2008; Hourani 1991). 

Owing to these issues, the Western perception over the Middle East became 

associated with war, fundamentalism, and underdevelopment. In the same way, its 

peoples suffered from that stereotype, being superficially defined as backward, 

uneducated, and violent (Said 1978). 

Further on, the beginning of the twenty first century outlined an inflexion 

point for the Arab-Muslim negative representation worldwide. The 9/11 attacks in 

the United States resulted in a striking generalizing movement of constant labeling 

the Arabs and Muslims as terrorists. Besides the attack’s severe damage materially 

speaking, its subjective repercussions entailed a remarkable friction between the US 

- and the Western values they represented - on one side, and, on the other, instead 

of extremism, hate, and violence, it turned to be the Middle East in itself, 

encompassing its culture and its main religion, condemning its peoples to a burden 

they would hardly escape from. The rhetoric used by the US after the episode was 

mainly built upon a discourse of the Arab-Muslim world as an existential threat for 

their security. Thus, the Middle East turned into a place the US claimed legitimacy to 

intervene under a necessary and imminent “War on Terror” (Rana 2007; Gregory 

2004; Ali 2003). 

The post-9/11 international scenario was marked by interventions 

perpetrated by the US in Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq (2003), both part of the alleged 

“War on Terror” incursions. Apart from US’ blatant failure in both cases and the 

consequent chaos provoked in the two countries, terrorism increased exponentially 

in Iraq and Afghanistan and spilled over to the region and beyond (Gregory 2004). In 

a lesser degree when compared to the Middle East, Europe, for instance, witnessed 

terrorist attacks such as Madrid (2004) and London (2005) in the beginning of the 

decade, and Paris (2015); Brussels (2016); Nice (2016); Berlin (2016); Manchester 
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(2017) and Barcelona (2017) in the 2010s (DW 2017). Most of these acts were carried 

out by jihadist terrorist groups (and their followers) who claimed the attacks were a 

response to Western interventions in the Middle East. In fact, such episodes had a 

considerable negative impact on the European perception of Islam. Hence, it also 

affected the already unstable relationship between Europe and the Arab world and 

the Middle East in general.  

Another noteworthy phenomenon for the present discussion is the rise of 

far-right nationalist parties in Europe. After the 2008 world economic crisis and its 

outcomes, like the rapid increase in unemployment and poverty rates, many 

countries (including developed ones) witnessed far-right political parties increasing 

their basis of voters. This was possible due to the use of a discourse alleging a 

supposed structural change in politics, which differ from what they referred as the 

“old” and “corrupted” politics (Ziblatt and Levitsky 2018; Hainsworth 2008). Their 

proposals to revert the crisis’ losses include blaming globalization and 

multiculturalism, incitement to nationalism and the criminalization of migration, 

using immigrants as scapegoats to justify an alleged increase of violence and 

unemployment (Ansari 2012; Todorov 2010). Such movements have been 

strengthened within the past years with the election of far-right politicians for 

national governments in Europe and in the European Parliament (Ziblatt and Levitsky 

2018). 

Furthermore, with the context of violence and instability that broke out in 

Syria in the aftermath of the 2011 upheavals in the Middle East - added to the rise 

of the self-proclaimed Islamic State in Iraq, millions of people were forced to flee 

conflict (Cook 2017). Due to proximity, they mostly went to neighboring states , such 

as Turkey, Lebanon, and Jordan. However, these countries have scarce resources and 

limited opportunities for migrants, entailing harsh conditions of integration (Şenses 

2016; El Khatib et al. 2013). On the other hand, Europe is commonly taken as a 

synonym of development and it is geographically accessible comparing to other 

developed regions. Consequently, a considerable amount of migrants from Syria, 

Iraq, and other countries in the region migrated to Europe  between 2011 to 2018, 

although roughly 80% remained in the Middle East (UNHCR, 2018).  

In a scenario of encounter between a European society where far-right 

parties have growing support and an increasing  number of immigrants who are 

mostly Arab and Muslims, there was a rise in xenophobia and Islamophobia against 

the latter (ECRI 2019; SETA 2019; Pew Research Center 2019; Perocco 2018; Yilmaz 
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2012; Todorov 2010). According to the poll survey made by Pew Research Center 

about migration in EU countries (2016), in “Hungary, Italy, Poland and Greece, more 

than six-in-ten . . . have an unfavorable opinion of the Muslims in their country – an 

opinion shared by at least one-in-four in each nation polled”. The survey made in 

2015 by the IOM states that “people in Europe are the most negative ... towards 

immigration [comparing to other continents], with the majority (52%) saying 

immigration levels in their countries should be decreased” (IOM 2015, 2). The 

Eurobarometer survey research about integration of immigrants in the EU (2017) 

attested that “nearly four in ten Europeans (38%) think that immigration is more a 

problem than an opportunity” (10). Albeit attitudes towards the impact of migration 

in EU countries may vary significantly between the countries polled in the surveys 

assessed, the general sketch indicates that, in fact, most Europeans currently 

consider migration a complex and urgent topic. 

Therefore, one acknowledges that the episodes aforementioned played a 

fundamental role in the historical construction of objective and subjective practices 

of oppression over Arab-Muslim communities in Europe. And, over an extended 

period of time, these practices undeniably led to hierarchical social relationships 

which are still manifested in the daily lives of these groups. 

 

Poststructuralism and the condition of Otherness in contemporary migration 

  
As it has been emphasized by the historical contextualization presented, the 

negative impressions built upon Arab-Muslim communities are not caused by ready-

made notions. Instead, they are the result of layered events, discourses, interpretations, 

and ideas, none of which represent given and unquestionable assertions. Once one 

acknowledges that, it is possible to question how these perceptions are built. That being 

the aim of this study, it is suitable to utilize the Poststructuralist lens, considering its 

intent to not only understand, but criticize constructed interpretations of modernity 

(Ashley 1989).   

 Furthermore, Poststructuralism provides tools to visualize how the image of 

power plays an important role in fabricating perceptions, revealing a close bond 

between power and knowledge. According to Foucault (1982), the term “power” can be 

understood as a technique of domination and imposition over individuals’ existence. 

Foucault (1982) argues this power “ . . . categorizes the individual, marks him by his own 

individuality, attaches him to his own identity, imposes a law of truth on him which he 

must recognize and which others have to recognize in him” (781). Likewise, as suggested 
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by Ashley and Walker (1990a),“to ‘know’ is to construct a coherent representation that 

excludes contesting interpretations and controls meaning from the standpoint of a 

sovereign subject whose word is the origin of truth beyond doubt” (261). In other words, 

what constitutes the idea of “knowledge” can be a segregational form of rejecting 

divergent interpretations and imposing a “superior” perception linked to the notion of 

power.  

Those who hold material and objective dominance - represented as political 

relevance sustained by economic, military and/or territorial advantages - also possess a 

favorable position regarding the ability to decide, according to their perspective, what is 

considered valid to be learned, studied, spoken, and feared (Campbell 2013; Said 1978). 

Likewise, the way culture, ethnicity, and people in general are perceived is also 

constituted by particular points of view. Therefore, the Poststructuralist approach 

introduces a discussion that reinforces the need to pay attention to a mutually 

constructed divergence - the inside and the outside. 

Utilizing Ashley’s discussion regarding international and state systems (1989), 

one can understand the state and its concept of sovereignty  as the “inside”, along with 

the international system and its condition of anarchy, as the “outside”. Whilst the former 

represents safety, the latter represents uncertainty and fear. Oelgemöller (2017) points 

out that state sovereignty “leads to claims about territory” which, as a result, conducts 

to “particular representations and practices of bordering” (Oelgemöller 2017, 3). As 

stated by Walker (1993), in the development of what he calls boundary politics, the state 

(inside) identifies itself as pro “community, peace, and world politics”, while other states 

(outside) are seen by the first as part of the realm that represents “danger, insecurity 

and fear” (18). When Shapiro (1989) argues about these conflicting relations between 

states, he points out that, within this opposition, the actors do not operate only to 

defend themselves, but also to build their identities.  

One can attest this phenomenon, for example, within the current policies of 

border closure in Europe, where, along with the claim of supposed economic issues 

caused by immigrants, the states also avert themselves from the arrival of the outside’s 

different cultures and religions, for they are seen as a threat to their allegedly “superior” 

inside identity. As Bigo (2002)  argues, “ . . . the need to monitor borders to reassure the 

integrity of what is ‘inside’ . . . creates an image of immigration associated with an 

outsider coming inside, as a danger to the homogeneity of the state, the society, and the 

polity” (67).  

 Such divisions take into account temporal relations between parts of the world 
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(Fabian 2014). These binary and historically built rhetorics, created to promote and 

sustain a Self  image of  “civilization”, “evolution”, and “development”,  require, by 

definition, the portrayal of the Other as “primitive”, “savage”, and “traditional”. Connolly 

(1989) sustained this argument discussing the relation between colonized peoples and 

colonizers, where the latter could only be self-assured by bringing down the Other. 

(Connolly 1989). Likewise, Memmi (2003) outlines that “the existence of the colonizer 

requires that an image of the colonized be suggested” (123). Accordingly, for the 

perceived “developed” to exist, there must also be something “in need of development” 

to reaffirm the identity of the former (Hall and Du Gay 1996). This quandary can be 

understood within the Poststructuralist Self versus Other discussion, a binary, mutual, 

and socially constructed relation between how one sees oneself and how one perceives 

the “unequal” to him/her (the Other), who is generally labeled and categorized in an 

excluding way (Mountz 2009). “As a noun, therefore, the Other is a person or group of 

people who are different from oneself. As a verb, [to] Other means to distinguish, label, 

categorize, name, identify, place and exclude those who do not fit a societal norm. In 

geographic terms, to other means to locate a person or group of persons outside of the 

centre, on the margins. ‘othering’ is the process that makes the Other. ‘Othering’ is the 

work of persons who discriminate . . .” (328) [emphasis added]. 

Fabian (2014) and Foucault (1973) argue that otherness is constituted by spatial 

distancing made through taxonomic classifications. In this sense, othering is the conduct 

of classifying and excluding those who are different from the Self  because of perceived 

weaknesses. According to Foucault (1973), othering has a strong relation with 

knowledge and power, because it implies hierarchy and the sustainment of the already 

existing domination between different (groups of) people. This concept can be applied, 

for instance, on the othering narratives, actions, and policies fostered by states and 

groups that oppose the arrival of immigrants to their territory.  

In a scenario of increasing migration, governments and political parties can 

create or use already existing narratives that incite fear and unease over these groups, 

in order to avoid their entrance. As a consequence, such discourses become available for 

the media and part of the population to absorb. Therefore, the incitement of fear 

increases the chance of people's support for policies that go against the alleged threat 

(Wodak 2015). Considering that the state’s main priorities are its integrity and security, 

the condition of otherness over migrants, which is reified by the state, can be understood 

through the process of migration securitization. Huysmans (2006) defines it as “a 

language of creating and expressing unease towards outsiders” (46-47), in a way the 
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presence of migrants (or a specific group of migrants, e. g. Arab-Muslim communities) 

within the state represents an existential threat to its order and security. Consequently, 

the state tries to instill a shared belief of fear, claiming legitimacy to fight such uneasiness 

and protect itself by all means, despite opening a margin that presumably allows the 

state to break internationally shared customs, like human rights.   

    Huysmans (2006) adds that “securitizing immigration and asylum constructs 

political trust, loyalty, and identity through the distribution of fear and an intensification 

of alienation” (47). In case the discourse is accepted, they will consider a country with 

restrictive migration policies and fewer immigrants as a safer place (Huysmans 2006). 

Bigo (2002) asserts the securitization of migration is related to “the conception of the 

state as a body or a container for the polity. It is anchored in the fears of politicians about 

losing their symbolic control over the territorial boundaries” (65). In this sense, 

politicians instrumentalize the narrative of migration as a burden, reinforcing the unease 

necessary to sustain the duality between freedom and danger, giving them legitimacy to 

deny supposed risk. 

It is possible to identify, thereby, the discussion about the relationship between 

knowledge and power within the process of migration securitization. On the one hand, 

the politician (or any other actor with means to) must weave subjective practices in order 

to build an episteme capable of justifying the narrative of migrants as an existential 

threat to the state’s security. On the other hand lies the objective and material conduct 

that will establish (or at least will propose) normative practices of controlling migration 

flows towards the state. Both subjective and objective practices correspond respectively 

to the relation between knowledge and power. 

 

Deconstructing the “migration crisis” 

 

One acknowledges the role of language in the construction of meaning in the 

dynamics of migration. As stated by Hall (1997), “language is . . . central to the 

processes by which meaning is produced” (1). Discourses are constituted through 

language (Hall 1997), which shapes the fluid meaning behind terms like migration, 

crisis, and terrorism. In this sense, actors with broad platforms that easily spread 

ideas and discourses at a high reach range, like politicians and the media, can 

influence the perception of people about such theme to a great extent. Therefore, 

they have a significant role in the production of othering practices. In order to better 

understand this process, some cases were assessed below, taking into account the 
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recent flows entering Europe. 

In a speech at the opening of the World Science Forum held in Budapest, 

November 4th, 2015, the PM of Hungary, Viktor Orbán, made the following 

statement: “We must confront a flood of people pouring out of the countries of the 

Middle East . . . This is one of history’s largest tides of people, and it brings with it 

the danger of tragic consequences.  . . . This is an uncontrolled and unregulated 

process, and . . . the most precise definition of this is ‘invasion’” (Orbán 2015a)  

[emphasis added]. The former PM of the UK, David Cameron, also opposed 

immigration when giving an interview to ITV News on July 30th , 2015, arguing that: 

“. . . you have got a swarm of people coming across the Mediterranean seeking a 

better life, wanting to come to Britain, because Britain got jobs, Britain got a great 

economy, it is an incredible place to live, but we need to protect our borders.” 

(Cameron 2015). [emphasis added]. In both cases, the migratory movements 

towards Europe (that in 2015 were still growing) were referred as “flood”, “tide”, 

“invasion” and “swarm”. Apart from the fact these words inflate the proportion of 

immigrants entering Europe and therefore remount to an exaggeration, such 

dehumanizing terms related to natural phenomena are commonly used to instill 

fear. The usage of such a language enables that a harsh treatment toward migrants 

becomes tolerable, considering their supposed imminent danger. It then opens 

margin for migrants to be treated and appalled as one would regarding insects, and 

feared as one would fear natural catastrophes. 

The negativity attributed to the current migration movements towards 

Europe can also be observed in the term “migration crisis” itself, often used by 

Western media as seen in “Unprecedented migrant crisis forces EU to seek answers” 

(Reuters 2015); “Migrant crisis: One million enter Europe in 2015” (BBC 2015); “The 

roots of the migration crisis” (Wall Street Journal 2015) [emphasis added] and 

countless others. This expression magnifies the phenomenon as something 

uncontrollable that came out of the blue, interpreting the fluxes as an issue - often 

not for the migrants, but to the receiving states (Goździak and Main 2020; Crawley 

and Skleparis 2018). According to Mossé (2020), “in terms of values, the ‘migrant 

crisis’ . . . includes fear of foreigners, identity tensions, and the rise of nationalism, 

[wherein] racism and xenophobia are the common denominator” (25). One 

acknowledges the situation’s complexity as a humanitarian emergency, its impact 

for the most affected (the immigrants), and the endeavor hosting and transit 

countries need to adopt in order to host migrants properly. However, the association 
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of the term “crisis” to the states’ reception of individuals (and often their denial) 

enables the interpretation of migration - a natural phenomenon present in society 

for millennia - as something exclusively negative (Goździak and Main 2020; Crawley 

and Skleparis 2018).  

Moreover, claiming there is a “migration crisis” can also be problematic 

depending on the channel this information is shared, how it is done, and its audience. 

If one takes into account the difference between the legal concepts of refugee and 

economic migrant, defining the phenomenon characterized by the forced dislocation 

of an abounding amount of people as “migration” (letting the concept of refugee 

aside) indirectly implies a degree of choice in migrants’ decision to come to Europe. 

Therefore, that can contradict the very concept of refugee and consequently 

undermine their chances to have their rights ensured when requesting asylum. 

In a rally for French presidential elections in Paris on April, 18th, 2017, 

Marine Le Pen gave the following speech: “I will decide on a moratorium on all legal 

immigration to stop this delirium, this uncontrolled situation which leads us to the 

bottom. . . . In this election, what is at stake is an issue of civilization. Let France be 

our homeland, its way of life, its unity, its sovereignty, its pride, its national identity.” 

(Le Pen 2017).  [emphasis added]. In a similar tone, Matteo Salvini (Italian former 

Vice-PM and, at the time, Ministry of Interior) argued in an interview for the channel 

M1 on May 2nd, 2019 that “. . . if we do not take back control of our roots, Europe 

will become an Islamic caliphate” (Salvini 2019)  [emphasis added]. Heinz-Christian 

Strache (Austria’s former Vice-Chancellor) told the newspaper OE.24 in an interview 

on May 4th, 2019 that “There is a creeping Islamization, a change of population or a 

population displacement” happening in Austria because of the ongoing migration 

coming from the Middle East (Strache 2019)  [emphasis added]. Two years earlier, 

Strache’s electoral campaign for the Austrian parliament had the slogan 

“Islamization should be stopped”.   

Le Pen, Salvini and Strache’s statements represent the constantly used 

argument by those who oppose migration that the arrival of immigrants with a 

different culture and religion in their societies (referring mainly to Muslims) will 

undermine their national identity. Such position is subject to criticism, firstly, 

because it is usually an excuse to cover-up prejudice. Secondly, because national 

identity is not a fix and solid block with homogeneous and immutable features. It is, 

actually, an imagined and fluid product of social construction that faced constant 

changes and adaptations through time and, ironically, often came with and resulted 
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from the interaction between groups with distinct cultures, languages, and customs 

(Anderson 2006; Hall 1997; Hall and Du Gay 1996; Bhabha, 1994; Hobsbawm and 

Ranger 2012). Theoretically, any national identity is completely liable to suiting and 

accommodating culture and religious features owned by a different group that 

comes to its encounter. In practice, however, this interaction does not always 

happen in a smooth way and it depends on either the acceptance of both groups and 

their (relative) coexistence or the gradual assimilation of one by the other. 

On a Facebook post on April 16th, 2017, Matteo Salvini made the following 

remark: “While the Pope calls for welcoming all the migrants, 700 illegal immigrants 

have landed in Calabria and another 3,000 will arrive in Italy in the next few hours. 

Immigration? No, invasion organized and financed by the new slavers” (Salvini 2017)  

[original emphasis]. The usage of terms like “illegal immigrants” to refer to those 

who cross borders in an irregular condition (regarding documentation), as most 

refugees and asylum-seekers do, suggests a status of lawlessness to migration. This 

narrative then associates the act of migrating without documents to a crime. Hence, 

it favors what Stumpf (2006) calls “crimmigration”, a movement of putting alongside 

criminal law and immigration law, overlapping both legal aspects and increasing the 

chance of immigrants having their rights undermined (Stumpf 2006). 

In regard to the states’ measures to halt migration, attempts to close borders 

have been usually common, as defended by Hungarian PM Viktor Orbán in an 

address to the Hungarian Parliament on November 16th, 2015: “. . . we must protect 

the external borders of the European Union, because security begins with the 

protection of the borders.” (Orbán 2015b)  [emphasis added]. Despite the objective 

reduction in the number of immigrants entering Europe, these measures have 

proved to be counter-productive in terms of life-risks (UNHCR 2019b). Even when 

the main routes are formally closed, it does not interrupt the entrance of immigrants 

through irregular situations. In fact, it only makes it more dangerous, owing to the 

fact that migrants need to find alternative - and often riskier - routes (UNHCR 2019b). 

Besides that, it ends up indirectly benefiting smugglers who seize the opportunity to 

find other ways of entering the country with migrants through human-trafficking, 

potentially increasing its occurrence on an international scale (UNHCR 2019b). 

When it comes to the amount of migrants arriving in Europe, it is possible to 

attest that media in general considers that the so-called crisis’ peak was between 

2015 and 2016 (The Atlantic 2017; The Guardian 2018; The New York Times 2020). 

Analyzing the number of asylum requests in the EU from 2010 to 2018, in fact, the 
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years of 2015 and 2016 represent the pinnacle in the number of requests (Eurostat 

2018). However, considering that before 2014 Middle Eastern countries, for 

instance, were already facing a huge impact with migration flows coming from Syria 

and Iraq, why does one consider that a “migration crisis” initiated only from 2015 

onwards? As a matter of illustration, in 2013, refugees in Lebanon were already one-

fifth of the country’s total population. That same year, Jordan’s number of refugees 

represented one-tenth of the country’s whole population (UNHCR 2013a; UNHCR 

2013b). That means, if a crisis is to be considered, why only when the amount of 

migrants reached its peak in Europe?  

Albeit there is not a single and correct answer for this question, the 

hypothesis here is that Europe’s political and economical power compared to the 

other regions involved place the continent in a position of hegemony. In that sense, 

the discourse built by its political and social agents (like governments, political 

parties, and the media) are easier considered as legit when compared to its Middle 

Eastern counterparts (Todorov 2010; Gregory 2004). 

Furthermore, it is possible to criticize the common misconception made 

mainly by Western society that current refugee movements are specially made from 

developing to developed countries. According to the UNHCR (2018), the largest 

movements of forced migration are from developing to other developing states. 

Turkey has been the world’s main receptor of refugees for the last 5 years, receiving 

3.7 million in 2018, followed by Pakistan (1.4 million), Uganda (1.2 million) and Sudan 

(1.1 million). This clearly shows the falsity in claiming that the majority of refugees 

go to Europe. Nonetheless, the language adopted by Western media exhibiting 

continuous scenes of boats filled with frightened migrants arriving in European 

shores and long queues with migrants who had to cross European borders on foot, 

although real, make the “migrant invasion” narrative susceptible to acceptance. Such 

images work as what Hall (1997) calls a representational system, carrying signs and 

symbols that represent meanings and communicate ideas, which can be used to 

mobilize discourses for political reasons (Hall 1997). 

Nigel Farage (former UK Independence Party - UKIP’s leader), in a rally on 

March 4th, 2015 stated that: 

 ... we’ve gone from about 30.000 people/year to the figures we saw last week of 

300.000! And there are very good reasons why the people of this country are now 

deeply unhappy with that situation... the impact on schools, the current accidents 

and emergency… in our hospitals, the changes that have happened within our 
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communities... What is being felt by ordinary decent working families is wage 

compression, an unlimited supply of unskilled labour... We don’t want mass 

immigration to continue on its current rate and we certainly don’t need vast amount 

of unskilled labour coming into this country, we need better control over our 

borders. (Farage 2015) [original emphasis]. 

The narrative adopted by Farage, widely shared by other far-right and 

nationalist parties in Europe, encompasses a critique that migrants from developing 

countries who make their way to developed countries in search of a better quality of 

life are intending to seize opportunities enabled by a wealthy economy of which they 

do not have the right over. However, it is important to emphasize that the current 

humongous economic gap between developing and developed countries that 

motivates people to migrate and seek better opportunities abroad had its origins in 

the colonization process exerted by European powers (Wallerstein 2006). It is 

undeniable that states with a colonial past considered wealthy and developed today, 

like the UK, France, and Belgium, were extremely benefited by exploitation and 

domination over the territories in which nowadays people want - or, in many cases, 

are forced - to leave. 

Yet European states use the legal basis of their sovereignty, added to a 

socially constructed narrative of the supposed threat of migration to prevent these 

flows from entering their borders. With Arab-Muslim migrants, this representational 

system of threat is clear due to the use of the fear of terrorism as an argument for 

not accepting these groups within the state’s territory. This phenomenon is less likely 

to be seen with migrants from a different origin and religion. Therefore, immigrants 

from the Middle East - who are mostly Muslim - are constantly labeled as terrorists 

when entering European states.  

That can be seen, for instance, on Marine Le Pen’s tweet on March 11th, 

2018, when she argued that “By attacking the idea of the Nation and the control of 

immigration you let communitarianism, Islamism and terrorism grow.” (Le Pen 2018)  

[emphasis added]. Such generalizing narrative that seeks to draw a link between 

Islam and terrorism has the capacity to influence mainly conservative European 

citizens who are reluctant to difference and fear that an increase in the Muslim 

population in the continent will pose considerable risks to their security. Hence, 

othering discourses coming from someone with a high range of influence like Le Pen 

make Muslim immigrants susceptible to be considered a menace that must be 

rebuked. This happens both in the civic and governmental sphere, with hate acts 
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perpetrated by locals and the institutional discrimination entrenched in the state’s 

bureaucracy (Perocco 2018). 

The Spanish far-right party VOX repeatedly publishes discourses linking 

Muslim immigrants to the danger of terrorism, as pointed out in a tweet made on 

April 4th, 2019: “Let there be no doubt: VOX will continue to denounce and combat 

the Islamist invasion. We have to be vigilant and we have to expel anyone who poses 

a threat to the security of the Spanish population.” (VOX 2019)  [emphasis added]. 

The phenomenon of securitization fits neatly into this context, where far-right and 

nationalist politicians invoke the increase of terrorism as a direct consequence of 

accepting those groups within its borders. Hence, a “moral panic button” is 

activated, allowing the state to foster increasingly harsh measures to halt Arab-

Muslim migrants’ entrance, as well as encouraging xenophobic behavior against 

them (Gerő and Sik 2020).  

However, the often outlined nexus between migration and terrorism is 

already proven to be subject to misconception and exaggeration (Koser and 

Cunningham 2015). Undoubtedly, terrorism shall be condemned regardless of the 

context, and measures to prevent it must be taken seriously. Nevertheless, the 

strategy of scapegoating migrants, shutting borders, and criminalizing migration has 

not been an effective solution. One example that emphasizes that is the fact that the 

large majority of terrorist attacks that took place in Europe in recent years were not 

perpetrated by refugees or asylum-seekers, but by EU citizens radicalized at home  

(EUROPOL 2018, 25; Crone et al. 2017, 4; Schmid 2016, 45-46; UN Report A/71/384 

2016; Koser and Cunningham 2015).  

Nonetheless, the effort made by anti-immigration movements in Europe to 

link current flows of migrants coming from the Middle East with an imminent threat 

of terrorism has already shown its results. European border control policies’ have 

tightened in the past years and there has been an increase in cases of Islamophobia 

and xenophobia in the continent (ECRI 2019; SETA 2019; Pew Research Center 2019; 

Perocco 2018). These outcomes represent evident difficulties in the assurance of the 

rights of this minority group in Europe, as they struggle to establish themselves in a 

context that has been historically and increasingly hostile to them. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This article sought to shed light over the construction process of otherness 
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over Arab-Muslim peoples and its portrayal within the context of a “migration crisis” 

in Europe. Through the historical contextualization, the theoretical frame, and the 

analysis made, one concludes this is a two-way phenomenon. Firstly, shaped by the 

narrative construction of Arab-Muslims as a dangerous group that bears a backward 

and threatening culture, who will harm Europe’s economy, safety, and identity. 

Secondly, with the construction of an uncontrollable crisis scenario that allows the 

adoption of exceptional means of solving the problem. 

The dynamics of power exerted by the West over the Middle East over time 

enabled that historically-constructed narratives embodied the relation between 

Europeans and Arab-Muslims in the form of a Self versus Other duality. The Other 

“should” be avoided because it is coupled with the outside, hence, the Other is seen 

as a menace in many aspects. 

The narrative of “crisis” to refer to the increase of migrants entering Europe 

mainly between 2015 and 2016 fits the purpose of generating a scenario of 

uncertainty and vulnerability. Such narrative is built through a series of arguments 

ranging from misconceptions regarding the real proportion of these flows; the use 

of metaphors, signs, and symbols that exaggerate the phenomenon and gives it an 

image of disaster; and the nexus between migration and terrorism, appealing to a 

security issue. Such a context requires, therefore, stricter measures to contain what 

is posed to be an imminent threat to the state. Far-right politicians, then, use their 

broad range of influence to bet on nationalist, xenophobic, and Islamophobic 

approaches to contain the so-called “crisis”. 

Discrimination against Arab-Muslim immigrant communities in Europe 

happens both in the civic and governmental sphere, with hate acts perpetrated by 

locals and the institutional discrimination entrenched in the state’s bureaucracy - 

although the latter is beyond the scope of this research and is subject to further 

inquiry. Such outcomes affect the life not only of recently arrived immigrants, but 

also Arab and Muslims in general already established (and often natives) of these 

European countries (Hamid 2019). That highlights the urgency of raising awareness 

about a peaceful integration of these minority groups in European societies and the 

importance of coexistence in today’s world.  

In order to understand the relation between the Arab-Muslim migrants and 

European hosting countries, it is necessary to comprehend how the time-based 

relations of power and the construction of discourse create an excluding image of 

said people. The Poststructuralist approach provides an association between power 
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and knowledge, domination and perceived danger. Such an exchange is essential to 

understand the historical constructive character of the asymmetric relationship of 

power within contemporary migration. 

The work therefore comprehends that the Arab-Muslim migrants face 

challenges within the contemporary migration movements to Europe that results 

from the constructed interpretation of otherness, which can only be overcome 

through the dismantling of othering discourses implemented by politicians and the 

media, and absorbed and reinforced by the local population. 
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Abstract. Participation in street demonstrations has become a key form of political action 
used by citizens to make their voice heard in the political process. Since mass protests can 
disrupt political agendas and bring about substantial policy change, it is important to 
understand who the protesters are, what motivates them to participate and how are they 
(de)mobilized. This article develops a two-stage model for examining patterns of protest 
mobilization in Romania. Using multivariate analysis of survey data, this article shows that 
grievances, biographical availability, social networks, and political engagement variables have 
different weight in explaining willingness to demonstrate on the one hand, and actual 
participation in street protests, on the other hand. The findings suggest that protest potential 
is primarily driven by selective processes of grievance politicization, while recruitment 
networks and organizational ties seem to play a key role in moving people from willingness 
to demonstrate to actual protest participation. 
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Introduction 

 

An increasing number of studies view protest participation as a key element 

of a wider repertoire of political actions through which citizens can voice their 

discontent within the political process (Kostelka and Rovny 2019; Grasso and Giugni 

2016; Aytaç and Stokes 2019). Protest behavior can take many forms ranging from 

signing petitions, attending strikes or street demonstrations, boycotting, occupying 

buildings and other public spaces, or joining in more violent political activities. 

However, participation in street demonstrations is often viewed as the “prototypical 

protest activity of citizens today”, at least in Western societies (Stekelenburg, 

Klandermans, and Walgrave 2018, p. 371). According to Stekelenburg et al (2018), 

since the onset of the 2008-2009 economic crisis, not only did contention spike to 
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the level of the 1960s, but also anti‐government demonstrations have become by far 

the most employed repertoire of contention, used by citizens to demand political 

changes and express indignation. Thus, the prominence of anti-government 

demonstrations mainly emerged in a period marked by harsh economic conditions. 

In this context, people attributed much of the responsibility for the economic crisis 

and the inability to manage it to political corruption that was essentially perceived 

as a corruption of democracy (della Porta, 2015). Eastern Europe has also 

experienced significant economic contraction during the crisis (Bartlett & 

Monastiriotis, 2010; Connolly, 2012) and this in turn has altered the patterns of 

political activism in the region (Cisar & Navratil, 2015). While the post-communist 

transitions of these countries have been characterized by relative quiescence 

(Vanhuysse, 2006), protests during and after the economic crisis of 2008-2009 seem 

to contradict previous patterns of political apathy, since dashed expectations about 

improving living standards came with increased political discontent (Breissinger & 

Sasse, 2014).  

This article analyzes Romania as a case that thoroughly illustrates these 

regional patterns: after a relatively long period of political apathy, a revival of citizen 

activism was recorded during the economic crisis. Massive demonstrations erupted 

in January 2012 in most major Romanian cities triggered by the introduction of new 

healthcare reform legislation. In February 2012, protests have eventually led to the 

resignation of the center-right government that has adopted harsh austerity 

measures in 2010. The 2012 protests were particularly important since they appear 

to have had a ‘demonstration-effect’ for a series of noteworthy episodes of 

contention, recurrently erupting in Romania in recent years. Thus, a new taste for 

protest actions seems to have emerged in Romania after the 2012 demonstrations 

(Tătar, 2015b). Since then, people became increasingly eager to challenge political 

elites on various grounds, ranging from governmental inefficiency and corruption to 

environmental issues (Ana, 2017;  Mărgărit, 2016; Vesalon & Crețan, 2015). Because 

recent episodes of contention had notable impact in repeatedly curbing certain 

public policies, influencing election results and dismissing governments (Tătar, 

2015b), it is important to know who the protesters are and how do they mobilize for 

collective action. 

Thus, the article focuses on understanding individuals’ mobilization to mass 

demonstrations in Romania. The underlying assumption is that protest mobilization 

is as a multi-stage process (Shultziner and Goldberg, 2019) that in this article entails 
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two steps: first, transforming grievances into willingness or readiness to protest and 

second, converting willingness to demonstrate into actual participation in 

demonstrations. Various categories of factors such as relative deprivation, 

biographical availability, social networks and motivational attitudes are expected to 

play different roles at each mass mobilization stage. Using survey data collected in 

Romania in 2012 as part of the sixth wave of the World Values Survey (2010-2014), 

the study develops a typology of demonstrators/non-demonstrators that sorts 

people into four mutually exclusive categories, based on their position in the protest 

mobilization processes: non-demonstrators (those who said they would never 

demonstrate); potential demonstrators (those willing to demonstrate but who have 

not attended street protests yet); previous demonstrators (participants in street 

demonstrations before 2012, but who have not joined the 2012 demonstrations); 

participants in the 2012 demonstrations (those who were active in the 2012 protests, 

but who might have also attended demonstrations in the past). Comparing the 

features of these four categories, will pinpoint the role of various categories of 

factors at each stage of the protest mobilization process. 

The rest of this article is structured into 6 parts. The first part contextualizes 

protest participation trends in Romania. The second part provides a literature review 

on individual level determinants of protest participation. The third section discusses 

research design, methods and data used in statistical analyses. The next section 

employs multinomial logistic regression to contrast the profile of these four types of 

demonstrators/non-demonstrators. To trace the drivers of protest mobilization, I 

first compare the characteristics of non-demonstrators with the features of potential 

demonstrators. Then, I contrast the profile of potential and actual demonstrators. 

The last two sections discuss the main findings and the contributions to the broader 

academic literature on political participation and social movements.    

 

Trends of protest politics in Romania 

 

In general, Romania typifies regional patterns of the relative political apathy 

of post-communist citizens from Eastern Europe (Tătar, 2019). Economic hardships 

during the transition period, low living standards, increased uncertainties and risks 

of everyday life came along with mistrust in the new democratic institutions and the 

political class in general (Tătar, 2016). In this context, widespread estrangement 

from politics and public sphere and a general decline of both electoral and protest 
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participation define citizen participation in post-communist Romania. This trend can 

be illustrated by the availability of Romanians to protest and their actual 

participation in protest actions, which both have substantially decreased during 

1998-2008 (see Figures 1 and 2). 

At the onset of the financial crisis in 2008, the majority of Romanians were 

less involved in politics ( for instance, turnout in the 2008 parliamentary elections 

was only 39.2%). Thus, the upsurge of citizen activism during the Great Recession 

emerged after a relatively long period of political apathy. This shifting trend is 

revealed by the significant rise of protest potential measured here by the availability 

to protest during the economic crisis (see figure 1): willingness to demonstrate 

increased from 23% in 2008 to almost 40% in 2012, readiness to strike rose from 5% 

to 29%, while the proportion of potential petitioners increased from 21% to 29%. It 

is noteworthy that the share of Romanians willing to protest in 2012 has reached 

similar levels to those documented at the end of the 1990s when the country also 

went through a difficult economic crisis. Moreover, levels of satisfaction with life and 

personal income, as well as the magnitude of social pessimism recorded during the recent 

crisis also resemble those registered at the end of the first post-communist decade 

(Mărginean et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 1: Protest Potential in Romania (1998-2018)

 
Data source: Author’s own elaboration based on EVS, 1999, 2008, 2018; WVS 1998, 2005, 

2012, 2017/2018. Data represent % of those who declared they ‘might do’ each of these forms 

of political action. 
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The significant increase of protest potential on virtually all forms of political 

action (see Figure 1) seems to result from growing popular discontent with 

socioeconomic and political developments in Romania, during the economic crisis. 

With a GDP per capita of only 45% of the EU average, Romania ranks second last in 

the EU in terms of economic development. According to Eurostat data, the GDP of 

Romania contracted in 2009 by 6.3% and continued to decline by 1.7% in 2010, a 

year in which the Romanian government adopted harsh austerity measures: public 

sector wages were cut by 25%, VAT increased from 19% to 24%, the payment of 

overtime hours in the public sector was eliminated as well as other employment 

benefits, several subsidies were reduced and some social protection benefits were 

cut. Austerity in spending impinged on various public services such as education, 

welfare and healthcare and thus affected large segments of the population. People 

from various social standings felt increasingly insecure and vulnerable. 

However, as Stoica and Mihăilescu (2012) suggest these macroeconomic 

determinants are not enough to generate and explain public perceptions and 

reactions to austerity policies adopted in Romania during the economic crisis. Other 

factors including political instability and poor functioning of institutions are equally 

important. All along the post-communist transition, as well as during the economic 

crisis, the vast majority of Romanians negatively assessed the way the country was 

governed (Mărginean, et al., 2010). While institutional trust has been traditionally 

low in post-communist Romania, further decline of confidence in key institutions of 

representative democracy came along after the adoption of austerity measures in 

May 2010. At that time, only 10% of Romanians trusted their national parliament 

and only 12% their national government, compared to a European average of 31% 

and 29% respectively (European Commission, 2012).  

These developments place the Romanian case into broader transnational 

patterns suggesting that the austerity measures adopted during the economic crisis 

have exacerbated previously existing trends of mistrust in representative institutions 

of democracy. As highlighted by della Porta (2015), the economic crisis has fuelled a 

legitimacy crisis which took the form of a crisis of political responsibility. She points 

out how neoliberal policies of liberalisation, deregulation, and privatisation reduce 

state capacity to respond to citizens’ expectations, while the growing role of 

international organisations has substantially limited the sovereignty of states. 

Political responsiveness to citizens’ demands and needs has been further hindered 
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by an increased collusion between politicians and business. The effect was a growing 

mistrust in representative institutions shared not only by protest movement 

activists, but also by the citizenry at large (della Porta, 2015). Despite different 

background conditions, della Porta (2015) notes similarities in recent protest 

episodes in various countries and links them to shifts in neoliberal capitalism and its 

effects on society. Thus, in many places protesters have criticised the functioning of 

representative democracy for serving only the interests of the elites, a perceived 

‘1%’ who held political and economic power, contrasted with the wide majority of 

citizens, the ‘99%’.          

 
Figure 2:  Protest Participation in Romania (1998-2018)  

 
Data source: Author’s own elaboration based on EVS, 1999, 2008, 2018; WVS 1998, 2005, 

2012, 2017/2018. Data represent % of those who declared they ‘have done’ each of these forms 

of political action. 
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after the President of Romania advocated this new healthcare bill during a live TV 

talk-show. After weeks of street demonstrations, protests have eventually led in 

February 2012 to the resignation of the center-right government that has adopted 

the austerity measures in 2010. Other protests started in the spring of 2012 against 

shale gas drilling projects, while the summer of 2012 has witnessed further street 

demonstrations, making 2012 one of the richest years in protest events in the last 

decades. 

The reservoir of potential protest significantly increased during the 

economic crisis in Romania and so did the share of actual protesters. For instance, 

both attending street demonstrations and joining in strikes recorded substantial 

growth between 2008 and 2012 (see Figure 2). Overall, the percentage of Romanians 

who have participated in at least one of the five protest activities presented in figure 

2 has increased from 14.7% in 2008 to almost 19% in 20121. However, comparing 

data in figures 1 and 2 reveals a more spectacular increase in protest potential than 

actual protest participation. This suggests that among those willing to protest only 

some proportion ended up participating in collective action. As noted by 

Klandermans (2004), protest mobilization is usually a lengthy multi-stage process. 

With each step smaller or larger numbers of potential protestors drop out for various 

reasons. Borrowing the ‘demand and supply’ metaphor from economics, 

Klandermans (2004, pp. 360-369) claims that successful mobilization gradually brings 

‘demand’ that is the protest potential in a society together with ‘supply’ that refers 

to the opportunities to protest staged by protest organizers and mobilization 

networks. Following Klandermans (2004), as well as Beyerlein and Hipp (2006) we 

view protest mobilization as a multi-stage process and analytically disentangled it 

into protest potential and actual participation in protests. Comparing the 

determinants of protest potential and participation might provide useful insights 

into what were the individual level drivers of the 2012 protest mobilizations. 

 

Who demonstrates? Theorizing individual determinants of protest participation 

 

The question as to why people engage in political protests has generated a 

lot of interest among scholars coming from various disciplines such as political 

science, sociology, political economy, social psychology, and history. Depending on 

 
1 The difference between the proportions of protesters in 2012 and 2008 is statistically 

significant according to a Z test: Z-score is 3.1658, significant at p <0.01. 
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their academic background, various researchers stress the importance of some 

explanatory factors over others. While the methods of inquiry and terminology 

greatly vary among different branches of social sciences (Schussman & Soule, 2005), 

individual or micro-level explanations of protest behaviour fall into four broad 

categories: grievance theory, resource theory and biographical availability, 

mobilisation networks and organisational ties, and cultural-motivational theories. 

 
Relative deprivation and grievances 

 

Classical theorists of contestation politics argue that people engage in 

protests to express their grievances coming from relative deprivation, frustration, 

moral indignation or perceived injustice (Berkowitz, 1972; Gurr, 1970; Lind & Tyler, 

1988). Grievances have different sources. First, relative deprivation and social justice 

theories emphasize perceptions of illegitimate inequality as the main factors leading 

to grievances. Second, what might explain the explosive onset of some protests are 

suddenly imposed grievances that refer to an unexpected threat or inroad upon 

people’s rights or circumstances (Walsh, 1981 cited in Stekelenburg & Klandermans, 

2013). Suddenly imposed grievances are particularly strong predictors of protest 

participation when people perceive certain political decisions as directly threatening 

their life or social position. Third, when people perceive that important values or 

principles are violated, grievances are expressed in the form of moral outrage 

(Stekelenburg & Klandermans, 2013). Moreover, social psychologists claim that 

people care more about how they are treated than about the fairness of outcomes 

(Stekelenburg & Klandermans, 2013) that is, procedural justice might be a more 

influential predictor of protest participation than distributive justice (Tyler & Smith, 

1998). 

The economic crisis of 2008-09 as well as the accompanying austerity and 

deterioration of public services had widespread detrimental effects on individuals’ 

life (della Porta, 2015). Given the suddenness with which grievances were imposed 

it is expected that factors related to perceptions of economic and social deprivation 

should play a key role in explaining protest engagement (Rüdig & Karyotis, 2014). 

Scholars often point to a new class, ‘the precariat’, including young, unemployed or 

only part-time employed and often well-educated persons, that emerged as the 

main actor of anti-austerity protests (della Porta, 2015, p. 17). We use several 

indicators to capture the relative deprivation felt by individuals during the economic 

crisis, particularly in connection with rising unemployment, pessimism about future 
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developments and declining purchasing power. Therefore, one could hypothesize 

that persons dissatisfied with their household financial situation and those who are 

in a precarious position being worried about losing their job or not finding a job are 

more prone to protest in times of crisis. In line with procedural justice theories, 

injustice and abuses of power are expected to strengthen the influence of grievances 

in explaining protest during the economic crisis. Therefore, we expect that persons 

who perceive that the government violates their rights by wiretapping or reading 

personal mail or email will be more likely to attend street demonstrations. 

 
Biographical availability and strategic resources 

 

While the conclusion of relative deprivation theories is that at the heart of 

every protest are grievances (Stekelenburg & Klandermans, 2013), not all aggrieved 

people protest. Only when additional factors come into play do grievances result into 

actual protest (Rucht, 2007). Research of political engagement often focuses on 

individuals’ resources that may facilitate political action (Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 

1995). Education is viewed as one of the strongest resource predictors of both 

conventional and protest participation because it provides cognitive and civic 

awareness which help citizens better understand politics (Norris, 2002). The main 

thesis of the resource model is that people with higher economic status - higher 

education, higher incomes, and better occupational positions - are more active in 

politics. Some resource variables, such as age, gender, education, marital and 

employment statuses and caring for children, have been grouped under the label of 

‘biographical availability’ for protest involvement (Rüdig & Karyotis, 2014, p. 495). 

Since certain forms of protest behaviour such as attending street demonstrations 

involve some physical activity risks as well as time availability, it is expected that men, 

respectively younger people that lack obligations linked to family or occupation to be 

more prone to participate. As more demonstrations are commonly organised in large 

cities it is likely that individuals’ place of residence influences their propensity to 

protest, even after controlling for the effect of other factors.  

 
Political engagement and motivations 
 

By disentangling protest participation into a two-stage mobilisation process, 

Beyerlein and Hipp (2006) demonstrate that biographical availability affects 

individuals’ willingness to protest but it does not turn protest potential into actual 
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protest involvement. Therefore, in addition to civic skills and biographical resources 

other factors, such as motivation, are also necessary for individuals to become active 

in protest politics.  For instance, some individuals might have an instrumental 

motivation to protest in order to promote or defend their interests by achieving 

some collective goals (general incentives) or individual benefits (selective 

incentives). On the other hand, those who mainly want to affirm their political views 

may protest based on expressive or ideological considerations (Klandermans, 2004). 

In times of austerity it is expected that people having leftist orientations to be more 

active in protests (Peterson et al., 2015). In terms of motivational determinants of 

protest involvement, it is relevant to distinguish, as Ruding and Karyotis (2014, p. 

488) have emphasized, whether protests during the economic crisis are reflective of 

‘new’ or ‘old’ politics. More specifically, are these protests a continuation of new 

social movements expressing post-materialist values and concerns for issues such as 

the environment or peace, or do they represent a return to old materialist 

movements, which have been mobilised by traditional organisations such as trade 

unions or political parties? Beside post-materialist orientations, other prominent 

attitudes and values mentioned in the political behaviour literature (Quintelier & van 

Deth, 2014; Schussman & Soule, 2005; Smith, 2009) as being associated with political 

actions include: political interest, support for democracy as a system of government, 

as well as trust in the political institutions of representative democracy. The 

availability of leftist parties in parliament can also stimulate cognitive mobilisation, 

since protesters can find allies to support their issues (Tarrow, 2012), in the context 

of anti-austerity demonstrations.  

 
Mobilisation networks and organisational ties 
 

On the other hand, since most protest events are not spontaneous and 

solitary acts, but organised collective actions (Fillieule, 1997), protest involvement 

also requires mobilisation opportunities. Therefore, both the propensity to protest 

and the repertoire of protest actions is highly contingent on a person’s belonging to 

various social networks and organisations that create the availability of collective 

action opportunities. Furthermore, as Stekelenburg and Klandermans (2013) argue, 

individual grievances and feelings of frustration are transformed into group-based 

grievances and emotions within social networks. Moreover, the effect of 

embeddedness into social networks on the propensity to participate in politics 

depends on the amount of political discussion that occurs in these networks and the 
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information people are able to gather about politics (McClurg, 2003). In addition, 

individuals’ centrality position in online social networks is associated with a higher 

propensity to engage in political discussions (Miller, Bobkowski, Maliniak, & Rapoport, 

2015). In the case of younger age cohorts online and offline political activism 

significantly correlate (Hirzalla & Zoonen, 2011). In brief, social networks function as 

communication channels in which discursive processes take place to form consensus 

that makes up the symbolic resources in collective sense-making (Gamson, 1992; 

Stekelenburg and Klandermans, 2013). Thus, social networks can contribute to the 

mobilisation of colleagues, neighbours, friends, or relatives in the political process. On 

the other hand, organisational approaches emphasize the mobilising role of political 

parties, unions, and voluntary associations in activating political engagement, creating 

protest opportunities and asking people to participate (Schussman & Soule, 2005). 

Previous involvement in protests might socialize people into specific forms of collective 

action increasing their chances to engage in such behaviour in the future (Rüdig & 

Karyotis, 2014). 

 

Research design, data and methods 

 

The empirical analysis in this article is based on survey data collected in 

Romania in 2012 as part of the sixth wave of the World Values Survey (WVS, 2015). 

WVS was chosen because it comprised a wide range of indicators of both protest 

behaviour and its potential predictors. Moreover, WVS data are comparable over time 

offering the opportunity to illustrate trends of political action before, during, and after 

the economic crisis. Without focusing on a specific protest movement, the goal of this 

article is to distinguish between the characteristics of various types of demonstrators 

and non-demonstrators in order to understand who protested and who did not in the 

context of harsh economic conditions in Romania.  

The Romanian WVS 2012 dataset comprises 1503 respondents and is 

representative for the Romanian adult population. The questionnaire included five 

items on protest actions: signing petitions, joining in boycotts, attending peaceful 

demonstrations, joining in strikes and any other act of protest. The interviewers asked 

respondents whether they ‘have done’, ‘might do’ or ‘would never do’ any of these 

political actions (WVS, 2015). For those who said they ‘have done’ the given activity, a 

second question was asked about how often they have done it in the last year: ‘not at 

all, once, twice, three times, more than three times’ (WVS, 2015). Since fieldwork was 
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carried out at the end of 2012, this second question broadly covers protest activities 

done in 2012, a year marked by the revival of mass demonstrations in Romania, after 

a decade of relative political apathy. Although street demonstrations were not the only 

form of political protests, they were allegedly the prominent type of protest actions in 

2012. For this reason, the analysis focuses on demonstrators which emerged as the 

most visible and increasing segment of protesters (Fillieule & Tartakowsky, 2013) 

particularly during the economic crisis (della Porta, 2015). Thus, one may reasonably 

expect that any new patterns of protest politics that might have developed in times of 

crisis should be noticeable first of all in this group of protesters. Nevertheless, as shown 

in Figures 1 and 2, not only actual participation in demonstrations has increased in the 

aftermath of the economic crisis, but also the pool of potential demonstrators. 

Therefore, we should also pay attention to the factors that influence individuals’ 

willingness to demonstrate. 

In order to trace the drivers of mass demonstrations during the economic crisis 

we adapt Beyerlein and Hipp’s (2006) approach and treat protest mobilisations as a 

two stage process: willingness to attend protest demonstrations and conversion of 

willingness into actual participation in demonstrations. Using a differential approach 

to protest mobilisation allows for comparisons between non-demonstrators (i.e. those 

who said they would never demonstrate), potential demonstrators (i.e. those willing 

to demonstrate, but have not done it yet) and actual demonstrators (i.e. those who 

have demonstrated). Moreover, since the WVS questionnaire also asks about 

participation in more recent demonstrations in the last year (that is 2012) one can 

further break the category of actual protesters into previous demonstrators (those 

who attended demonstrations in the past, but were inactive in 2012) and the 2012 

demonstrators (those who might have attended demonstrations in the past, but were 

also active in the 2012 demonstrations). By comparing the socio-political profile of the 

previous protesters and the 2012 protesters we particularly seek to understand the 

determinants of participation in the massive demonstrations that erupted in Romania 

during the economic crisis and the routes to protest mobilisation in this period. Thus I 

constructed a typology of protestors which serves as the dependent variable in the 

following multinomial logistic regression analyses and has four mutually exclusive and 

collectively exhaustive categories: 1. Non-demonstrators – this is the reference 

category to which all the other categories will be contrasted and it comprises 49.8% of 

the adult population in Romania; 2. Potential demonstrators 40.8%; 3. Previous 

demonstrators 3.4%; 4. 2012 demonstrators 6%. 
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What factors best predict individuals’ belonging to a certain category of 

demonstrators? To answer this question, I examine the socio-political profile of the 

types of demonstrators by multivariate analysis. Multinomial logistic regression is a 

statistical technique suitable for this purpose as it highlights the characteristics that 

best distinguish the four types of demonstrators/non-demonstrators. The analysis 

included a complex statistical model with 25 predictors (independent variables) that 

can be broadly divided into four categories: relative deprivation, biographical 

availability/resources, mobilisation networks, political engagement and ideology 

(see Appendix for the measurement of variables included in analysis and descriptive 

statistics). Correlations between independent variables were weak, not posing 

multicolinearity issues. 

A sequential multinomial logistic regression was performed through SPSS 

NOMREG to assess predictions in one of the four categories of the dependent 

variable (i.e. non-demonstrators, potential demonstrators, previous demonstrators, 

and 2012 demonstrators). The reference category is the non-demonstrators. I 

entered the 25 predictors in the analysis in three stages. First relative deprivation 

and biographical availability variables were included resulting in the partial model 1 

(see model 1 in Table 1) which has produced a significant differentiation among the 

four groups of demonstrators/non-demonstrators [χ2 (4245, N=1431) = 2660.68, p = 

1, deviance criterion], the variance explained by the model being R2 (Nagelkerke) = 

0.145. After the addition of 9 mobilisation network predictors (see model 2 in Table 

1) the explained variance of the dependent variable increased to and R2 (Nagelkerke) 

= 0.253 [χ2 (4206, N=1431) = 2511.74, p = 1, deviance criterion]. The final model (see 

model 3 in Table 1) also included the political engagement and ideology predictors 

and further significantly improved the differentiation between the four types of 

demonstrators/non-demonstrators R2 (Nagelkerke) = 0.340 [χ2 (4182, N=1431) = 

2366.16, p = 1, deviance criterion]. The full model (3) correctly classified 63.7% of all 

cases. The non-demonstrators were correctly identified in 77.1% of cases; the 

potential demonstrators were identified correctly in 58.6% of cases, the previous 

demonstrators in 6.5% of cases, and the 2012 demonstrators in 22.5% of cases. There 

was a tendency to incorrectly classify cases of the least numerous categories, to the 

largest categories (i.e. the non-demonstrators and potential demonstrators).   

The 25 predictors have unequal individual effects on explaining the variance 

of the dependent variable. According to their impact on improving the prediction of 

belonging to one of the four types of demonstrators (details not shown here) the 
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best performing predictors were: political interest, previous participation in 

environmental demonstrations, place of residence, age, education, vote intention 

for USL (anti-austerity coalition), sex (male), membership in voluntary associations 

and political parties. 

 

Findings: Who participated in the 2012 street demonstrations and who did not? 

 

Table 1 shows Exp (B) coefficients (odds ratios) of multinomial logistic 

regression models and statistical significance (in bold). The reference category of the 

dependent variable is non-demonstrators. Data presented in table 1 allow for an 

assessment of the differences between the relative effects of predictors belonging 

to various theoretical models. These differences will be discussed below, first as 

comparisons between each type of potential and actual demonstrators and the non-

demonstrators and then by pointing out differences between potential 

demonstrators, previous demonstrators and 2012 demonstrators, according to the 

25 predictor-variables (see Appendix). 

 
The potential demonstrators compared with the non-demonstrators 
 

Two grievance indicators differentiate people expressing willingness to 

protest from those who said they would never demonstrate (see Model 1 in Table 

1). Thus, potential demonstrators are more likely than non-demonstrators to be 

worried about losing their job or not finding a job in the future. They are also more 

worried about government wiretapping or reading their personal mail or email, than 

non-demonstrators. In terms of resources and biographical availability, potential 

demonstrators are more likely to live in bigger urban settlements and tend to have 

lower household incomes but higher educational levels than non-demonstrators. 

These features imply that persons with a relatively precarious position on the job 

market might have higher levels of protest potential. On the other hand, pensioners 

tend to express lower levels of availability to join street demonstrations compared 

to employed persons. In terms of organizational ties, potential protesters tend to 

report membership in political parties, more often than non-demonstrators. They 

are also more cognitively engaged in politics, expressing higher interest in politics 

and a clear voting preference for a coalition of political parties (USL) that opposed 

the austerity measures adopted in Romania. Compared, with non-demonstrators, the 

potential demonstrators seem to hold more often post-materialist values measured 
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here by a preference for ‘giving people more say in government and protecting freedom 

of speech’ over ‘maintaining order and fighting rising prices’ (WWS, 2015). Overall, the 

features that seem to significantly differentiate potential demonstrators from non-

demonstrators are the following: grievances related to their relatively precarious 

position on the job market, higher levels of education, ties to political parties, higher 

rates of interest in politics, anti-austerity voting preferences and post-materialist values. 

However, apart from ties to political parties the potential protesters do not seem notably 

well embedded into personal, employment or civil society related social networks. 

 

The previous demonstrators compared with the non-demonstrators    
 

None of our relative deprivation indicators significantly differentiates previous 

protesters from non-demonstrators. The two categories of respondents also tend have 

similar levels of household incomes. Thus, the lack of grievances might be one of the 

explanations for the previous demonstrators’ non-involvement in the 2012 

demonstrations. In terms of biographical availability, previous demonstrators seem 

more likely to come from the above 50 years old age cohort and to report not having 

children. They also tend to have higher levels of education and to reside in bigger cities, 

compared to non-demonstrators. However, they seem to be disengaged from most of 

the organisational and personal ties that could have mobilised them to participate in the 

2012 demonstrations. On the other hand, they tend to have higher levels of interest in 

politics and display post-materialist values. In terms of voting preferences, they were not 

supporters of the anti-austerity coalition (USL) as the potential and the 2012 

demonstrators were. In general, the profile of previous demonstrators seems to fit quite 

well the features describing participants in ‘new social movements’: mainly urban, 

middle-class, highly educated persons having post-materialist orientations. 

 

The 2012 demonstrators compared with the non-demonstrators  
 

Compared with the non-demonstrators, the 2012 demonstrators tend to have 

lower household income. They are also more likely to be male, coming more from the 

above 50 years old age cohorts, than from the younger generations. Residence is an 

important predictor that differentiates demonstrators from non-demonstrators 

showing that the 2012 protestors were mainly persons living in bigger cities. 
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Table 1: Multinomial Analysis of the Types of Demonstrators/Non-Demonstrators in Romania during the Economic Crisis 

Dependent variable - Types of 

demonstrators: 1. Non-demonstrators 

(reference category) 2. Potential 

demonstrators 3. Previous 

demonstrators 4. 2012 demonstrators 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Potential 

demonstrators 

Previous 

demonstrators 

2012 

Demonstrators 

Potential 

demonstrators 

Previous 

demonstrators 

2012 

Demonstrators 

Potential 

demonstrators 

Previous 

demonstrators 

2012 

Demonstrators 

Predictors included in the model compared with Non-demonstrators compared with Non-demonstrators compared with Non-demonstrators 

Relative deprivation/Grievances 

  Financial dissatisfaction 0.919 0.680 0.811 0.954 0.653  0.847 0.971 0.689 0.937  

  Worried about losing job or not finding a   
   job 

1.387* 1.678 1.204 1.177 1.577 1.003 1.120 1.553 0.918 

  Worried about government wiretapping  

  or reading personal mail/email 

1.394** 

 

1.661 1.708* 1.359* 1.616 1.645 1.255  1.472 1.438 

Biographical availability/Resources 

  Household income 0.935* 1.009 0.988 0.921* 0.992 0.884 0.925*  1.019 0.861* 

  Male 1.317* 2.377** 3.082*** 1.293* 2.217*  2.692*** 1.089 1.791 2.213** 

  Age 18-29 vs. 50+ 1.074 0.228* 0.177*** 0.692 0.126** 0.037*** 0.828 0.153* 0.045*** 

  Age 30-49 vs. 50+ 1.120 0.438* 0.617 0.807 0.394* 0.308** 0.855 0.385* 0.352** 

  Education (higher) 1.196*** 1.354** 1.325*** 1.142** 1.391** 1.105 1.115* 1.378** 1.083 

  Residence (bigger cities) 1.105*** 1.150* 1.223*** 1.108*** 1.168*  1.252*** 1.119*** 1.163* 1.282*** 

  Married or living with partner vs. single 0.868 1.741 0.565 0.982 2.317 0.638 0.892 2.058 0.473 

  Divorced, separated or widowed vs. single 0.531* 1.696 0.613 0.657 2.462 0.845 0.587 2.108 0.614 

  Children 1.063 0.413* 0.694 0.990 0.368* 0.467 1.014 0.394* 0.508 

Mobilisation Networks 

  Part-time or self-employed vs. full-time  
  Employee 

  1.034 1.438  1.950 0.979 1.382 1.781 

  Retired vs. full-time employee 0.609* 1.276 0.688 0.535** 1.170 0.548 

  Housewife vs. full-time employee 1.202 2.449 0.750 1.128  2.257 0.720 

  Student vs. full-time employee 1.268 3.606 2.375 1.131 2.705 2.146 

  Unemployed vs. full-time employee 1.482 2.034 0.598 1.323 1.964 0.408 

  Public sector 1.401* 0.741 1.203 1.315 0.634 1.036 

  Member of trade union 1.356 1.307 1.448 1.411 1.345 1.768 

  Member of political party 2.446** 3.855** 4.177** 1.802* 2.425 2.994* 

  Member of voluntary association 1.052 1.072 2.334** 1.060 0.963 2.301** 

  Supervisor (at work) 0.936 1.259 1.900* 0.912 1.110 1.799* 

  Talks with friends and colleagues to  
  obtain information   

1.066 1.263 1.417** 1.025 1.256 1.347* 
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Dependent variable - Types of 

demonstrators: 1. Non-demonstrators 

(reference category) 2. Potential 

demonstrators 3. Previous 

demonstrators 4. 2012 demonstrators 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Potential 

demonstrators 

Previous 

demonstrators 

2012 

Demonstrators 

Potential 

demonstrators 

Previous 

demonstrators 

2012 

Demonstrators 

Potential 

demonstrators 

Previous 

demonstrators 

2012 

Demonstrators 

Predictors included in the model compared with Non-demonstrators compared with Non-demonstrators compared with Non-demonstrators 

  Uses PC frequently 1.162 0.976 1.574* 1.161 0.939 1.648* 

  Previous participation in environmental  
  demonstrations 

1.749*  3.232* 7.146*** 1.571 2.561* 7.060*** 

Political engagement and ideology 

  Political interest   1.720*** 2.267*** 1.899*** 

  Vote for USL (anti-austerity coalition) 1.443* 0.964 2.150** 

  Democratic support 1.067 0.944 1.135 

  Trust political institutions 1.013 0.912 1.088 

  Left-Right Scale: Left vs. Centre   1.270  1.995 1.309 

  Left-Right Scale: Right vs. Centre 1.293 1.451 2.750** 

  Materialist vs. Post-materialists 0.537* 0.197** 0.743 

  Mixed-materialists vs. Post-materialists  0.576* 0.319* 0.617 

      

-2 Log Likelihood 2660.685 2511.747 2366.168 

Nagelkerke R2 0.154 0.253 0.340 

 N=1431 N=1431 N=1431 

Data source: author’s own elaboration based on WVS 2012. 

Note: Data represent Exp (B) coefficients (odds ratios) of multinomial logistic regression models: values higher than 1 represent a positive effect, values below 1 represent a 

negative effect of a predictor variable on the dependent variable, controlling for the effect of all other variables included in the statistical model. Statistically significant coefficients 

in bold: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. For nominal or ordinal predictors, the reference category’s parameter is set to 0, because it is redundant. Example of reading data: men, 

compared to women, are over 3 times more likely (3.082) to have attended a demonstration in 2012, given the other variables in the model are held constant (see Model 1, column 

3 for the 2012 demonstrators). 
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Marital status and having children do not seem to be linked with 

participation in the 2012 demonstrations. Part-time employees, students and the 

unemployed were not significantly more likely to demonstrate than full-time 

employees. Although directly affected by the 25% wage cuts and the reduction of 

employment benefits, public sector employees were not significantly more likely to 

attend demonstrations than private sector employees once we control for the effect 

of other variables. Trade union membership is not significantly associated with 

mobilization in these demonstrations. 

On the other hand, embeddedness in various social and political networks 

seems to drive individuals to demonstrate. Thus, compared to non-demonstrators, 

the 2012 demonstrators are more likely to be members of political parties and civil 

society organisations, to supervise other people at work, having thus a leadership 

role in their network of contacts, to more frequently talk with their friends and 

colleagues to obtain information, to use personal computers frequently1 and also 

use the internet, mobile phones and email daily to gather information about what is 

going on in their country and the world. Besides mobilisation networks that provide 

engagement opportunities and requests for participation, previous involvement in 

demonstrations for some environmental cause is also a strong predictor for 

attending demonstrations in 2012. 

In terms of political engagement variables, participation in the 2012 

demonstrators is positively associated with higher levels of interest in politics and 

vote intention for the anti-austerity coalition USL, which eventually won both the 

local and parliamentary elections of 2012. In terms of ideological orientations, the 

2012 Romanian demonstrations might be different from the anti-austerity 

movements that were animated by leftist ideas in countries such as Spain, Portugal 

or Greece. Overall, our results point out that the 2012 Romanian demonstrators 

seem to be more on right side of the ideological spectrum, although street 

demonstrations were also joined by groups having leftist orientations (Stoica, 2012). 

While, both potential and previous demonstrators tend to hold post-materialist 

values, the 2012 demonstrators are not significantly different from non-

 
1 The variable ‘frequency of using PC’ very highly correlates (Pearson r=0.784) with an 

additive index composed of variables measuring the frequency of using new information and 

communication technologies ICT (i.e. internet, mobile phones and email) to obtaining 

information. To avoid multicollinearity issues, only the variable ‘frequency of using PC’ was 

included in the logistic regression models although similar results have been obtains in 

separate analyses conducted with the ICT index (not shown here).  
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demonstrators in terms of post-materialist orientations. These findings point out the 

hybrid character of the 2012 demonstrations in terms ideological and value 

orientations. 

 

Discussion: Protest mobilization in times of crisis 

 

In order to understand how people mobilised to demonstrate in the context 

of dire economic condition we view protest as a two-stage process in which first, 

economic grievances are politicised and turned into willingness to protest and 

second, willingness to protest is converted into actual protest mainly inside 

mobilising networks that provide both opportunities and requests for participation. 

Following and adapting Schussman and Soule’s (2005) and Beyerlein, K. & Hipp’s 

(2006) approaches, protest mobilisation is viewed as a multi-stage process in which 

certain factors predict willingness to protest while others predict actual protesting.     

 
From discontent to protest potential: politicisation of grievances 
 

In the context of widespread economic hardships, one might expect 

grievance variables to play a key role in explaining protest involvement. However, as 

noted by social movement scholars, grievances do not lead automatically to protest. 

Instead, they require the framing of responsibility by mechanisms of politicisation 

(della Porta, 2014). In times of crisis and austerity, first citizens must feel the 

deterioration of macroeconomic and social conditions on their everyday life. Then 

through a process of politicisation they place much of the responsibility for the 

economic crisis and the inability to deal with it on the political leaders and 

institutions. Thus, the politicisation of grievances spreads political mistrust and 

creates a crisis of legitimacy which in turn fuels a motivational crisis manifested 

thorough the willingness to act. The target of action is singled out in the government 

and the regime and then mobilisation resources must be available to start protesting 

(della Porta 2014).  

Overall, the individual level indicators of grievances and perceived injustice 

seem to perform better in explaining protest potential than actual protest 

involvement, illustrating thus the initial stage of protest mobilisation. In addition, 

once we control for the influence of political engagement and ideology variables, 

direct effects of grievances on protest potential become insignificant being thus 

mediated by political and motivational factors. This suggests that there is indeed a 
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political route in transforming economic grievances into willingness to protest and 

the key intervening factor seems to be the politicisation of grievances through a 

process of blame attribution targeting politicians and political institutions. Our 

findings show that individuals who are more interested in politics, those who are 

members of political parties and have a clear voting preference for opposition parties 

might be more willing to use demonstrations to express their grievances. This finding 

might be explained by the fact that politically engaged persons are more likely to be 

exposed to politicised protest discourse framed by social movements, opposition 

parties or the media which target collective action on the government and the 

regime. On the other hand, aggrieved people that are not exposed to politicisation 

framing and thus lack cognitive mobilisation seem more likely to become politically 

cynical and apathetic, as political disaffection theories would predict (Torcal & 

Montero, 2006). In addition to politicisation of grievances, biographical availability 

related to gender and age, as well as resources such as higher educational levels, or 

even more importantly, higher mobilisation opportunities derived from living in 

larger cities, all influence people’s willingness to protest but also their actual 

engagement in protests.  

 
From protest potential to actual protesting: recruitment networks 

 

This analysis has shown some similarities but also some differences in the 

factors that predict protest potential and actual participation. The similarities relate 

mainly to biographical availability and political engagement variables while the 

differences pinpoint to recruitment networks. These differences might explain why 

some persons only expressed their willingness to protest while others have joined in the 

2012 street demonstrations. An essential feature that sets apart the 2012 demonstrators 

is their embeddedness in various mobilisation networks. Civil society organisations, 

political parties and as well as politicised social networks of friends and colleagues in 

which political discussions take place frequently were important drivers of protest 

mobilisation in the 2012 demonstrations. The centrality of individuals in their social 

network also mattered, since those holding leadership positions at work were more 

prone to demonstrate. Along with these factors, the frequency of using personal 

computers and online means of communication and information (e.g. internet, email, 

mobile phones) is also positively associated with participation in the 2012 protests 

(Burean & Bădescu, 2014). Overall, potential demonstrators have comparable high levels 

of interest in politics as the 2012 demonstrators, but they seem to be disconnected from 
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the politicised networks that provided the mobilisation context leading to participation 

in the 2012 demonstrations. 

Growing popular discontent during the economic crisis created mobilisation 

opportunities for various social actors, such as civil society organisations (CSOs) which 

engaged people in protests targeting broader issues (political corruption, environmental 

protection, urban planning, etc.). Even if the economic downturn could have imposed 

constraints in the funding resources of many of these organisations and networks, 

overall, membership in CSOs grew after 2008. As data from the WVS/EVS surveys point 

out, in Romania the share of respondents who reported membership in at least one CSO 

rose from 19% in 2008 to almost 30% in 2012. The share of political party joiners has also 

increased in the same period from 3.6% to 7.5%. These developments suggest an 

increased politicisation of certain segments of the population during the crisis, since civil 

society members and party joiners discuss political matters with friends more frequently 

and tend to consider politics as being more relevant to their life, than non-members 

(Tătar, 2015a). 

The findings also suggest a persistent participation gap between men and 

women in terms of protest mobilisation. The effect of gender on protest mobilisation is 

to a certain degree mediated by political and ideological variables. But even after we 

control for the influence of these factors, men are over 2 times more likely to have 

participated in the 2012 demonstrations compared to women. Presumably, women are 

more prone to view participation in street demonstrations as a high risk activity. On the 

other hand, research on political participation in Romania has shown that women are as 

likely as men to participate in less contentious forms of protest such as petitioning (Tătar, 

2011). Age is also a strong biographical predictor for attending demonstrations in 2012 

but its effect goes in the contrary direction than expected. Demonstrators are more likely 

to be above 50, than in the 18-29 or 30-49 age cohorts. This finding may be linked with 

the fact that the massive demonstrations of early 2012 have been triggered by the 

government’s intention to commodify healthcare public services that are particularly 

needed by the elderly. 

 
Beyond ‘old’ and ‘new’ social movements: the hybrid character of the 2012 
demonstrations 
 

Our analysis has pointed out significant differences between previous 

protestors and the 2012 demonstrators. The previous demonstrators tend to have 

higher levels of income and education and are more likely to report post-materialist 
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value orientations. Plausible reasons for the non-involvement of the previous 

demonstrators in the 2012 protests seem to be their lack of support for the opposition 

parties (USL) on the one hand, and their disconnection from the recruitment networks 

that provided the mobilisation context for protest in 2012. Nevertheless, several 

mobilisation network variables did not play the anticipated role in predicting protest 

participation in the context of harsh economic conditions. For instance, membership in 

trade unions is not related to potential or actual involvement in demonstrations. 

Typically, unions specialize in strikes not in demonstrations as their main protest tactics. 

Moreover, in Romania participation in strikes is normally confined to full-time employed 

members of public sector trade unions (Tătar, 2015a). As our findings show, none of 

these categories were particularly active in the 2012 mobilisations, although public 

sector employees were directly affected by the 25% cutbacks in wages adopted along 

with the austerity package in 2010. Other potentially discontented categories, such as 

the unemployed or the students (Apăteanu and Tătar, 2017; Tătar and Apăteanu, 2019), 

were also not significantly more involved in these demonstrations than the general 

population. These findings further raise questions about the nature of the 2012 protest 

movements. 

How do the Romanian 2012 demonstrations fit in the recent wave of European 

anti-austerity protest? Research suggests that the profile of protests in Romania has 

shifted in the last decades from old to new politics (Burean & Bădescu, 2014). During the 

communist period and in the 1990s, old materialist issues connected with worker strikes 

for higher wages and better jobs dominated the protest agenda. However, following a 

much earlier West European trend, the 2000s were marked in Romania by the 

emergence of new social movements of middle class, young, urban and highly educated 

citizens that mobilise through social networks for issues that are linked to the quality of 

democracy and life (Burean & Bădescu, 2014). In our sample, the group of previous 

demonstrators seem to conform to patterns of new social movements as they tend to 

display post-materialist values, have higher levels of education and middle household 

income. On the other hand, the 2012 demonstrators seem to be a mixture of old 

materialist politics and new post-materialist movements. Essentially, the 2012 

demonstrations have had a hybrid nature, gathering a wide diversity of people. Some of 

them were having environmental concerns and high levels of computer literacy and 

intensively use online communication networks to obtain information. Yet others came 

from the lower income strata, from the older age cohorts and had average levels of 

education. Instead of singling out the re-emergence of old class conflicts, the lack of 
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significance of our employment and occupational status variables suggests that austerity 

measures led to the precarisation of broad parts of the population. Thus, none of the 

traditional categories (unemployed versus employed, public versus private sectors) 

stands out as particularly more mobilised to protest during the crisis. As della Porta 

(2015) notes, anti-austerity mobilisation that bridges together people from various 

precarious positions implies broad cross-generational and cross-class coalitions. The 

2012 Romanian protests seem to illustrate this pattern. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The 2012 demonstrations were the first significant mass protests in a series of 

major episodes of contention that recurrently emerged in Romania, in the aftermath 

of the economic crisis. Both the media and politicians often depicted the 2012 protests 

as spontaneous riots of the desperate and the marginalized. However, the findings 

presented in this article reveal a  different picture. Demonstrators seem well 

embedded in existing social networks and civil society organisations. They frequently 

discuss political matters with friends or colleagues and often hold a leadership position 

in their network of contacts. They are neither the ‘strangers at the gates’ of 

institutional politics, as Tarrow (2012) suggests. On the contrary, many of these 

protesters have organisational ties with political parties and show a clear voting 

preference for anti-austerity parties. Overall, protesters seemed to be recruited from 

the socially active and politically engaged parts of the Romanian society. 

To understand mobilisation in times of crisis we have used public opinion data 

to construct a typology of protestors. This allowed multiple comparisons, not only 

between those who demonstrate and those who do not, but also among potential and 

actual demonstrators, as well as between the 2012 demonstrators and previous 

demonstrators. Contrasting the profile of various types of people who stand at 

different stages of protest mobilisation enabled a sequential approach to analysing the 

recruitment process for the street demonstrations in 2012. Thus, protest mobilisation 

was viewed as a two-stage process that first entails turning discontent into willingness 

to attend demonstrations and then, converting willingness into actual protest. Various 

categories of factors such as grievances, resources, social networks, and cultural-

motivational attitudes play different roles in predicting protest mobilisation at each 

stage. In the first stage, protest potential seems to be primarily driven by the 

interaction of a set of factors pertaining mainly to grievance and cultural-motivational 
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theories. Our findings suggest that economic grievances are transformed into 

willingness to protest through a process of politicisation in which much of the blame 

for the crisis and the inability to deal with it is placed on politicians and political 

institutions. However, politicisation processes are selective. Persons who are 

cognitively engaged in politics (in our data those who are more interested in politics, 

who are seeking political information and discuss politics frequently) are more likely to 

be exposed to politicised protest discourse. Social movements, opposition parties or 

the media produce and re-produce such protest frames that target protest action on 

the government or the regime. In the second stage of the mobilisation process, 

recruitment networks and organisational ties appear to play a key role in transforming 

willingness to demonstrate into actual protest. Comparing the profiles of potential 

protestors and the 2012 demonstrators reveals that civil society organisations, political 

parties and politicised online and offline social networks of friends and colleagues were 

important drivers of protest participation in the 2012 demonstrations. 

Essentially, the early 2012 protests had a hybrid nature that transcends the 

dichotomy between ‘old’ and ‘new’ social movements. The wide diversity of people 

attending these protests suggests, as della Porta (2015) has observed in several other 

European anti-austerity movements, broad cross-generational and cross-class 

coalitions and solidarities. The mixed nature of the 2012 protestors was also facilitated 

by the relatively open and inclusive character of these demonstrations. During 

January-February 2012 people gathered daily for several weeks on the University 

Square in Bucharest and also on the main squares of other major cities of Romania. 

Public squares have become, in that period, open spaces in which anyone could have 

joined demonstrations to voice their discontent. Without having a clearly identifiable 

organisational core, the January-February 2012 protest demonstrations have been 

joined by diverse groups of people ranging from simply discontented individuals to 

NGO activists, nationalists, anti-capitalists, groups of the new right, ultras, 

monarchists, environmentalists and feminists (Stoiciu, 2013; Ana, 2017). What has 

united these diverse groups was the perceived source of popular discontent: ruling 

politicians and generally the corruption of the political class (Stoica, 2012). In this 

sense, the Romanian demonstrations of 2012 seem to fit more general patterns of 

anti-austerity protests spreading in the cities of the world in search for ‘another 

democracy’ that creates multiple public spaces in which citizens can make their voice 

heard (della Porta, 2012, p. 274). 

More generally, protest demonstrations aim to impact the social and political 
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environment. But they also have individual effects on demonstrators themselves. 

Although the 2012 demonstrations have been doubtlessly also joined by ‘newcomers’ 

to protest politics, persons who had previous experience in protest participation (for 

environmental causes in our dataset) were 7 times more likely to attend the 2012 

demonstrations, compared with individuals without prior protest experience. This 

finding suggests that previous involvement in protest movements might create an 

activist identity by socializing people into specific forms of collective action. 

Subsequently, the acquired repertoires of contention can be used by social movement 

activists in various contexts, and for totally different causes. Moreover, if 

demonstrations are successful in curbing policies and dismissing governments, this 

further encourages the use of protest as a strategic resource. This might clarify why, 

even if the economic crisis and austerity policies ended, protest episodes occur 

repeatedly and even intensify, as actually happened in Romania since 2012. 
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Appendix. The Measures 
  

The empirical analysis in this article is based on survey data collected in Romania in 

2012 as part of the sixth wave of the World Values Survey (WVS) 2010-2014. The 

WVS 2012 dataset comprises 1503 respondents and is representative for the 

Romanian adult population. 

Variable/Index Name Measures and descriptive statistics 

Dependent Variable 

Types of demonstrators 1.Non-demonstrators (reference category) = 49.8%; 

2.Potential demonstrators=40.8%; 3.Previous 

demonstrators=3.4%; 4. The 2012 demonstrators=6%. 

Independent Variables 

Grievance/relative deprivation indicators 

Dissatisfaction with  household 

financial situation   

Yes=27.1% (tend to be completely dissatisfied) 

No=72.9% 

Worried about losing job or not 

finding a job 

Yes= 49.6% 

No=50.4% 

Worried about government    

wire-tapping or reading my 

personal mail/email 

Yes=44.9% 

No=55.1% 

Biographical availability/Resource 

  Household income (scale) Mean=4.836, SD=2.130, Min=1, Max=10 

  Male Yes=48.1%; No=51.9% 

  Age ‘18-29’=21.2%; ‘30-49’=37.1%; ‘50+’=41.7% 

  Education (scale of highest level 

attained) 

Mean=6.296; SD=1.880; Min=1; Max=9 

  Residence (scale of size of 

locality) 

Mean=4.449; SD=2.240; Min=1; Max=8 

  Marital status 1.‘Married or living with partner’=66%; 2.‘Divorced, 

separated or widowed’=16.4%, 3.‘Single’=17.6% (ref. 

cat.). 

Having children Yes=72%, No=28% 

Mobilisation Networks 

Employment status 1.‘Part time or self-employed’=7.9%; 

2.‘Retired/pensioned’=29.8%;  

3.‘Housewife not otherwise employed’=15.8%; 

4.‘Student’=5.3%;  

5.‘Unemployed’=5.8%; 6.‘Full-time employee=35.4% 

(reference category). 

Public sector employee Yes=27.8%; No=72.2% 

Member of trade union Yes=8.3%; No=91.7% 

Member of political party Yes=7.5%; No=92.5% 

Member of voluntary association Yes=29.7%; No=70.3% 

Supervisor (at work) Yes=23.8%; No=76.2% 

Talks with friends and colleagues 

to obtain information (scale) 

Mean=4.081; SD=1.344; Min=1 (Never); Max=5 

(Daily) 
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Variable/Index Name Measures and descriptive statistics 

Uses PC frequently (scale) Mean=1.875; SD=0.909; Min=0; Max=3 

Previous participation in 

environmental protests 

Yes=9.2%; No=90.8% 

Political engagement and ideology 

Political interest (scale) Mean=2.146; SD=0.957; Min=1; Max=4 

Vote intention for USL (anti-

austerity coalition) 

Yes=27.1%; No=72.9% 

Democratic support (additive 

index) 

Mean=5.984; SD=1.862; Min=0; Max=12 

Trust in national political 

institutions (parliament, 

government, political parties) 

Mean=5.206; SD=2.146; Min=3; Max=12 

Left-Right self-identification 

(recoded) 

‘Left’=14.1%, ‘Right’=19.1%, ‘Centre’=66.8% 

(reference) 

Post-materialism index ‘Materialists’=29.9%; ‘Mixed’=61.9%; ‘Post-

materialists’=8.2% (reference) 
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FOCUS: ONLINE IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION 
 

 

The Asian Cyber-Self: A Study of Taiwanese University Students and the 

Construction of Online Identity 

 
David PENDERY 

 

 

Abstract. This paper examines the conception of the techno-self and online identity in a 
group of Taiwanese university students. In this study, the student commentary is focused on, 
rather than the statistical findings, as it was found that these statistics may not be entirely 
reliable. Areas including Research and study; Entertainment, video and games; Music and 
arts; Communicating with others, local and international; “Trolling” or investigating others; 
social networks; news; Shopping, banking, other personal activities were all considered and 
student’s identities in these areas. How online self is being used to supplement offline 
identity was one important area of research. Another important area was “real” versus “not 
real” in on and offline communication. Students view of themselves in both positive and 
negative ways is considered. The question of human agency and the degree to which 
individuals shape, or are shaped by the structures and constraints of the virtual world is also 
examined. Humans are taking on new roles and identities by way of their interaction with 
and use of technology, and online life gives rise to questions about the advantages and 
disadvantages of online communities and communication, and the rewards and drawbacks 
of online identity creation. These facets are all examined. 

 

Keywords: cyber self, online identity, online communication, real versus non-real, online study 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The “cyber-self,” also known as the techno-self, are the online identities of 

those using, communicating, articulating and interacting using technology and the 

Internet. This is a field “dealing with all aspects of human identity in a technological 

society, focusing on the changing nature of relationships between the human and 

technology” (Wikipedia, “Technoself studies”). Other studies have scrutinized how 

individuals contemplate the identity of themselves and others online, how they use 

technology to cultivate and project identity, and how digital life can alter “real life” 
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meaning and identity. This study will take a similar approach, examining the various 

facets of online identity, and the advantages and disadvantages of online life and 

digital identity construction. We will look at the online life, behavior and identity of 

a group of 25 Taiwanese students (a group well-known for their active online lives) 

at National Taiwan University of Science and Technology (NTUST) and National Taipei 

University of Business (NTUB). The basic thrust is the analysis of how students 

describe and present themselves in technological terms on various platforms, and 

from there how they shape and employ their identities online.  

Note in the following that although I will present report certain statistical 

findings, I will not focus on these. Instead I will concentrate on student’s comments 

and descriptions of their actual online conduct. I do this because it is difficult to 

guarantee that reported behaviors, in terms of time spent online, may not always be 

accurate. I knew from the beginning that when I asked students to report the time 

spent online in various areas, it would be very difficult for them to report this with 

concrete accuracy. It is simply too difficult to actually monitor one’s online usage 

every minute of every day, and report this precisely and completely. Thus, as noted, 

I will rely more on their commentary, which is in effect more revealing. With that 

said, here I will report the statistical numbers that I compiled in various areas: 

Even above it can be seen that students spend most of their online time with 

research and study, and thus a given pragmatic style is seen—somewhat different 

from what is commonly understood as the frivolous, lighthearted online activity seen 

in students. I would guess this is relatively similar to students anywhere in the world. 

Student comments show this, as when one student commented that his online life 

was composed of “YouTube—Facebook (Instagram)—NTUST—RESEARCH AND 

STUDY.”  

A number of other students also reported that they spend most of their 

online time with school activities and study. I should at the same time note that 

“Blogs, Line, Twitter, and social networks” are not far behind at 19%, and this should 

probably be expected of university students. Many a student has told me that Line 

is THE platform nowadays (far more than Facebook), and it is widely used (“Line is 

my primary connection with my close friends and family” one student said, “because 

Line is the social media I trust to protect user info, compared with Facebook”). 

Student comments show how this is true, with one saying simply “in addition to my 

studies online, I spend most of my time on social networks in Taiwan and China.” 
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The Techno-Self 

 

Some say the online self is “being used to supplement and augment the 

offline identity,” in order to bring the two personalities closer together (Kool, 231). 

This can be seen in that students in this study undeniably use their online identities 

(as students) to enhance their offline identities (as students). In a larger sense, 

students see that their online identities bleeding over onto the offline, and back 

again, and again social networking may be the main area here. “I can express myself 

online in social networks,” said one student, “and that shows people who I really am 

offline.” Though students are using Facebook a lot less these days, the other main 

systems (Line, Instagram and the like) are a combination of that which is online and 

that which is offline for students. In other words, students see their online behavior 

as a natural extension of their real identities offline. This can be seen in the varied 

“online identities” that students choose, and how they are in effect usually linked 

real life offline. Students told me that they often had three and four e-mail 

addresses, manifold accounts on various social networking systems, more than one 

YouTube account, and the like. These accounts presented various “online selves,” 

but these were often strongly linked to offline self. Such goings-on  included school 

activities (of course), professional activities, personal activities, “other,” arts 

activities, gaming, blogging and other similar communication, and certain 

“philosophical” and transcendental activities (often linked to religion). In a word, 

though these might all take on unique aspects of online identity for students, they 

nevertheless link back to their offline existence. “I use one email for school, one for 

my personal life, one for my dancing and band, and one for my family” said one 

student, and other replies were similar. In a word, students for the most part view 

their “identity” as just that—and whether on or offline, they are simply the people 

that they are (more on this in terms of “real life” communication below).  

There is much interaction that does take place online, but it is mostly with 

ordinary friends and family members. This can be seen in the statistics above, in 

which students reported that most of the online communication was “local” with 

those nearby, and more distant connections, or connections with strangers, was 

rare. “I have a great time connecting with my friends. Most of them are in different 

areas, and we seldom can meet,” said one student, who also said that he deals with 

strangers such as agents or landlords by way of text.  

Students tell me that a lack of face-to-face interaction impacts their view of 
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online communication, and in some senses yields a feeling of isolation and 

disaffection (conceivably this is true even with friends and family members). In 

answer to a question on the survey I submitted to students, “Do you feel online is 

“real” communication? Do you find it easier to communicate this way rather than 

‘real life?’” one student said that he rarely talks to strangers online, mostly with 

friends and family members, and “I think the real world is much better than online 

communication, because I will understand real emotion.” This same student added, 

“with online identity, I can express myself more freely,” but seemingly not so freely 

as to roam far outside of his actual self. One student said that he was “always myself” 

online, and adopted no false identities. He also noted that he can best make friends 

online, “with someone who has the same habits as me.” He did not mention whether 

such habits were simply online communication and behavior. In any event, in the 

main we see the pragmatic approach to online communication I have commented 

on. ““I feel relaxed when chatting with people,” said one student, “but still sometime 

have a feeling that is not quite well to express my opinions.”  

 In these lights, some researchers see virtual milieus as communicative 

“bottlenecks”—milieu in which visual and oral cues, or well-developed (and in 

essence ordinary) relationships are lacking true contact and connection. In these 

terms we need to be aware of how students are in fact interacting, and how, or 

whether, they are actually establishing integrity, exchanging information, 

encouraging others, providing and receiving feedback, or appraising and evaluating 

evidence (see Reeder, Macfadyen, Roche, & Chase, 2004). In any case, I think that 

authentic (singular) identity construction and presentation online appears to 

contribute to varied communicators’ perceptions of the possibility for the 

construction of genuine community. 

At the highest level, online identity can be described as an Internet or 

technological persona, a social/digital identity established via the technologies noted 

above. It is an actively “constructed” exhibition of the self (the same could be said 

for “real life” identity, and it may be that any given construction of self in the two 

worlds is not all that different; this research shows as much). This can be either one’s 

authentic identity, as in the offline world, or a range of created (and sometimes false, 

or simply anonymous or pseudonymous) online identities (but to repeat, these were 

relatively rare in this study). Users reveal varying amounts of identifiable information 

in these contexts (whether actual or not). In a word, at the highest level users are 

able to amend and alter their virtual identity to suit varying urges, and craft personas 
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to their fancy (and again to repeat, this is often done in areas that are in essence 

connected to actual life). The malleability of online identities allows users to create 

new virtual selves, and to change and modify their online selves in ways that would 

be almost impossible with their actual identities (though again, the two approaches 

may have many similarities). Users can edit and change their virtual selves’ 

appearance and behavior, and control others’ views of them. We will see how users 

can promote and improve themselves online, or if they prefer reduce and weaken 

themselves. Online anonymity allows users to present different versions of 

themselves to their audiences. Unconstrained by physical restrictions, users are free 

to choose and create their new identities. Virtual spaces foster such freedom, and 

anonymous spheres allow users to alter the expectations, standards, and behavior 

of daily, “real” life. “I feel I can be more than myself online,” one student said, “and 

I sometimes try to convey myself as a ‘superman.’” Others, as I have noted, feel a 

certain discontent online, and that the lack of true contact in effect weakens them. 

One student answered, “I feel that it is hard to find a real friend” online, and “this is 

true because I don’t see people face to face.” Another commented that “it’s different 

with each feeling. It's totally up to the conversation. But when I post articles on social 

media, I prefer to be positive. No one likes to read a negative word.” 

 

Taiwanese (and others): Online Identity 

 

This research will focus on Taiwanese identity, particularly, though as noted 

students from other Asian countries are also included. Not unlike a number of other 

peoples, we see here how essentialist and nationalistic forms of identities are being 

deconstructed and discarded in an increasingly divided, globalized world. Some say 

a universal hybrid is emerging, and these says online diasporas are taking place—

without leaving their homes at all, people are seeing the rest of the world and 

communicating with its peoples first- (or perhaps we should say second-hand). My 

students are experiencing this to some extent, and they are exercising their 

nationalistic and ethnic selves online. “I often visit pro-Taiwan websites (such as 

Taiwan.gov, Pixnet and Plurk) to voice my opinions about how much I love Taiwan” 

said one student. “I also visit English language sites for foreigners in Taiwan, because 

they like to hear my views, and almost always support me.” This view is quite 

common among students, and they also branch into more specific ethnic contexts. 

Some students are aboriginal Taiwanese, and a number of websites that focus on 
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these peoples are popular. These students often feel a mixed identity, in that they 

are aboriginal, and generally recognized as such, but they are also often seen as 

simply “Taiwanese,” and their aboriginal identity is masked. In any case, online 

behavior can break this down, and given them access to specific information that 

deals with their peoples (“The Council of Indigenous Peoples,” “Digital Museum of 

Taiwan Indigenous Peoples,” and “Academia Sinica: Formosan Language Archive” 

are three important sites in these respects).   

In another ethnic approach, Taiwan’s view onto China is important. These 

days, most young Taiwanese people are not much attracted to China, and many are 

veritably anti-China. WeChat, Sina Weibo and Tencent are all sites that can be easily 

accessed, and some students use them to express their views. “Although you often 

get negative and hostile reactions from pro-China readers,” said one student, 

“surprisingly they are often willing to listen to Taiwan students, and even have fairly 

positive views of the island.”  

 

The Social Online Self and Agency 

 

Online identities are often determined by the user's association to social 

groups they are involved with offline. This may be most true in terms of students 

interacting with one another. Researchers have seen “the emergence of 

‘transcendent communities’—networks of participation that surpass collections of 

related but distinct communities” (Joseph). Most students at the same school are 

not of course “distant” from one another, but the idea holds true. As noted, many 

people connect their digital lives back into their real lives, and this provides a new 

focus (immigrants and diasporic peoples are often seen in these lights). This sort of 

community can be found among students, who commonly interact together online 

in their studies. I hoped to see elements of this with the foreign students from 

Indonesia, Malaysia and other countries in my classes, but they were for the most 

part silent, probably a normal reaction of shy, reticent students in Asia.  

Dramaturgical analysis posits that elements of human interaction are 

dependent upon time, place, and audience, which indicates how we can view the 

contexts of online interaction. Goffman writes that “What is important is the sense 

[the person or actor] provides them [the audience] through his dealing with them of 

what sort of person he is behind the role he is in” (298). Also in terms of dramaturgy, 

Goffman describe an individual's “performance” as the presentation of self, and 
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one’s efforts to create specific impressions in the minds of others. This process is 

sometimes called “impression management.” Goffman makes a distinction between 

“front stage” and “back stage” behavior, in which the first’s actions are visible to the 

audience and part of the performance, while the second’s are behaviors when no 

audience is present. We can view online selfhood in the same respect, with 

practitioners at times stepping to the front of the “stage” and at times lingering in 

the back. One student said “I sometimes speak up loudly, and move to the center of 

a conversation online, but other times I hang back, and keep silent.” Yet further, 

Goffman writes of “secrets” that are kept in this style of performance, including dark 

secrets (those that represent information that could contradict the image presented 

to the audience; strategic secrets (those that allow the communicator to control the 

audience); inside secrets (those that are seen as something that is shared with others 

to increase bonding); entrusted secrets (those that have to be kept in order to 

maintain integrity); and free secrets (another's secret, not related to oneself, which 

can be disclosed while still maintaining one’s role) (Wikipedia, “Dramaturgy”). Such 

secret-keeping is very much an aspect of online life and communication. Goffman 

also talks of specific roles that are played in the dramaturgic framework, as well the 

control of the image that is conveyed to others, and we will see this in our own 

examination.  

In a similar respect, “key theoretical arguments regarding identity in 

cyberspace revolve around questions of human agency: the degree to which 

individuals shape, or are shaped by the structures and constraints of the virtual 

world” (Macfadyen, 1-2). Much will be shown in these respects with student 

comments about their online lives. One student said “I sometimes feel ‘contained’ 

online, as I cannot truly say what I want, and I feel that others expect me to be certain 

ways and say certain things. This can be uncomfortable.” Another student 

commented that “Online communities seem to always be changing, and I cannot 

keep up with all the new members that come online, and the things they say and 

feel,” which echoes analysis that examines “alterations in the nature of identity and 

agency, the relation of self to other, and the structure of community and political 

representation by new technologies have resulted in a loss of political identity and 

agency for the individual” (Holmes, Virtual Politics: Identity and Community in 

Cyberspace, in Gaoui, 472). 

In this respect, queries have been raised about whether public accord and 

lucid discourse can occur online, an environment populated by many identities 
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(some altered and/or false), and the seemingly haphazard juxtapositions of detached 

communicators. In the same light as the student above, another said that “There are 

so many different people online, you often cannot tell who is who, and what they 

want to really say. It can be confusing.” Zambrano (1998) typifies online identity as 

a “technological terminal,” by way of which nation and state are immaterial, but he 

sees such disembodiment and “deterritorialization” of the individual as a strength, 

offering the possibility for “productive insertion in the world” beyond the usual 

geographically-bound notions of citizenship (from Macfadyen, 2). In spite of this 

seeming ambiguity, my students for the most part seemed comfortable with their 

national identities, and some students did comment on a firm national focus in their 

online interaction, such as when one wrote that “Taiwan is a free country with a free 

Internet. I think this is important.” This student was commenting on a common belief 

about Taiwan as a free, democratic nation, in stark contrast to so many other nations 

in Asia. He was in essence expressing a strong nationalistic commentary in terms of 

his Internet identity. One student simply valued online service in Taiwan (which is to 

be extensive), saying “Taiwan has excellent, convenient Internet service, with many 

wi-Fi hotspots that supply residents. And also some of the info, such as public news 

and school courses, they are all put online.” 

 

Virtual Diasporas, Fragmented Identity, the Noeme 

 

Virtual diasporas of itinerant and relocating individuals can be seen in these 

lights, and this is common in student life (though again the foreign students in my 

class did not comment broadly on this issue). “Virtual ethnicity” has been suggested, 

and, focusing on Taiwan and the People’s Republic of China, Professor Jens Damm in 

this light writes that “Taiwanese nationalism is…creating its own version of 

Taiwanese cyber nationalism.” One trend “claims that the Internet is helping to 

foster a global, postmodern and hybrid diaspora, which is leading to an identity 

formation beyond nationalist and nostalgic yearnings and beyond an ethnic and 

culturally narrowly defined…identity” (Damm, no page no.) As visiting students, I 

know that my foreign students had a sort of dual identity crossing Taiwan and their 

home nations, and some did express a feeling of being citizens of both nations at the 

same time (they often expressed this during class).  

Turkle (1995) states that a model of decentered (or fragmented) self may be 

helpful for understanding virtual identity, drawing from psychology, sociology, 
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psychoanalysis, philosophy, aesthetics, and artificial intelligence. Poster (2001) 

recommends a new view onto online identity, such that it functions as a provisional 

and changeful link to evolving cultures and communities in cyberspace. Others are 

less eager to accept virtual identity as a disconnect with traditional conceptions of 

identity, and argue that virtual reality is simply a continuing “sophistication of 

virtualness that has always reflected the human, embodied experience” (Miah, 2000, 

211). Virtual identity, in all of these respects, poses a challenge to accepted ideas of 

identity construction, and recent studies have scrutinized methods and stratagems 

that individuals employ when they are choosing or constructing online identity or 

personae. Jordan (1999) surveys “progressive identity construction” with the use of 

online names, online bios and self-descriptions—relatively simple tools that virtually 

everyone uses. As noted above, ethnicity comes into play, and “virtual ethnicity” is 

now seen as a likelihood with how individuals represent this in cyberspace (and I 

have suggested this in terms of the foreign students in my class). Poster asks whether 

ethnicity requires bodies for true representation. Contributors to the work edited by 

Smith and Kollock (1998) offer counter-arguments to the suggestion that as a site of 

disembodied identity, “cyberspace may eliminate consideration of racial identity” 

(Macfadyen, 2). Instead, they propose that cyber identity may simply be creating 

new measures for people to evaluate others—and in effect be more of one’s own 

self, one’s own nation, one’s own ethnicity. In all of the above, we see that online 

identities may be multiple, fluid, manipulated and may have little to do with the “real 

lives” (or selves) of the persons behind them—but again this is not say that those 

real lives still have a very strong impact in one’s life. I think we have seen elements 

of all of the above in the student comments I have shared thus far. 

We can see that virtual identities can be viewed in numerous ways, in various 

aspects and/or contexts. One such conception is the Noeme, a very useful 

conception. The Noeme, by Marios Kyriazi, denotes “a combination of a distinct 

physical brain function and that of an ‘outsourced’ virtual one” (2011, 28). It is “the 

intellectual ‘networked presence’ of an individual within the Global Brain, a 

meaningful synergy between each individual human, their social interactions and 

artificial agents, globally connected to other Noemes through digital 

communications technology (and, perhaps soon, through direct brain to brain 

interfaces).” This may be reminiscent of the “post human” or possibly “trans-human” 

identity, in which human intellect and physiology are enhanced by way of 

technology, or individuals have both biological and artificial parts. When a person 
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has bridged that which is human and potentially “non-human,” it gives rise to 

questions of ethics, justice, language, trans-species communication, social systems, 

and associative, synthesized intellectuality. The post human is seen as an almost-

new species of human, which, again, is augmented by technology, enabling qualities 

and capabilities that exceed current human traits, a “conception of human identity 

in the face of human-technological integration” (from Luppicini; techno-human is 

also used in these respects).  

I refrain from using the term “cyborg” here, or to refer to actual human 

beings in these lights, but admittedly we might view humans interacting online in 

these ways—simultaneously “human” and “technological,” almost half-human and 

half-machine in their connection to technology, with the enhancements that 

technological connection provides. I think we are seeing something similar to these 

ideas in the crossings and interactivity of students from different countries, creating 

a sort of new consensus, and globalized social systems amid digitized 

communication. One student commented that “I feel like I am almost a machine 

when I interact online—partly because I know others cannot see me, and the feeling 

is less real. I become part of the computer, and I enjoy this feeling of otherness.” 

In some senses all of the above is an effort to emerge out of a given 

materialism and perhaps utilitarianism in human existence, into a new field of life 

and behavior that is more counterbalanced in its view of all that is contributing to 

humanness (but, and yet again, the given pragmatic/realistic world view that I seem 

to see in my students may work against this; though to be sure they are in their 

interactions contributing to an enhanced humanness). In a word, at their best the 

above concepts indicate how “The human species can, if it wishes, transcend itself—

not just sporadically, an individual here in one way, an individual there in another 

way, but in its entirety, as humanity” (Huxley, 15). “Though I feel disconnected 

sometimes online,” one student said, “I know that I am actually connecting more 

widely, often with people all around the world.”  

Human beings are taking on new roles and identities by way of their 

interaction with and use of technology. We can see here that online life gives rise to 

serious questions about the advantages and disadvantages of online communities 

and communication, and the rewards and downsides of online identity creation. 

Luppicini notes the negative influence of the “impersonality of virtual communities 

on offline interaction and the consequence of Internet addiction” (Wikipedia, 

“Technoself studies”). I will share questions of the advantages and disadvantages of 
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the tech-self, as well as a questionnaire I submitted to students, below.  

Sherry Turkle defines all of our concerns well. Many digital personas now live 

a fully networked life (just look at all the people glued to their smart phones; and oh 

how true this usually is during any class in Taiwan!), traveling in a seemingly infinite 

technological landscape—but there are costs. “These days, insecure in our 

relationships and anxious about intimacy, we look to technology for ways to be in 

relationships and protect ourselves from them at the same time” writes Turkle (xii). 

“We seem determined to give human qualities to objects and content to treat each 

other as things” (xiv). “Technology is seductive when what it offers meets our human 

vulnerabilities. And as it turns out, we are very vulnerable indeed. We are lonely but 

fearful of intimacy. Digital connections and the sociable robot may offer the illusion 

of companionship without the demands of friendship” (1). Students have expressed 

such disadvantages to online life, and the lack of the real online.  

 

My Questionnaire: Benefits and Concerns 

 

With the above said, I submitted a questionnaire to students, a shortened 

version of which I will include here: 

1. How many “friends” or other contacts do you have on the main social 

media platforms that you use? Think about friends, family and strangers. How much 

do you interact with your family online? Your friends? With strangers? 

2. Define your interaction and communication online. Do you feel it is “real” 

communication, or do you feel you are communicating behind a mask? Do you find 

it easier to communicate this way rather than “real life”? 

3. Is your online identity and presence “positive,” happy, contented, 

confident, or “negative,” angry, hostile, or aggressive? If you do both, how and when 

do you decide which personality to show?  

4. Are there any features to your nationality or ethnicity (Taiwanese, 

Eastern, Asian, world citizen) that are important to you online? 

5. Is sex or sensual contact with others important to you online?  

6. One’s “digital footprint“ refers to one’s distinctive set of traceable digital 

activities, actions, offerings and communications manifested on the Internet or 

digital platforms and devices. What does your “digital footprint” look like?  

I also talked to some students personally. To continue, let me list the set of 

benefits and concerns about online self and identity that I have referred to, and 
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which I also shared with students. These questions and remarks reveal much that we 

will see students commenting on in this study.  

 
Benefits 
 

1. People can present themselves without fear of persecution. 

2. It offers new opportunities for society, especially the ability for people to 

explore the roles of their own lives, hopes and dreams, behavior, gender and 

sexuality in a manner that can be safe. 

3. Online identity has given people the opportunity to feel relaxed in various 

roles, some of which may be fundamental aspects of the user's life that he or she is 

unable to portray in the real world. 

4. Online identity has a helpful effect for minority groups, people with 

disabilities, etc. Online identities may help eliminate prejudices created by 

stereotypes found in real life, and thus provide a greater sense of inclusion.  

5. The flexibility of online media provides control over revelation of personal 

details, and can give users more modifiable and obliging identity construction. This 

is not typically available in real world social interactions. 

6. "The good thing about online is that it is a devolved and inquiring means 

of communication. People can challenge one another in ways that may not be 

possible offline. 

7. The online world delivers users a choice to determine which sex, sexual 

preference and identity they would like to portray. 

 
Concerns 
 

1. Misrepresentation and predacious behavior online. 

2. Online pornography and virtual sex and dating. 

3. Concerns regarding the connection between on and offline lives are 

challenging the notions of what constitutes real experience. To toy with these ideas 

has resulted in a questioning of how online experience may affect one's offline 

emotions. 

4. When projected online, mind, body and sense of self become 

manufactured constructs, “digitized” and not “real.” This may create a fabricated 

sense of security and interaction with others.  

5. The identities that people construct online and in social networks are not 
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necessarily aspects of their true, real offline self. Fake identities can be created, and 

any identity may not be a reliable depiction of what is true.  

As noted, it might not seem unusual that students most often employ 

identities online, and spend most of their time online, around studies and research. 

My research indicates that in general students spend about 20% of their time doing 

these activities, a reasonably substantive number. This might be part of a larger 

online education movement that has in some senses swept the globe. The computer 

supported learning approach legitimizes the use of computers as cognitive artifacts 

supporting collaborative knowledge construction and learning, among students 

learning at a distance (and indeed such online learning was about to be broadly 

introduced in Taiwan as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic; I myself was preparing 

online classrooms for a time this spring; this was in the end not needed in Taiwan). 

Learner’s participation in the process of knowledge assembly and development, the 

evaluation of arguments, and reflective awareness is the principal goal of an effective 

online educational environment, and such collaboration encourages understanding 

from many views. Given that the majority of the students in this study were 

engineering students (with a few management students, and about four architecture 

students), this is the kind of study and learning that is encountered—and certainly it 

seems that computer-based learning and usage makes perfect sense for this sort of 

technological study. “We can learn a lot online, and all students really like and 

appreciate the chance to take online courses” one student said. 

In spite of this more pragmatic approach, a variability of online identities and 

intricacy of social negotiation is seen. My results show how self and social identity 

are not static conceptions, but are negotiated through communication and 

discourse. Virtual environments allow participants to choose varied versions of self, 

and to travel along broad, context-driven localization. This becomes most clear 

during on-line interactions lacking face-to-face interaction. Deciding which “self” to 

reveal during the online interaction appears to be a problem defined within the 

social context wherein interaction occurs. To repeat, most of my students “online 

selves” are in fact relatively strongly connected to their “real selves,” but these 

virtual contexts allow them to choose diverse versions of the self, and to involve 

themselves in quite extensive on-line interactions.  
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Conclusion  

 

Some research suggests that the individual is composed within a “multiple 

populated self” (Gergen, 1991), with many voices, not necessarily consistent with 

one another, and often in conflict. “Action and communication are at the base of the 

constructive and interpretative process of building identities and those processes are 

distributed into the context composed by other entities, cognitive artifacts, and 

relationships” (Perkins in Talamo, 15). Students in this study observed some of the 

ambiguities and difficulties they have in these respects, and the idea of the multiply-

constituted self. This specifies much about the ways in which people perceive 

themselves in the modern day, and the inherent ambiguity of the modern, techno-

enabled self. These avenues of study open new views on to just what students are, 

just how they think of themselves, and just how they communicate with each other 

and with others in modern ways. I hope this study has opened the reader’s eyes to 

what Taiwanese students are thinking and feeling today. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
 

 

Radu Carp, Cristina Matiuța (editors), 2019 European Elections: The EU 

Party Democracy and the Challenge of National Populism, Leiden: Brill, 

2020 ISBN 9789004435148, 278 pages 

 

Review by Irina POP 

 

 

Part I - Comments in line with the authors proposals of the book 

 

Authors 

The book includes studies signed by political sciences academics – in vast 

majority from Romania. To the Romanian authors, some other experts joined, 

signing analysis on their own countries. In order, in which the editors arranged the 

contributions, the authors are: for the Part I: V. Naumescu; A. A. Iancu; R. Ivan; M. 

Sebe; R. Carp; S. Bocancea; for the Part II  (case studies): S. Mișcoiu; a team 

composed by G. Piccolino, L. Puleo and S. Soare (to analyze the Italy case); a team 

composed by T. Spöri and J. Stadlmair (to analyze the Austrian case); a team 

composed by P. Sula and M. Madej (to analyze Poland’s case); a team composed by 

J, Dúró and D. Bókay (to analyze Hungarian case); a team composed by J. Ušiak and 

P. Jankovská (to analyze Slovakia’s case); a team composed by J. Bíba, T. Dvořák and 

M. Štefek (to analyze Czech Republic’ 2019 elections). In the end, we have two 

individual analysis on Romania signed by C. Matiuța and A. Radu. The authors, larger 

part, are specialized in topics that merged in the elections process, constitutional 

studies, and political parties. A. Radu is well known for his expertise in Electoral 

Studies.  

 

The Book 

The book is conceived in a classical manner: Introduction, a First Part 

devoted to theoretical approaches, a Second Part with some studies case, and the 
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Conclusion.  That is why it is highly readable for any researcher in the field as it is 

instructive for the interested students. Of course, we recommend it in the Kindle 

version or the printed one.  

A brief Introduction, signed by editors, is presenting: a) the main thesis of 

the book; b) the methodological principles; c) a brief view of the contributions’ 

content. The main questions addressed in the general research on the EU elections 

2019, would have been useful in these introductory lines. They would provide from 

the very beginning of the book what we would learn from it.   

 

Part I. Theoretical Approaches 
 

More of the Romanian researchers – 7 out of 10, promised new ways of 

looking to the 2019 elections for the European Parliament and devoted their analysis 

to the theoretical frameworks. Among them, for now1, we look to those which 

analyze the results in an optimistic perspective: Ruxandra Ivan   - Electoral 

Engineering for a European Demos: Building European Identity through Elections; 

Mihai Sebe - Towards a More Democratic European Union: How to Use the Elections 

for the European Parliament to Create a True Pan-European Constituency? Old 

Debates, New Challenges and Radu Carp - The Citizens’ Perceptions ahead of the 

2019 European Parliament Vote …   

Ruxandra Ivan2 started her research for the European demos with the old 

question on the role of the European elections: Are they “second-degree national 

elections” or, by contrary, they are a powerful tool in constructing a European civil 

identity?  

She identified two effective instruments for enhancing European identity via 

electoral engineering: the transnational lists and leading candidates. Historically, the 

two tools were abandoned as a result of the opposition of the Member States 

governments, feared to lose their prominence in the institutional architecture of the 

 
1 We plan, for the next issue, a second view. We like to develop there some comments on the 

xenophobia revealed in the studies on the EP 2019 elections.  
2 Ruxandra Ivan (2020):  Electoral Engineering for a European Demos: Building European 

Identity through Elections, in in Radu Carp, Cristina Matiuța (editors), (2020): 2019 European 

elections … pp. 39-51. 
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EU3. In the continuity of her suggestions, we outline that: a) the increasing role in the 

mentioned architecture of the European Council; b) together with the pressures 

from the grounds to up of the new European generations will result in: ”more 

Europe” in the institutional design, and in a genuine European identity at the 

grassroots.  

We also conclude with the author, that the European demos’ building is 

slow, but endurable. The favorable electoral tools’ invention and use will keep pace 

with reality and will contribute more and more to it.  

Mihai Sebe4 addresses quite the same issue: more Europe and a more 

democratic one, through electoral tools. 

The challenge underlined in this study is about the President Macron 

proposal – endorsed by Germany too -, namely the transnational lists for the EP 50 

seats. It means more democracy in the European Union and a new system of the 

ballot (with one voter/ 2 ballots to cast, one in the national constituency, the other 

in the European one) leading to European demos. The decision to use this new 

electoral tool, in the EP 2024 elections, will be a big step forward in the process of 

constructing the European identity, the EU demos.   

The study signed by Radu Carp5, The Citizens’ Perceptions ahead of the 2019 

European Parliament Vote …  draws our attention because of the author’s approach. 

The study is different from the others in the same category, because it does not 

propose a new theory but simply questions the perceptions of 2018, as they are 

captured by the mentioned special Eurobarometer. Carp’s study is composed as a 

comment to it, to its predictions, and on the main political question of the moment: 

“Which are the factors that could increase participation but without a significant 

increase in votes for the populist/anti-system parties?”6    

The dynamic of the national elections 2014-2018 seemed to be: the votes 

gained for traditional parties have decreased and the populist parties gained more 

 
3  It is the concern to lose the role of the Council of the European Union, where national 

governments decide. 
4 Mihai Sebe (2020): (Towards a More Democratic European Union: How to Use the Elections 

for the European Parliament to Create a True Pan-European Constituency? Old Debates, New 

Challenges.) in Radu Carp, Cristina Matiuța (editors), (2020): 2019 European elections …pp. 

52- 65. 
5 Radu Carp: (2020): The Citizens’ Perceptions ahead of the 2019 European Parliament Vote 

– The Accuracy of the Eurobarometer Democracy and Elections, pp. 66-79 in Radu Carp, 

Cristina Matiuța (editors), (2020): 2019 European elections … 
6 Radu Carp, The Citizens Perceptions … in Carp, Matiuța (2020), p. 87. 
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votes. In the continuity of professor Carp’s ideas, it is to add that a decreasing 

interest of the voters for the electoral process. That is, at the national level, the main-

stream parties faced difficulties to made governmental majorities free from 

extremist influences and stable enough to ensure coherent policies and faced also 

decreasing legitimacy for their policies. The Brexit – as an output of nationalistic and 

populist propaganda deployed by Nigel Farage’s party7  - gave to the 2019 elections 

a crucial position in the EU’s construction process.   

In such a context, the elections for the EP raises questions as to whether or 

not the pro-European trends will continue; concerns for the legitimacy of the EU 

leadership elected in conditions of limited turnout; fear for coherence in the EU 

policies, formulated in a Commission with extremist participants … Indeed, an 

increasing turnout logically leads to greater fragmentation of the electoral support 

of the different parties running in the elections. The “traditional” political groups 

represented in the EP in the 8th legislature, seemed to be in danger, to lose not only 

their positions but even their identity as political groups. The mentioned Special 

Eurobarometer did not provide answers to such questions. Eurobarometer. 

The method of the study started with the concerns listed above. It compared 

the Special Eurobarometer Democracy and Elections’ picture on the “electoral 

intentions for 2019 process” with the de facto results. In the real process, the turnout 

tendencies reversed from decreasing to increasing tendencies, and the electoral 

process brought to the European Parliament fewer populists members and fewer 

parties with populist agenda, which were predicted in the Special Eurobarometer 

477 Democracy and elections, September 2018. 

The way professor Carp explains the encouraging tendencies for the EU’s 

consolidation is to be learned in the mentioned study. 

 

Part II: The case studies provided 
 

As for Part II, we like to salute all the contributors’ efforts and their valuable 

and well-documented analyses, being them analyses of the electoral process per se, 

or on the electoral results’ political consequences. We also like to express to them 

the gratitude for providing us - the academic field- with updated instruments. In this 

section of the book, we have focused on two case studies: the French 2019 EP 

 
7 Nigel Farage was a member and leader (2006-2009 and 2010-2016) of the UKIP (United 

Kingdom Independence Party). In 2019, he launched the Brexit Party. 
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elections, and Romanian EP elections. Therefore, the studies of Sergiu Mișcoiu and 

Cristina Matiuța raised some very interesting points, from the same optimistic 

perspective.    

Sergiu Mișcoiu8, in his research Back on Track: the French Far Right’s 

(Narrow) Win in the 2019 European Elections is searching for explanations in the case 

of the French voters’ preferences for the National Rally (Rassemblement Nationale). 

His hypothesis, tested in a historical-contextual analysis and a focus group research, 

is: Does the RN consolidated its position because of the twisted effect of the massive 

contestation wave against Macronism and this anti-Macronism radicalization 

(August 2018- February 2019)? He concluded that since the mid2010s, the new 

French societal context characterized by the prevalence of feelings of insecurity and 

uncertainty and by the search for immediate answers pulverated the hegemony of 

party-politics and forced the politicians to respond to the genuine social needs. The 

mover was the Yellow-Vests’ protests and riots. In such, a context the Marine LePen 

speculated over the public fears and discontents and refilled the party reservoir. In 

brief, he ensures the readers: it is only a conjecture. The structure of French voters 

is a pro-democratic EU.  

From our point of view, the Radical Right success in France, raise, also, new 

questions: To what extend the new European xenophobia fueled the support for RN 

and let her party's leaders assume the role of “les veritables patriotes”? Will lead such 

electoral success to more xenophobia, in the near future? 

That is why we will try to submit in a future issue of JIMS a Part II of 

marginalia to the book edited by Carp and Matiuta. There we will try to come back 

to the roles as electoral and political drivers of the new European populism and 

xenophobia, and to re-analyze the French case too, calling the views provided by 

Miscoiu.      

Similarly, Cristina Matiuța’s study - The European Elections Campaign in 

Romania: Between Contesting and Embracing the EU - is underlined the positive part 

of the electoral process. She focused on the electoral campaign: Romanian 

competitors engaged in the campaign for the EP; EU themes significant for the 

Romanian voters and the competitors’ messages between EU meanings and 

Romanian voters’ interests; the electoral results. The analysis’ method is cross-

 
8 Sergiu Mișcoiu, Back on Track: the French Far Right’s (Narrow) Win in the 2019 European 

Elections in  Radu Carp, Cristina Matiuța (editors), (2020): 2019 European elections … pp. 

99-112.  
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comparison: Romania - EU in the 2019 elections for EP compared, one level; and 

Romania - EU in 2014 (the previous ones).  Within her study, she opted for a structure 

in three sections s: 1 The Political Context of the European Elections; 2. The Parties’ 

Electoral Programs and Messages; 3. Epilogue: Significance of the Elections’ Results. 

The most challenging and larger division is second.  

The Romanians contenders in the race for EP in its 9th legislature were: 13 

parties /alliances + 3 independent candidates. Only they fulfilled entirely the legal 

conditions to be registered in the race.  (The Electoral Central Office ascertained that 

more others 10 parties/alliances and were interested and 4 independents to 

participate, but they were not validated, because they did not meet the eligibility 

criteria imposed by the law.) She interpreted the large interest for EP elections 2019 

as a pro-EU and pro-democratic interest.  

Romania sends MEPs, along with all the elections, 2019 included, in the main 

EP groups:  Right, Left, and the Center-Left. (In terms of the EU political color, the 

Light Blue (PNL, Popular Movement Party and Democratic Union of Hungarian of 

Romania), the Red (Social Democrats), the Yellow (ALDE). In the 2019 elections, a 

new force emerged in Romania: the new alliance, USR+PLUS (part of the Political 

Family Renew Europe,  the senior member being the New Europe set up in France, 

by President Macron). 

The political themes of the campaign investigated by the author after the 

slogans and Political Manifestos published by the Parties were atypical in Romania. 

In an EU context, politically concerned with: a) on the “migration crisis”, and behind 

it, the worries on the EU identity for the next generations; b) with the youth 

unemployment, the Romanian voters gave priority to the other two issues.  

According to the EU Barometer (Survey 91.1 of the European Parliament, “Closer to 

the Citizens, Closer to Ballot the Ballot”, published in April 2019, available at 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/) quoted by the author, in Romania the main topics 

were: a) the fight against corruption – underlined by the USR+PLUS and PPE 

members (Liberal Party, PMP) in and b) the socio-economic issues, (Leftist Parties). 

(Migration, Youth employment or Terrorism did not capture the voters’ attention 

and did not become priorities in the Parties Manifestos or slogans in the campaign 

for the EP.)  

Similarly, the issues as nationalism, identities, populism were not openly 

embraced by specific parties in the EU elections 2019, in Romania. (Exception, being 

UDMR which campaigned with an identitarian slogan: ”Strong Europe, Prosperous 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
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Transylvania!” covered by the popular theme of the Council of Europe: needs for the 

minorities protection under the EU umbrella, with a specific EU agency having this 

role.) Paradoxically, the agenda of the Romanian leftist parties introduced such 

issues in their agenda.  Some Leftist parties included in their discourses, nationalist 

messages or, appreciations, for Hungarian and Poland’s leaders famous for their anti-

migration or nationalistic messages.      

The results in Romania confirmed the main-stream parties’ positions in the 

electoral preferences9:  

• the Blue color in the EP gained from Romania 14 members, (NLP 10, PMP 

2, UDHR 2);  

• the Red color 8+2 MEP10 (8 SD + 1 after Brexit and 2 Pro-Romania),  

• the Yellow (8 the Alliance USR+PLUS the key positions of the main 

competitors.  

There were not extremist parties electorally supported by the Romanian 

voters. (No Far Right Nationalists MEP No Radical left- Communists11; No 

Eurosceptics and Identitarians were sent by Romanian electorate in the EP in its 9th 

legislature. It provides, the evidence for a non-fragmented spectrum12 of the political 

options in today Romania as well as for a firm pro-European attitude.  

In the last section of her study, Epilogue: the Significance of the Elections’ 

Results, Cristina Matiuța concluded on three major features on the 2019 elections 

for the European Parliament.  

She underlines the substantial increase of the Romanian voters’ turnout 

51,07%. Compared to the previous rounds of the European elections - 29,47% in 

2007; 27,67% in 2009; 32,44% in 2014 – the increasing is substantial. It is for the first 

time comparable with the average European one.  

The results indicate the voters gave grounds – as generally in the EU – to the 

new parties/alliances against the traditional ones. They also let us learn, that for the 

 
9 For the seats for every parties there is to be seen the Table 14.2 provided by Cristina Matiuța 

at the page 236.  
10 Christian Terhes elected on the Socialist List, individually quitted the Socialist Political 

Group and relied to the Conservative and Reformists (Dark Blue color).    
11 Such a party is forbidden by law in Romania. 
12 In 2019 for EP, in Romania, we saw also no interest in the Greens and Regionalists group. 

In Romania, the surprising wiener was this alliance USR+PLUS, which replaced in the 

electorate’s preferences the old liberals, ALDE, members of the EU family with the similar 

name. It proves a discontent with the previous parties which represented the Romanian 

citizens, but also a support for the centralist forces pro-European parties. 
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public the justice and the rule of law matter. (The campaigns of the winners – NLP 

and USR+PLUS parties/alliance - were focused on the corruption issues.)  

Nevertheless, we must add to the facts underlined by the author, one more. 

Romania’s President, Klaus Johannis, disputably introduced in the public agenda of 

the elections, the corruption issue as an institutional message. The President called 

a referendum simultaneously with the turnout for EU Parliament Elections. It had 

two questions reducible to one: “Do you want a corrupt person as your 

representative in the EU Parliament? That is to force the agenda in such direction.)  

On the other hand, it is to see against Professor Matiuța’s analysis, that the EP 

political spectrum preserved its colors Light Blue, Red, Yellow; that the main three 

groups are the same as in the last legislatures: EPP, S&D, and RE (ex-ALDE); that the 

parties of Romania that wined seats in the EP in the 9th legislature are members in 

these pro-European groups and they exhaust the entire share of the Romania seats 

in the EP, 32 of seats.  

Professor Matiuta saw in the peculiarities of the 2019 Romanian elections 

for EP an important European significance: “The definite victory of the pro-European 

parties can be seen as a sign of trust in the EU and as the desire to belong to the EU, 

in the context of sovereignties’, nationalist and Eurosceptic messages from the 

governing coalitions.”  

 
The Book’s Conclusions  
 

The questions that arose around the European elections 2019 cannot be 

answered by a single volume – the editors concluded.  

The merits of the present are obvious. It uses a schematic version focused 

on the party groups and their role in constructing a United Europe. This simple 

perspective allows the readers to understand that despite of the centrifugal 

tendencies represented by the nationalists and populists, the pro-European tide is 

the major one in the final results.  

It is right, the analysis confirmed the national and populist discourse in the 

electoral campaign and in the political agenda have been a driver. The results of the 

2019 elections show the accession of the extreme rights in the EP. The national 

populist traces contaminated the mainstream parties’ agenda. The editors call to not 

underestimate that the EP in this 9th legislature is the most “fragmented” European 

Parliament. Such fragmentation may impact the functioning of the EU institutions 

and on the continuity of the European identity-building process. However, 
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comparatively, with the alerts of the surveys, the results of the elections indicated 

strong pro-European trends.  

 

Reflections on the book 

 

Critically thinking, some details on the methodologies chosen are to be 

added. More clarifications, for the thesis of EP’s ”fragmentation” would be 

necessary. A simple comparative view on the charts of the parliamentary groups 

after the EU elections - from 2009 up to 2019 - does not support the EP’s 

fragmentation thesis. Contrary, they indicate that the number of the parliamentary’ 

groups is constant: 7 plus Non-Affiliated; more than this, quite the same groups – 

representing the same “political colors/positions” are conserved alongside the most 

recent three elections, (They are: EPP, S&D; ALDE; Greens & EFA; ECR, GUE/NGL; EFD 

and Non-Affiliated; the first three main ones – as votes and seats – are the same. Or 

these main groups decide on the Parliament presidency and vice-Presidencies; on 

the Commission President, on the EU policies. The volume is highly recommended 

for studies and future academic and political parties’ analysis. 
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Martina Cvajner, Soviet Signoras. Personal and Collective 

Transformations in Eastern European Migration, The University of 

Chicago Press, Chicago, 2019, ISBN-13: 978-0-226-66225-1, 265 pages 

 

 
Review by Simona FER 

 

 

Martina Cvajner’s book focuses on the transformations of Eastern European 

women, migrated from the territories of the former Soviet Union, from the very 

moment of their arrival in a new country with no relatives, acquintances or friends. 

The author classifies the situations presented in her book, offering suggestive 

subtitles, representative for each story. The readers will discover life stories, 

traumatic experiences, but which, eventually, strengthened those women’s 

characters and social positions.  

The group of Soviet women involved in this research, working as care 

workers in a northeastern Italian city, the author calls Alpinetown, consider 

themselves survivors. Their previous middle-class lifestyle shattered repeatedly into 

pieces by the various waves of destruction brought about by what Vladimir Putin 

defined ”the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the century”, the breakdown of the 

Soviet Union. 

They had migrated alone, to an area with no previous history of immigration 

from their lands. They were not supported, having arrived outside a formalized 

recruitment program. Their presence was not appreciated or accepted, and most 

natives, including their employers, had weak ideas about their identities. All of them 

found jobs in the lowest segment of the local market, as the author details, for 

household services, and they all had debts to repay or send money to their families, 

out of their meager or limited salaries. They used to spend evenings or the days they 

did not work, all together, in a new urban environment, a hostile one. 

The author had the chance to observe and participate, for more than a 

decade, in the process that made these women a stable presence in the urban 

environment, discovering different identities of them, often divided by strong moral 

cleavages. 
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Martina Cvajner’s interest is in how everyday interactions forced each of 

them to fashion new selves, new ways of feeling or thinking and what they should 

be in the new circumstances. Briefly speaking, they created a set of new social worlds 

where they could repair the damage of emigration and their social relationship. 

The women felt constantly humiliated by the fact that their employers, 

usually the daughters of the elders they were taking care for, expected them to 

behave as if they were part of the family, showing a genuine affection for the elderly 

entrusted to them. At the same time, they showed no interest in the care workers’ 

motherhood. Their employers did not value them for their sacrifice, nor feel the duty 

to support them emotionally. More than that, some of the elderly people they 

assisted used to blame them for having left their children behind, in their own 

countries. The trauma was that the women experienced high levels of emotional 

stress while quickly learning to hide their feeling of disgust. The group of women 

reported that employers, especially daughters of the elderly clients had to be 

described always as mean-spirited and occasionally cruel. 

      The women mentioned in Martina Cvajner’s research that the arrival of 

their ”papers” was a point of no return in their lives, reporting that until then they 

had little ”choice”. The lack of papers sharply reduced their options both in 

Alpinetown and in their engagement with their place of origin. Without legal status, 

their lives were remarkably similar. For women who had tried to save  60 or even 70 

percent of their meager salary, any other option implied a dramatic change  in their 

budget. Other types of domestic services, such as cleaning or babysitting brought 

more freedom, but the demand varied rapidly and often unpredictably. Employers 

could terminate contracts or reduce hours suddenly and for a multiplicity of reasons. 

    The author relates stories of different Soviet women, each with her 

name: Nica, Vasylyna, Iryna, Valeria, Natalka, Marinela, Alla and many others, who 

experienced several work places where they acquired a specific identity. Other 

working situations were emotionally satisfying, because obtaining their papers, the 

women were able to improve their lives in Alpinetown while maintaining a strong 

connection to their sending areas, which they could not visit regularly. 

When a woman arrived in the city, previous migrants informed her about 

what assistance was available and what would be most helpful. Some centers were 

good sources for secondhand clothes, others had excellent Italian language teachers, 

some volunteers were better than others at finding jobs when women needed them. 

A trade union office provided some assistance if employers refused to pay. An 
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outpatient clinic provided healthcare, a hostel, founded many decades ago to 

protect rural Italian women migrating to the city, could provide, when available, a 

clean bed for a few nights. Some of women felt comfortable with these agencies, but 

some not, considering they did not receive things or assistance according to their 

needs, and more than that, they could not express their anger in Italian language. In 

addition, these centers could not be a substitute for a place where these women 

could find emotional comfort and public recognition. They claimed that those places 

were not really for them, because although formally open to all immigrants, actually 

catered only to some immigrant groups. As they had been established over the years 

for dealing with previous waves of immigrants, they were ethnically and linguistically 

marked. North Africans comprised a wide majority of users of one of these spaces, 

Albanians frequented another, and a small social center often hosted Latinos. One 

association claimed to provide a space for all immigrant women, but the women 

were highly suspicious, considered it a front for Italian feminists and did not want to 

go there. 

The women began to complain that they did not have a place to pray. Alla, a 

Moldovan woman complained that she had to pray alone or go with her ”grandpa”, 

the elderly man she took care of, to the Roman Catholic Mass. She felt unable to pray 

adequately there and alienated from a ritual she could not understand. Therefore, 

the lack of a place where they felt welcome became a standard complaint the 

women voiced among themselves, without anybody having any confidence that they 

could find a solution.  

Diana, one of the few Russians in Alpinetown, was strongly committed to the 

vision of Agape, as an association of Eastern European women, regardless of their 

ethnocultural origins. The Agape association had been founded to unite, support, 

provide guidance and represent Eastern European care workers. Diana was the 

president and Iana, a Moldovan in her forties who had been a university professor 

and was now a care worker, was the vice president. Diana took it for granted that, 

as in the collective life of the former USSR, national differences among them should 

be considered as mere variations of a common theme. When the association was 

mainly focused on providing a space in which women could congregate and support 

one another, this assumption appeared to work reasonably well. The language was 

the glue that held people together and nobody really cared about the passports they 

were holding. The context changed after the Agape association had its own space 

and gained a minimal level of recognition from the local authorities. After the success 
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of the cooking classes, Diana found a precious opportunity that the association 

should promote an intercultural day when women could invite the families they 

worked for to share a meal all together. She also suggested they could invite an 

Orthodox priest she had met, in order to found a small church and celebrate Mass 

for them, as it had happened earlier for Romanians, with the diocese support. 

The leaders of the association thought that their institution was, above all, a 

way for them to collectively gain respect and recognition from the local community. 

They felt that the association focused on emotional, religious and cultural matters, 

so the women could give up their disorderly social life. They also believed that 

women should be active participants, devoting their energies to implement new 

projects. 

Meanwhile, the initial group of women separated into several distinctive 

networks, but Diana kept alive the idea of an umbrella organization, approaching it 

closer to an Italian-Russian cultural association. But in 2016, it ceased activities 

altogether. 

The author’s conclusions are that these Soviet women will be overly 

concerned, indeed obsessed with the practical pressures of everyday survival, with 

the pressing needs of making ends meet, of finding or keeping a job, of being able to 

save money to support their families.  

Martina Cvajner appreciates that the fruits of their work will gain them social 

recognition and respect only there, in their previous circles of recognition, among 

those that really matter for them, their relatives and friends”back home”. 

The author confesses she was an immigrant, but she had arrived much 

earlier. She was a foreigner, but her naturalization as an Italian citizen was in process. 

She had been a care worker herself, but she had been employed for years in white-

collar jobs and she enjoyed the luxury of a flat all to herself, while the women 

involved in her project were living in the homes of their employers. For these reasons 

she feared that she could have been placed in a higher social status, to create a 

barrier between her and them. On the contrary, cohorts of women entered the 

research group, warmly participated to the author’ s study and revealed their moving 

life stories as immigrants on the Italian land. 
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